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The Cadet Detachment drawn up on the Oval in front of the Pavilion.
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Mr. Jack Hulett, President of the Old Boys' Club, handing the wreath to the Rev. W. H. Irving.
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OPENING OF THE PAVILION, 31st MAY, 1950

Kearsney College
Chronicle
Vol. 3, No. I

July, 1950
EDITORIAL

A Tribute to our Old Boys
The opening of the Old Boys' War Memorial Pavilion on May 31st
will be regarded as a most Important event In the history of the
School not because It gives us a building and accommodation which
we have needed for years and are now very glad to have, nor even
because it helps to show and to strengthen the ties of affection and
loyalty that properly exist between the Old Boys and the School,
but rather because It Is proof beyond dispute of the sound spirit
of comradeship and unselfishness that exists among the Old Boys
themselves. In this generous gift the Old Boys have honoured
their former comrades and themselves, and by combining for this
common purpose they have added greatly to their stature and their
reputation. The real gain Is In the hearts and minds of those who
by the gift of their time and thought and money have established
this corporate tribute to their fellows who made the supreme gift
of their lives.

This year will be memorable also for the start of another piece of
good work by the Old Boys. Their Endowment Assurance Scheme
Is now firmly established and an excellent beginning has been made.
It can result In nothing spectacular for many years and It Is therefore
entirely without the stimulus of visual achievement. It Is a longrange plan whose success will depend upon the loyalty of those who
enter Into It. Its sole Inspiration Is a heartfelt faith and loyalty,
which, to reach Its best effect, must be maintained over a period of
twenty years. Here Indeed Is a test of a genuine regard and affection
for the School and for the work which it Is trying to do. We offer
our congratulations to those whose leadership and keen desire to
serve have brought the Endowment Assurance Scheme Into being,
and we firmly believe that their efforts will evoke a wide response
from Old Boys In general.
He who makes a sincere effort to serve others, even but In a small

way, brings advantage to himself beyond that which he may dream
of, and the efforts the Old Boys have made and are still making to

assist the School are going to mean a great deal to them both as
individuals and as a corporate body In the years to come. Their

close association with a School that is growing in power and dignity,

growing in ability to serve the education of the "whole man,''
is bound to bring them a sense of privilege and excitement which
they will cherish as a precious possession.

We extend to them not only our grateful thanks but also our
cordial wishes that all that they desire for the School shall come to

pass, and that their association with it shall grow in harmony, in
power, and in effectiveness.
(Note.—The proposed Constitution of the Endowment Assurance Scheme

and a report on its progress are published in the Old Boys' pages of this issue).

THE CHAPEL

About the time that the School re-assembled for the new Year

a vast quantity of building materials began to be gathered at the
Chapel site, and it was not long before building operations were
under way. It was also not long before the inevitable hitch occurred
and work was suspended while some essential supplies were awaited.
When these arrived, the builders came in greater numbers than

before,and since then work has gone on at a rapid pace. Its progress
has been closely watched by the School, especially during the morning
breaks at the class-rooms when a good many of the seniors turn
themselves into amateur building inspectors.
As soon as the foundations were down It was evident that the

building is going to be a very large one in floor area, and now that
the main arches of the nave stand erect and gaunt above the rest
of the masonry we can realise that it is to be of considerable height
as well.

The Foundation Stone Laying

The Foundation Stone was laid on Saturday afternoon, 13th May,
by Mrs. R. T. Polkinghorne, whose family has been so generously
associated with Kearsney for a long time. A large number of
visitors came up for the occasion and Natal Methodism was well

represented. It is not easy to hear the spoken word in an outside
ceremony of this kind, so it was a pity that the speakers fought shy
of the microphone that was provided, for the result was that their
addresses were inaudible to many of those present.
Some brief remarks from the College Chaplain, the Rev. D. W.
Timm, began the Service, and these were followed by the hymn
"Christ is the foundation of the House we raise."

The Rev. W. H.

Irving then uttered a moving prayer, and after this Mr. G. M. Oram
read the Lesson from the third chapter of 1st Corinthians. At
this point Mr. L. F. Forsyth, Chairman of the Board of Governors,
addressed the congregation and made grateful acknowledgment to
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those whose generosity had made it possible to begin the building
of the Chapel. He then invited Mrs. Polkinghorne to lay the Stone,
and the Architect, Mr. W. Payne, presented her with a silver trowel
with which to do so. Mrs. Polkinghorne did her part with obvious
love and sincerity, and it was with much emotion that she made the
Declaration "In the name of the God the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Spirit, we lay this Stone for the foundation of a
Chapel to be builded and consecrated to the service of Almighty
God."

After this had been done, the Chairman of the District, the Rev.

J. Wesley Hunt gave the Dedicatory Address, and then the Head
master expressed the thanks of the College to those who had taken

part in the ceremony. He also referred to the absence of the
former Headmaster, Mr. R. H. Matterson, who has been the Hon.

Treasurer of the Building Fund since its inception, and he read the
following cable which Mr. Matterson had sent from England :
"Every good wish for successful ceremony. With you in spirit."
A telegram was also received from the Rev. J. L. Taylor, an Old Boy
now In Port Elizabeth, saying "May this day be one of thanksgiving
and a milestone in the School's progress. God bless you all."

The Service was closed by the singing of the Doxology and the
pronouncing of the Blessing and Benediction.
Furnishing and Organ
Earlier in the year an appeal for the completion of the Building
Fund was launched, and it has produced generous contributions.
There is however still a long way to go if the Chapel Is to be opened
free of debt. The Chapel Committee is now considering the furnish
ing that will be required, and has been greatly encouraged by many
offers of special gifts for this purpose. The Governors have also
sanctioned the establishment of an Organ Fund, a matter which has
been placed in the hands of Mr. Gram. The Fund was given a
splendid start by the donation of one thousand guineas from

Mr. A. H. Smith, who has always taken a great interest in encouraging
the musical activities of the School. A number of Old Boys have
also responded to the appeal In a very generous manner, several of
them to the extent of promising a gift of £100 each.

THE WAR MEMORIAL PAVILION

The Pavilion was opened on Saturday afternoon. May 31st, and
a crowd of over three hundred visitors came up for the occasion.
The gathering included several of the next-of-kin of those whose
memory was being honoured. His Worship the Mayor of Durban,

members of the Board of Governors, senior naval and military

officers, a large number of Old Boys, and many other friends. It
was a special pleasure to see amongst them Mrs. J. S. Attlee, one

of our former matrons, who has come down from Johannesburg for
the occasion. The bulk of the School paraded with the Cadet
Detachment who were drawn up on the Oval In front of the Pavilion.
The ceremony began with a brief address from the President of
the Old Boys' Club, Mr. Jack Hulett, who said :

"It Is my privilege and pleasure on behalf of the Old Boys to
welcome you to the opening of our memorial to those Old Boys
who fell In the last World War.

"In erecting this Pavilion at the School we hope to perpetuate
not only their memory, but also the Ideals for which they fought,
and to keep their example ever before those who will pass through
this College.

"Of you boys all we ask Is that when you use this Pavilion you
spare a thought for those men who willingly laid down their lives
so that you might enjoy that freedom of thought and expression
that they once knew. A testing time will come for all of you but
with their Inspiration before you I know full well that you will not
be found wanting.

"To the next of kin of these lads may I say this, that although
with all the discontent and bitterness In the world to-day, their
sacrifice may seem to have been In vain, the Ideals for which these
lads fought and died will assuredly prosper In the course of time."

The Rev. W. H. Irving, the School's first Chaplain and the father
of one of those of whom we were gratefully thinking, replied on
behalf of the boys who will use the Pavilion, and the School Chaplain,
the Rev. D. W. Timm, followed with a dedicatory prayer. Mr.
Irving then unveiled the plaque on which Is Inscribed the names of

the twenty-two boys from the School who had given their lives
In the Second World War, while the whole assembly stood In
reverent silence. The President read the Roll of Honour, and Im

mediately the last name had been called the Cadets presented arms
while the buglers sounded the Last Post and the flags were lowered.
A brief but tense pause was followed by the sounding of the Reveille
and the raising of the flags to full mast.
After the Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr. L. F. Forsyth,
had declared his grateful acceptance of the key of the Pavilion, the
ceremony was concluded by a march past of the cadets, the salute
being taken by Mr. Irving accompanied by Mr. Hulett and the senior
oflRcers present.

Although the ceremony lasted only twenty minutes It was so
impressively and efficiently performed that It will live long in the
memory of all who sitnessed It.
(Further reference to this occasion and the spirit that inspired it is made
in the Editorial.)
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SCHOOL NOTES

Appointments:

Head Prefect: M. J. Collins (G.).
School Prefects : G. M. H. Shires (G.), T. Dyson (F.). E, T. E.
Hansen (M.).

House Prefects : Gillingham : M. J. Collins (Head), G. M. H. Shires,
D. B. A. Sclanders, E. C. K. Dowse,
D. A. Stranack.

Finningley : T. Dyson (Head), M. J. Rodda, R. D.
Rich, D. Weetman.

Milner : E. T. E. Hansen (Head), D. S. Wauchope.
Junior ; A. Bulman (Head), D. C. Dykes, J. A.
Voysey.

Captains: Cricket : T. Dyson.

Rugger : E. T. E. Hansen.

Swimming : M. J. Rodda. Athletics : E. T. E. Hansen.

Tennis : A. Bulman.

Shooting:(Vacant).

School Librarian ; B. J. Beck.

House Librarians : Gillingham : J. C. T. Black, G. S. Christian,
G. Price-Hughes.
Finningley : C. W. Mundell, D. C. Wade.

School Printer : J. R. Dersley.
Projector Operators : R. J. Ireland, G. S. Pike.

Diary :

Except for the Athletic Sports Meeting which was held on Saturday,
March 25th, all the events that provided relief from the daily round
of class-work and games occurred in the second Term. The list

of these occasions is as follows, and each is more fully described
elsewhere in this issue :

May 13th : Laying of the Foundation-Stone of the new Chapel.
May 3ist: Opening of the Old Boys' War Memorial Pavilion.
June l lth ; Methodist Confirmation Service.

June 12th : The Half-Year's Examination began.
June 21st : Visit to the"Royal"Agricultural Show in Maritzburg,
June 26th : Cadet Field-Day.
June 30th : Prefects' Dance.

In addition to the routine Sunday evening services conducted by
the Staff, services have been taken by the Rev. N. Bennett of Pinetown
and by Mr. P. Gammon of the C.S.S.M. who also showed a film on

camp work. In addition, Mr. Reece has given well-appreciated
illustrated lectures on Canterbury Cathedral, Misericordes, and
Stonehenge.
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Confirmation :

At a most impressive Sunday morning service on June 12th the
follov/ing boys were received into full membership of the Methodist

Church : J. M. Anderson, J. F. A. Bland, J. E. Cleator, J. R. B. Dersley,

P. W. Haley, R. Hirst, T. W. Johnson, N. Mark, D. A. F. McLeod,

E. J. Needham, G. S. Pike, H. H. Rowe, L. R. Slater, J. A. Sproson,
A. J. Tedder, D. G. Whitaker, R. S. Woolliams, J. A. Voysey. The

Service was conducted by the President of Conference, Dr. J. B.

Webb, assisted by the Chairman of the District, the Rev. J. Wesley

Hunt, and by the School Chaplain, the Rev. D. W. Timm.

During the second term the whole School was subjected to a set
of aptitude and interest tests provided by the Vocational Guidance
Officer of the Natal Education Department. The results are
expected to give some useful information on which to base advice

to boys when they have to choose between alternative subjects and
when they come to consider a career on leaving School.
The building of a Housemaster's House at Milner House has now
begun. The architect is an Old Boy, Melville Poole, and the work
is being done by Mr. Colley.
An Inter-House Quizz run by Mr. Brown and Mr. Reece resulted
in a comfortable win for Finningley by 64 points to 51. From this

it would appear that the School's best-informed boys are Fish,
Leask i. Beck and J. Anderson.

Among Films shown during this Half were the following : " Scott

of the Antarctic," "Oliver Twist," "Hamlet" and "Nicholas

Nickelby."

Once more we are indebted to our generous friend and neighbour
Mr. A. H. Smith for another of those items which are not perhaps
essential but which are nevertheless desirable and yet hardly likely

to be provided out of ordinary school revenue. This time it is
an elaborate new signboard which now stands at the turn-off from
the main road to proclaim our near-by existence.

Two more garages have been built on one side of the workshop

area—a very humble addition to the extensive building programme

that has been going on recently, but one that is much appreciated
by members of the Staff whom it has benefited.

" Kearsney Cuts " :
It was a pleasant surprise when this periodical saved both its life

and an " In Memoriam " notice in these pages by producing its
first number of 1950 at literally and metaphorically the eleventh
hour on the last morning of the Half. Things could not have been
cut finer, for the Head's declaration that the term was ended closed

the final Assembly at 1 1.30 a.m.

So that which we were most un

willingly prepared to mourn has come to life again and the Editor
of the " Chronicle " gratefully acknowledges the assistance it has

been to him In making up some parts of this magazine. The remain
ing paragraphs of these Notes are drawn from the columns of" Cuts"

as also are later articles marked by an asterisk. We trust that the
Editors will manage at least one publication a term in future, and
we join them In urging the School to back them up more willingly
and consistently by sending In contributions of their own.
Mr. Sydney Rosenbloom and Madame Hertslett again visited the School
during the second Term to give a Pianoforte Recital played by the former, and
explained by the latter. This time the programme was strictly limited to forty
minutes in time, and consisted of a series of dances by various composers and
some other pieces of a seml-calssical nature.
The 35 senior boys who were given the opportunity of going to Durban on
the evening of Tuesday, June 20th, to see the moral re-armament play "The
Forgotten Factor" all thoroughly enjoyed it and were very much impressed.
They express their thanks to the Head for organizing the visit.
This year various members of Staff have taken over the supervision of parts
of the grounds, and a very definite and pleasing Improvement in their appearance,
both from the point of view of tidiness and attractiveness is noticeable. The
old wattle tree plantation outside Finningley has been cleared and the ground
levelled. Mr. Reece and the boys of Finningley are busy trenching for hedges
and flowers, and they will eventually grass the rest of the ground. The ground
opposite Junior House has also been bull-dozed clean and planted with grass.
Mr. Brown has undertaken responsibility for the grounds on the swimming bath
side of the road, and the Head has cleared the trees opposite the Tuck-shop
and has generally improved the appearance of the grounds there. Mr. Clegg
has been busy around Gillingham.

When a Massey-Harris tractor was seen to be busy on the rugby field before
Sports Day, it was viewed with a good deal of consternation. Horrifying thoughts
fluttered through many minds. It was pretty obvious by the potatoes being
served at lunch that there was an acute shortage. (There stiil is I) Could it
be possible that the playing fields were to be ploughed up and turned Into potato
patches ? Fears were soon allayed however when it turned out that the tractor
was a new acquisition bought to mow the fields and pull the roller. Its beneficial
effect was fully evident on Sports Day, for the top field has never looked in
better condition.

The Library is now fully catalogued so there is no further need to delve
into piles of books in order to find the one required. For undertaking this
painstaking and rather monotonous job we extend our grateful thanks to Mrs.
Tedder and to Mrs. Jonsson.

When the Head announced one morning that the whole School was to go
to the Hall for a lecture during the fourth period, no one really gave a thought as
to whom they were going to hear. A period was being missed, and that was
good enough for everyone.
It was not long, however, before the lecturer, Mr. Broodryck, from the
Speech-Training Department of the University of Bloemfontein, had us all a
hundred per cent, interested in what he was doing. He gave examples of how
English and Afrikaans should be spoken, and his programme contained items
that were both grave and gay. It was a very appreciative School that gave the
lecturer a final round of applause.
The Prefects' Dance was held on June 30th and was again a very successful
occasion. Denis van Rooyen's Orchestra provided the music. We would like
to record our grateful thanks to Mrs. Osier and to Mr. Clegg for doing much
of the organizing, to Mrs. Goldman for the catering, and to Mr. Colley for
decorating the Hall for us in such an artistic and efficient manner.

VALETE (December, 1949)
L. M. Alder (1948); G. M. A. Anderson (1946) ; G. W. Barbour (1947):
J. R. Bishop (1946) ; G. J, Brokensha (1946) ; F. L. Chappe (1948) ; P. T, L. Chappe
(1946) ; D. I. Cowie (1945) ; C. J. G. Dell (1947) ; H. R. Dukes (1947) ; M. T.
Eastwood (1946) ; O. S. Egeland (1946); B. A. Fellows-Smith (1946) ; A. G.
Frolich (1948) ; E. M. Gjestland (1948) ; D. W. Gray (1945): B. G. Hagemann
(1946) ; G. B. Hayes (1948) ; B. H. Hulett (1946) ; D. Jamleson (1949) ; J. W.
Johnson (1946) ; R. A. O. Johnson (1945) ; P. M. Jones (1947) ; R. A. L. Kennedy

(1944): J. G. R, Kinloch (1944) ; E. N. C. KItchin (1944) ; W. B. Letcher (1944) ;
P. E. Lines (1946) ; D. J. Livingstone (1947) ; I. H. D. Lund (1945) ; D. J. Metcalf
(1946) ; D. R. Mitchell (1947) ; C. L. Oliver (1944) ; L. J. Peel (1947) ; B. H. Penberthy (1948) ; D. E. Proctor (1946) ; G. C. Richardson (i947) ; J. W. RussellBoulton (1944) ; M. G. Shelton (1946) ; H. Shuttleworth (1945); D. W. L.
Sonderegger (1948); O. R. Southwood (1946) ; W. H. Southwood (1946) ; D. W.
Spencer (1947) ; G. R. Thompson (1945); A. L. Varrie (1945) ; P. D. Warmback
(1948); R. L. Wicks (1945); M. T. Wood ley (1948) ; C. P. Wyche (1949).
May, 1950: N. R. Duggan (1949); E. M. Meade (1949) ; I. D. Meade (1949);

R. J. Thoms (1950).
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SALVETE (January, 1950)

Form IV : J. T.fShepstone (Durban); L. R. Slater (Johannesburg).
Form ill : J. F. A. Bland (Harrismith); J. M. V. Bradshaw (Gillitts); G. S.
Brown (Riet Vlei) ; F. R. Broom (Johannesburg) ; R. G. Clarke (Durban) ; A. L.
Doidge (Ladysmith) ; T. W. Downard (Bethlehem); R. J. Drennan (Durban
North): E. J. Frick (Bethal) ; D. H. Lowe(Maritzburg) ; J. C. L. Milne (Maritzburg);
R. Tyler (Durban North); F. E. Porrill (Ladysmith) ; R. P. L. Ramseyer (Adam's
Mission): K. B. Shea (Germiston); N. M. F. Smit (Durban); R. F. Tolken (Johan
nesburg): C. J. Valintine (Umtali).

Form 11 : M. Bishenden (Kloof); J. R. D. Goodricke (Durban); W. J.
Harwood (Durban); R. B. Mcllraith (Durban); R. Moffitt (Carolina).
Form I : H. Beckett (Ndwedwe); C. H. Bennett (Ladysmith); F. E. S.
Borgwardt (Standerton); C. J. Dukes (Eston) ; C. C. Foxon (Inyoni) ; P. J. W.
Goldie (Durban North) ; G. V. Green (Carolina) ; G. R. Groom (Verulam);
U. G. Groom (Verulam) ; L. P. Hagemann (Stanger); D. W. Harvey (Warner

Beach): L. C. Hoo-Foster (Melmoth); B. W. King (Durban) ; B. M. Philips (Johan
nesburg): A. D. Rowe (Amatikulu); M. J. Schruer (Doornkop); M. T. Scott
(Durban); V. L. Shearer (Durban); D. R. van Amstel (Durban); I. C. Young
(Durban).

April, 1950, Form ill : J. Hepker (Durban); R. J. Thoms (Johannesburg).

EXAMINATION RESULTS

(December, 1949)

Matriculation. 1st Class : E. N. C. KItchin (Dist. In P.Sc.), P. E.
Lines. 2nd Class: J. R. Bishop, M. T. Eastwood, B. G. Hagemann,
J. W. Johnson, J. G. R. Kinloch, W. B. Letcher, D. E. Proctor,

M. G. Shelton, H. Shuttleworth, D. W.Sonderegger, G. R. Thompson
(Dist. In Maths). 3rd Class : I. D. Lund.
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School Certificate. 2nd Class : D. J. Livingstone, D. T. Metcaif,
O. R. Southwood. 3rd Class: P. T. L. Chappe, E. M. Gjestland,
R. L. Wicks.

Junior Certificate. Ind Class : L. Callow, B. N. Francois, C. E.

Leisegang, T. E. Metcaif, G. S. Pike, W. N. Rock, H. M. Winder.

3rd Class : R. Brown, F. L. Chappe, P. J. Cominos, J. R. B. Dersley,
R. Hirst, R. J. Ireland, R. K. Kassier, D. A. F. McLeod, C. W. Mundell,
B. J. Nicolson, G. Price-Hughes, G. C. Richardson, H. H. Rowe,
D. C. Wade, D. G. Whitaker.

Taalbond. Hoer Graad (Laer): D. W. Sonderegger, W. B. Letcher.
Laer Graad (Hoer): H. Cromme, M. G. Shelton. (Laer): R. Brown,
A. A. Hind, J. W.Johnson, R. K. Kassier, C.S. Meumann, W. N. Rock,
M. J. Rodda, H. Rowe, D. B. A. Scianders, A. G. Steenberg, H. M.
Winder.

Voorbereidende (Laer): O. W. Jackson, C. H. Lee, G. A. Munnich,
P. J. Silburn, W. H. Southwood, D. G. Whitaker, C. R. Witherspoon,
M. T. Woodley.
The following completed the National Junior Certificate Examina
tion in June : E. C. K. Dowse, J. E. Cleator.

STAFF

During the first term Mr. I. R. van den Berg left us in order to
take up an appointment at Michaelhouse as Physical Training
Instructor. To him and to Mrs. van den Berg we offer our best
wishes for every happiness in their new environment. We have

not yet been able to find anybody to take over the Art, Physical
Training and Boxing classes for which Mr. van den Berg was respon
sible, so the programme of the Junior Forms has had to be slightly
rearranged.
When Mr. van den Berg left we welcomed to the Staff Mr. R.

Rutherford Smith, M.A. Mr. Smith is a graduate of the Natal
University and one of his main interests is psychology. Spare-time
interests appear to be motor-car and wireless mechanics and photo
graphy, a combination that offers a truly dangerous threat to any
leisure moments that residence in the School permits.
During the first Term Mrs. J. Beatty and Miss G. Johnson accepted
part-time positions on the Staff, the former to teach Science in the

Third Forms and the latter to assist with junior Latin and English
work. Mrs. Beatty helped us during the War years and we are
glad to have her assistance again. We trust that both ladies will
enjoy their association with us.

As we go to press we hear that early in August Mr. and Mrs. Oram
wiil be leaving their rondavel residence on the edge of the Vailey
above the railway line, and that they will move into the house

immediately opposite their present front gate that at one time was
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins.
At Easter, Mrs. Gamble, after nearly ten years as Matron of

Finningley, took a well-earned leave and sailed for England for a
four month's holiday. Her letters reveal the thrill she gained from
re-uniting with old friends and places in East Anglia. She will be
back on duty by the time the second Half opens and we shall be
pleased to have her with us again. Sister Mack, formerly AssistantMatron at Addington Hospital, Durban, deputised as Matron. We
are grateful to her for an excellent and energetic term's work.

We regret to hear that we shall soon be saying good-bye to the
Rev. R. A. Yates, Vicar of Kloof, as he and his family are returning
to England in August. His final duty on our behalf will be to see
through the Confirmation of a dozen or more boys on August 17th,

and admit them to their first Communion on the following Sunday.
We extend to him and his family our best wishes for a good voyage
and future happiness.
Just as we finish preparing copy for the printer we learn of the
death of Mr. E. M. Knubley who helped us on the Staff for two or

three years during the War. He had retired from Maritzburg
College on pension some time before he came to us, but he took

his full share of activities both in and out of School and rapidly
endeared himself to masters and boys alike by his whole-hearted
devotion to their needs and interests. All who knew him will
remember him with sincere affection. We offer our sincere

sympathy to his wife and family.
LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
President: The Headmaster.

Vice-President : Mr. J. F. Reece.

Secretary : G. M. Shires.

Executive Committee : M. Rodda, M. J. Collins, T. Dyson, D. Dykes, J. R.
Dersley, P. R. Randall.
PROGRAMME

January 29th. Election of Officers.
February 26th. Lecturettes,
March \2th.
Debate; "That Boarding Schools should be situated In the
country." Won.
March 26th.
Literary Readings.
April SOth.
Debate :"That Rugby is a more interesting game than Cricket."
Lost.

May 14th.
May 28th.

Xix Men in a Boat. (The cabin-boy, D. Weetman, was saved).
Debate :"That scientific development is doing more harm than
good."

June l lth.
June 25th.

Lost.

Lecture on A. A. Milne, by Mr. Reece.
"That co-education is to be recommended." Lost.

One has, I fear, to make the annual criticism that the Society
lacks vigour, too much of the debating lying in the hands of a select
few. If members would realise the value of this practice in public
speaking, they would surely come more prepared to say something.
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It was a pleasure to accept Epworth's Invitation to debate against
them, and we sent up Shires, Rodda and Dowse, accompanied by
three strong silent henchmen in Dyson, Stranack and Hansen, to
support the motion that "The education of the Native should be
agricultural and mechanical rather than academic." After we had

had our say, our sisters rather took the ground from under our
feet by admitting the truth of our argument, but added that there
should be academic education as well, where possible — a fact we
should have conceded in any case I Our trio maintained that the
practical education is preferable to the academic, though not to
its exclusion. In an admirable summing-up, Mr. Donaldson indicated
a few lines of argument that had been omitted, and awarded the
prize to Epworth by a narrow margin. Congratulations !
J.F.R.

AFRSKAANSE VERENIGING

Bestuur 1549 :—

President : S. G. Osier, M.A. (Prinsipaal).
Vise-Presidente : Mnre. J. Storm en G. Burger.
Vccrsitter: O. Leibbrandt.

Sekretaris : E. Ashby.
Addisionele Lede : D. F. Anger, D. O. Hall, E. Frick.

Voor die eerste vergadering van die jaar is besluit dat slegs seuns
uit Stds. 8, 9 en 10 lede kan word van die Afrikaanse Vereniging.
Daar is ook besluit dat lidmaatskap heeltemal vrywillig sal wees
aangesien die bestuur eenparig gevoel het dat dit verkieslik sou

wees om 'n handjievol vrywillige en ywerige lede te he as 'n groot
aantal lede wat tot aansluiting gedwing is en gevolglik nie gretig
sou wees om deel te neem aan die programme nie.
Ten spyte hiervan het ons die jaar begin met 'n ledetal van 31.
Ons vergaderings word dikwels bygewoon deur 'n hele aantal nielede want ons is biy om te kan se dat daar darem vele is wat genoeg
belang stel in die verrigtinge mits daar andere is wat gewillig is om
die kastaiings uit die vuur te haal.

Na die verkiesing van die nuwe bestuur het Mnr. G. E. Burger 'n
kort lesing gehou oor C. J. Langenhoven. In hierdie lesing is
veral verwys na Langenhoven se vaderlike raadgewings aan sy
medereisigers deur die lewe in die vorm van veelvuldige en pittige
moet's en moenie's.
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Die program is opgeluister met die sing van Afrikaanse liedjies
waaraan almal hartlik deelgeneem het.
Ons is aan die klavier begelei deur Mevr. P. Brown, aan wie ons
se :„ Baie dankie !"

G.B.

CHOIR

It has been heavy going this Half. The tenors and basses are few
in number, but experienced, and, for their number, have produced
well-controlled volume. But the trebles, most of whom are new,

are very young and have caused the Choirmaster many headaches !
They will not open their mouths and they lack a leader. To keep
pace with the tenors and basses they need three times as many
practices.

There has been no question of putting on a concert and there will
need to be much patient practice before a carol service can be
considered. This is a pity, as the older boys' voices are good.
Items learned have included :"All in an April Evening," " Now let every
tongue adore Thee," "Give ear unto my prayer," Viking Song,"Oh peaceful
England," "Green Pastures," " Now Is the month of Maying," "Christopher
Robin," and a persevering effort to prepare Beethoven's Hallelujah Chorus.
J.F.R.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

With the completion of the dark room the Society can now
function properly and advantage is being taken of this new facility.
Mr. Rutherford Smith has been good enough to agree to help
with the Society and his enthusiasm and technical knowledge are
proving of great assistance. Our thanks to him.
We would point out to our members that it is very necessary
to exercise great care in the use of-the dark room. Stock is
expensive to replace as is the limited amount of equipment we
possess. Further, materials sensitive to light must necessarily be
carefully handled in the dark or they are soon rendered useless.
We have arranged for a photographic competition for the holidays
and hope to arrange others during the term. You must, of course,
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realise that good photography Is not the outcome of listening to
explanations from someone else but the result of trying out things
for yourselves, finding your mistakes and correcting them. There
fore keep careful data of each picture you take.

Enthusiasm and patience are very necessary, and we hope that
in the coming term we shall be able to provide opportunities for
practice in various types of picture making, which will feed your
enthusiasm and increase your ability to take good pictures.
R.W.B.

MUSIC CLUB (*)

The Music Club held a meeting on the first Sunday of the second
term. It was well attended by the Junior School but the seniors

did not come in their usual numbers. The artiste was Miss Joyce
Barker from Maritzburg who came down with Miss Dulcie Goodwin
to sing to us. This she did in her usual charming manner. She was
heard to good effect in the famous aria from Madame Butterfly
"One Fine Day," "Softly Awakes My Heart" from Samson and
Delilah, "Fairings," "Hemwich," "Love's a Merchant." The
remainder of the musical programme was provided by Mrs. Brown's
pupils : Rindel, Ritz, and Palmer who all played well. A musical
quizz provided an opportunity for those present to show their
musical knowledge.

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

The Junior Debating Society made a late beginning this year,
but met fortnightiy during the second term. At its first meeting
Doidge was elected Chairman and Downard Hon. Sec. The meetings
have been varied both in subject matter and success. The highiight
was the last meeting at which Doidge read a paper on Bee-Keeping,
Lowe a paper on Motor-Racing, followed by a joint effort by Brown
and Rowe ii on Birds' Eggs. These papers were very well prepared
and illustrated, and delivered to an appreciative house.
R.R.S.
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CRICKET
The New Wicket

Kearsney has once again been helped by the unfailing generosity
of Mr. A. H. Smith, who, hearing of our difficulties with the existing
turf wicket, stepped into the breach and offered to finance the

building of a new one. For this very generous help, we give him
our very sincere thanks. Without his assistance a new wicket

would have been but a dream, and it would have taken some years
before that dream could have become a reality.
The building of the new wicket was put out to contract, and an
area of 100 ft. by 50 ft. was excavated to a depth of three feet. The
foundation, consisting of nine Inches of stone, covered with three

inches of cinders, was laid and consolidated. A herring-bone
drain was also laid to assist drainage, and sifted black soil was filled
in and consolidated. The top six inches has been filled in with
selected turf wicket loam and turf will be planted as soon as the
planting season arrives.
The new wicket will not be used this Half, but we hope that next
year will see the Kearsney teams playing on a very good, true and
fair wicket. The building of this wicket could not have been a

success without the willing and invaluable assistance given us by
the Kingsmead Ground Staff and the Staff of the Durban Botanical

Gardens, who advised us on such matters as foundations, drainage,
depths and types of soils, best type of grass, and so on.
The boys of the College have taken a keen interest in the building
of the wicket, and they are very appreciative of the generosity
of so many men who have looked to the cricketing interests of
Kearsney.
R.B.
Colours

Cricket Colours for the 1949 Season were awarded to the

following :—
Re-award : E. T. E. Hansen.

New Awards : T. Dyson, A. Bulman, J. Atkinson.
First Term, 1950

The First XI is developing into a very well balanced side, and is
improving well. Dyson was elected captain for the year, and the
committee consists of Williamson, Hansen and Bulman. The eleven

is playing as a team, and Dyson's task is being made easier by keen
ness, co-operation and willing assistance from the other members
of the team.

Hansen has been the most successful batsman with Bulman a

close second. Dykes and Dyson have also batted well, and their
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efforts have been, on occasions, well supported by the other members

of the team. Atkinson has proved to be the outstanding bowler
of the year, and he has bowled exceptionally well. Hansen, Ireland
and Rock have also bowled consistently well. The fielding has
been excellent.

Matches
28th January

vs. KEARSNEY OLD BOYS

Home

Won by 82 runs

The Old Boys won the toss and decided to bat on a damp wicket. They
did not have very much success, and apart from McLeod (24) and Friday (2!) no
batsman reached double figures, and the Old Boys were all out In 70 minutes for
72. Kearsney's fielding and bowling were excellent, five good catches being held,
and Atkinson and Hansen caused a major upset for the Old Boys because of
accurate bowling. Kearsney followed up their good field work with good batting,
and scored 155 all out. Hansen played a fine Innings for 53 and then retired.
In their second innings the Old Boys showed that they could play cricket
after all, and at close of play had scored 106 for 7 wickets. Walker hitting three
huge sixes In the process.

This was a very enjoyable game, and Is one we hope to turn Into an annual
fixture.
KEARSNEY

OLD BOYS

1st Innings, 73
McLeod 24, Friday 21

Bulman, b. Walker

Leisegang, l.b.w., b. Walker

2

Williamson, run out

7

Dykes, c. and b. Friday

19

Hansen, retired

53
8
17
2
12
18

Dyson, b. Friday
NIcolson, c. Johnson, b. Sandles

Hanbury-KIng, b. Hughes
Ireland, not out

Atkinson, b. Hughes
Rock, c. Walker, b. Nasmlth
Extras

Bowling
O.

Atkinson
Rock
Hansen

7.1
4

Dykes
Hanbury-KIng

6
2
2

M.
3
—

—

—

—

R.
1 1
12
24
9
7

W. Av.
3
1
3
2

1

3.7
12

8
4.5
7

L.
6

OLD BOYS

II

2nd Innings, 106 for 7
TOTAL

Best 52, Walker 29, Ireland

..... 155

4 for 13.

ISth February

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Away

Won by 4 wickets.
Played at St. Henry's In Durban, and the Kearsney batsmen after having
won the toss went to the wicket determined to make runs quickly. Owing
to an early closure Kearsney wanted to declare early to force a decision, and
after two hours declared with the score standing at 141 for 7 wickets. Dyson,
Hansen and Dykes all batted well. With 2^ hours In hand St. Henry's made a
gallant attempt to make the runs, but Atkinson bowled magnificently, and took
the last wicket with only three balls to go. Dunnlngton was the only St. Henry's
batsman who withstood the attack, and he scored a very good 61.
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KEARSNEY

ST. HENRY'S

Bulman, c. Dale, b. Poole
Sherreii, c. Elliott, b. Poole
Williamson, l.b.w., b. Johnston

16
2
0

Dykes, st. Elliott, b. Tyzack
Hansen, c. Elliott, b. Kemp
Dyson, b.
Poole
■ "
■
Hanbury-KIng, b. Kemp

39
34

Bowling
O.

Atkinson

35
II
0
4

Ireland, not out
Extras

TOTAL

Total 116 (Dunnington 61)

(7 wkts. decl.) 141

18th February

M. R.

14.5 7 23

Dyson

4

1

Hansen
Rock

12
7

Bulman

2

—

Ireland

3

—

14

3 28
2 20

W. Av.

5

4.6

1 . 14
I
I

28
20

14

—

—

10

2

5

vs. HILLCREST CRICKET CLUB

Home

Lost by 38 runs.

Hillcrest won the toss and elected to bat. Runs came quickly, and Hillcrest
were all out at 4 o'clock for 145. Alexander, Best and Proctor, the ex-Eastern

Province cricketer were the chief scorers. Bulman bowled well for Kearsney,
and Hansen, although used seldom, also bowled well. Kearsney batting collapsed
against the very accurate and varied attack, Hansen and Bulman being the only
two batsmen to face the bowling confidently.
KEARSNEY

HILLCREST CRICKET CLUB

Bulman, c. Halsted, b. Winship

34

Total 145

Dukes, b. Proctor

10

Alexander 58, Best 39, Proctor 30.

Hanbury-King, l.b.w., b. Proctor

0

Sherreii, c. Halsted, b. Best

I

Hansen, l.b.w., b. Hopkins

40

Dyson, b. Halsted
Williamson, c. Halsted, b. Winship
Ireland, b. Hopkins
Nicolson, not out

Atkinson, b. Hopkins
Rock, b. Cumming
Extras
TOTAL

1st March

Bowling
O. M.

4
Atkinson

I

Dyson ^

II

Hansen
Rock
Ireland
Bulman

1

0
2

2
8

1
1

4.4 —
4 —
3
7

—
—

R.
33
6
16
18
20
50

W. Av.
1
—

33
—

2

8

1

18

—

4

12

3
107

vs. HILTON COLLEGE

Away

Lost by 61 runs.
Hilton, after winning the toss, batted on a very easy-paced wicket. Miller,
Lund and Ulyate batted very well and Hilton declared their innings closed with
the score at 163 for 7 wickets, made in two hours and ten minutes. The Kearsney
bowling was steady, but never hostile, and the fielding was good, Hanbury-King
holding two very good cataches. Kearsney's batting, on the whole, was dis
appointing.
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KEARSNEY

HILTON

Bulman, l.b.w., b. Hofman

22

Total 163 for 7 wkts. decl.

Dykes, run out
Williamson, b. Eagle
Sherrell, c. Millar, b. Eagle
Hansen, b. Eagle
Dyson, c. Thorp, b. Eagle

18

Millar 35, Lund 36, Uylate 34

6
9
9
10

Rindel, l.b.w., b. Millar

Bowling
O. M. R.

0
1

Ireland, c. Souchon, b. Eagle
Hanbury-King, c. Throssell,
b. Eagle
Atkinson, run out
Rock, run out
Extras
TOTAL

Atkinson

7
5

Dyson

7

2
2

12
14

12

3

44
32
29

10

Ireland
Hansen

9
2
6

Rock

7

Bulman

3

..

W. Av.

27

.—

—

1

14

1

44

3
—

10.7
—

102

4th March

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

Away

Lost by 8 wickets.

Kearsney lost the toos and were put in to bat on a very sticky wicket.
Kearsney never looked like making many runs, and were all out in Just over
an hour for 37 runs. D.H.S. fared little better, and were dismissed for 82.

Kearsney started their second innings badly, two wickets falling for one run,
but then Bulman and Williamson batted very well. Unfortunately, their efforts
were not carried on by the following batsmen, and the innings closed at 60.
D.H.S. eventually scored the necessary 16 runs to thoroughly deserve their win.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(1st Innings)
Bulman, c. Siedle, b. leMar

(2nd Innings)
Hansen, b. Tayfield
Dykes, c. Riddell, b. Tayfield

I

Dykes, c. Taylor, b. Tayfield
Williamson, c. Phillips, b. Dodds
Hansen, c. Williams, b. Tayfield
Dyson, b. Deavin

0
5
5
5

Sherrell, c. Dodds, b. Deavin
Ireland, b. Dodds
Needham, c. Riddell, b. Dodds
Nicolson, b. Deavin
Atkinson, not out

I

Extras

3

TOTAL

Williamson, b. Williams
Bulman, l.b.w., b. Williams

10
20

Dyson, l.b.w., b. Tayfield

0
I
6
0
10

Rock. b. Dodds

0
0

8
3

Sherrell, l.b.w., b. Dodds ...
Ireland, b. Williams
Needham, b. Dodds
Nicolson, l.b.w., b. Dodds...
Atkinson, b. Williams
Rock, not out
Extras

37

4
5
5

0
1

4

TOTAL

D.H.S.

60

D.H.S.

(1st Innings)

Total

17 for 2 wkts.

Total 82

Bowling
Bowling
Atkinson

Dyson

O.

M.

R.

12

I

32

2.1—

7

Hansen

II

Rock

2—11

2 29

W. Av.
4

Atkinson

8

4 7.25

17

O. M. R.
4 2
3

W. Av.
1
3

Dyson

3 —

II

I

II

Hansen

1.2—

3

—

—

l lthMarch

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Away

For the first time this season, Kearsney played as a team, and showed that,

given a reasonably good start, they could do well. Kearsney were, perhaps,
a little unfortunate, owing to the time limit, but they played very well indeed.
Bulman and Dykes deserve special mention for putting on 82 for the first wicket.

The remaining batsmen went for the runs and scored quickly. Atkinson played
a hectic and fast Innings for 21. Dixon bowled extremely well for College.
At close of play. College had scored I I I for 8 wickets, Atkinson having taken
5 wickets during an inspired spell of bowling.
KEARSNEY

MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Bulman, c. Bense, b. Smith

46

Dykes, run out

33

Williamson, c. Castle, b. Dixon
Hansen, c. Jones, b. Dixon

Total : 1 1 1 for 8 wkts.

Castle 32, Thomson 22

8
0

Dyson, c. Jones, b. Dixon

10

Ireiand, l.b.w., b. Dixon
Nicolson, l.b.w., b. Smith

0
0

Bowling

Needham, st. Prozesky, b. Dixon 5
Hanbury-King, b. Dixon
2
Atkinson, st. Prozesky, b. Dixon 21
Extras

7

TOTAL

Atkinson

O. M. R.
16
5 26

Dyson

10

2 24

I

24

Hansen
Ireland

II
5

I 33
2 13

—
—

—
—

Rock

2

—

—

—

10

W. Av.
5
5.2

136

BATTING AVERAGES

Innings
Hansen
Bulman

7
7

Dykes

7

Atkinson

6
7

Dyson
Ireland

7
6

Nicolson
Williamson

Needham
Rock

Hanbury-King
Sherrell

7

3
....

.

6
5
5

Not Out

Highest Score Total

1

53*
46

—

39
21
35
12*

—

1
—

2
2

17
10
6
6

—

—

3

II

—

1

9

141
139
1 19

58
80
29
23
37
16
16
25
15

Average
23.5
19.9
17
1 1.6
1 1.4
5.8
5.75
5.3
5.3

5.3
5

3.75

* Denotes Not Out.

BOWLING ANALYSIS

Atkinson
Ireland

Hanbury-King

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

75.7
21
4

19
4

155
70
31

19
7

21 1
103

13

Hansen
Rock
Bulman

60.6

Dyson
Dykes

29.1
3

26
15

—

9
2
—

6
—

J8

103

90
28

2
6
4
3
—

Average
8.2

10
15.5
16.2
17.2
25.75
30
—

Second XI

Bad weather spoiled the Second Xl's cricket, and only two games
were played. The first one was at Michaelhouse, and the second

was against Glenwood at Kearsney. Hirst scored a very sound

50 against Michaelhouse, and although Kearsney lost both games,
they were very much enjoyed.
i Ith February

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Away

Lost.
KEARSNEY HI.

Hirst 50 not out, Collins 27, Needham 14. Butcher 6 for 31.
MICHAELHOUSE 161.

Soffe 31, Foord 30. Wauchope 3 for 24, Hirst 2 for 17.
iSth February

vs. GLENWOOD

Home

Lost.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(ist Innings)

(2nd Innings)

Total 59.

Total 52.

Rindel 14, Thompson 6 for 25.

Lowe IS. Hirst 13, Thompson
S for 33.

GLENWOOD
GLENWOOD

(Ist innings)

(2nd innings)

Total 85 for 9.

Windy 29, Dowse 4 for 12,

Total 30 for 5.
Dowse 4 for 7.

Hirst 3 for 28.

Third Xi

The Third XI had only one game this term, against Durban
Technical High School, which ended in a very narrow win for
Kearsney on the first innings. The high-light of the game was a
very fine century by Wilcock for Durban Tech.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(Ist innings)

(2nd innings)

Total 76.

T ^ I nv g

A

MacGregor 19, Coggin 10.
DURBAN TECH. H.S.

DURBAN TECH. H.S.

(2nd innings)

(Ist Innings)
Total 69.

Total 146 for 3.

Raw 42, Hind 7 for 27.

Wilcock 102.

Under 15

The side showed more promise than fulfilment. I think the
material is there, but it is inexperienced and rather raw. A little
more positive aggression would work wonders, and put the other
side on the defensive for a change. The fact that we usually re
covered well in the second innings, after the match had been lost,

showed that the main requirement now is more courage and
experience. Lowe was the best bat, coming to light regularly in
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the second innings, and MacGregor the best all-rounder. The fast

bowling of Winder, and the innocuous-looking slows of Gumming,
reaped quite a number of wickets.
RESULTS

HILTON 170 for 8 wickets declared (Cumming 7 for 46).
KEARSNEY 22 and 101 for 7 wickets (Lowe 47 not out, Meumann 31).
D.H.S. 85 (Cumming 4 for 25, MacGregor 4 for 33) and 69 for 6 wickets.
KEARSNEY 49 and 40 (Lowe 20).

MARITZBURG COLLEGE 144 (Cumming 4 for 27, MacGregor 3 for 34) and
41 for 7 wickets (Winder 4 for 23).
KEARSNEY 64 and 130 (Lowe 67 not out, MacGregor 40).
Under 14

The outbreak of mumps unfortunately caused the cancellation
of the fixtures for the better part of the term. This was the more
unfortunate as we were slowly developing a very useful side which
should have given a good account of itself.
Simpson, Ulric Groom, Bradshaw, Dykes and Miller were showing
promise as batsmen but must all learn to control effectively a nervous
ness which tends to produce false strokes and so present the
opposition with an easy wicket. Above all hit the ball. With the
departure of Captain Moon to the ranks of the Under 15 we lost
a good batsman and a good wicket keeper. He had made an excellent
captain. The wicket-keeper position will have to be filled so
practise hard those of you who have any pretentlons to the position.
Most ofthe bowling was In the hands of Drennan, Clarke, Bradshaw
and Stokoe. The first three all showed a tendency to try to bowl
too fast but were all useful. Stokoe, a right arm leg break bowler
with a carefully disguised googly, played well and enthusiastically
but must concentrate on bowling a good length with every ball.
On occasion he was expensive.

The whole side showed a commendable keenness In maintaining
its interest even when the fixture list was cancelled, and we hope
that the coming season will provide an uninterrupted opportunity
for participation in matches with other schools.
R.W.B.

ATHLETICS

After almost three weeks of perfect sunshine, the weather broke
two days before our Sports and once again rain fell on the preceding
night. Sports Day Itself, Saturday, 25th March, was overcast but
fine until the late afternoon when a heavy mist dampened things
somewhat.
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The track was heavy as a result of the rain and both long and high
jumpers were severely handicapped so their performances suffered
In consequence. Actually an alternative long-jump take off had to

be constructed on the morning of the Sports.
Despite the slowness of the track five records were broken and
two equalled: Atkinson (Under 165—100 yds. and 220 yds.), Olufsen
(Under 14—100 yds. and 220 yds.), Moffitt (Under 14—Long Jump)

and Under 14 and Under 16^—L440yds. relays. Other performances
which merit mention, although they did not break records, were
Open Cricket Ball (Dyson), Open Shot Putt (Hansen) and Under I6j
Long Jump (Atkinson).
After a day of keen competition Gillingham won the Oliver Pearce
Trophy by 913 points to 810.
In the morning it seemed that the number of visitors would be
fewer than usual but by the afternoon we had our usual large crowd
of appreciative spectators. A large number of Old Boys added to
the pleasure of the day.
A word of appreciation is due to Mrs. Goldman and her catering
staff and to Mr. Colley and the grounds' staff for their part in the
success of the occasion.

At the conclusion of the Sports Mrs. L. F. Forsyth did us the honour
of presenting the trophies and certificates.
Colours : Congratulations to the following on the award of their
Athletic Colours : J. Atkinson, M. Collins, T. Dyson, T. Gjestland,
E. Hansen.
PROGRAMME

(Previous Records in parentheses)
75 yds. Under i3 ; 1st, Moffit (G.). 2nd. Ritz (G.). 3rd, Groom (G.).
I

Time : 9.8s.

75 yds. Under 14 ; ist, Olufsen (F.). 2nd, Leask (P.). 3rd, Howlett (F.).
Time : 9.2s.

100 yds. Under 15 ; Ist, Meumann (P.). 2nd, Tolken (G.). 3rd, Marshall (G.).
(I. McLeod. 1941.

I l'2s.

M.Eastwood. 1947.

Time : 1 1.6s.
I 1.2s.)

100 yds. Under 16^; Ist, Atkinson (G.). 2nd, Bulman (G.). 3rd, Stranack (G.).
(J. Atkinson.

1949.

Time ; 10.8s. Equals Record.
10.8s.)

100 yds. Open : Ist, Dyson (P.). 2nd, Hansen (G.). 3rd, Weetman (P.).
Time : I Is.

(J. Barratt.

1932.

10.2s.)

High Jump Under 13 ; Ist, Dukes (G.). 2nd, Moffit (G.). 3rd, Amstel (G.).
Height : 4ft. OJins.
(B. Vowles & P. Jonsson. 1940. 4ft. 5in. S. Leask. 1949. 4ft. Sin.)
High Jump Under 14: Ist, Leask (P.). 2nd, Olufsen (P.). 3rd, Ramseyer (G.).
Height : 4ft. Sins.

(D. Rishworth. 4ft. Bins.)
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880 yds. Under 16^ ; 1st, Dersley (G.). 2nd, Newlands (G.). 3rd, Rock (G.).
Time : 2mln. 14.4s.

(L. Johnson. 1948. 2mln. 8s.)
220 yds. Open : 1st, Dyson (F.). 2nd, Hansen (G.). 3rd, Weetman (P.).
Time : 24.1s.

(N. McLuckie. 1948. 23s.)

Long Jump Under 13 ; 1st, Moffitt (G.). 2nd, Simpson (P.). 3rd, Ritz (G.).
Dist: 15ft.

School Record.

(B. Isralls. 1943. 14ft. 6in.)
Long Jump Under 14 ; 1st, Olufsen (P.). 2nd, Leask (P.). 3rd, Howlett (P.).
Dist: ISft. I l|in.
(I. McLeod. 1940. 16ft. 7in.)

Long Jump Under 15 ; 1st, Tolken (G.). 2nd, Mannion (G.). 3rd, Neumann (P.).
Dist: 16ft. Sin.

(D. Morrison. 1946. 19ft. I^in.)
Long Jump Under 16^ ; 1st, Atkinson (G.). 2nd, Hanbury-King (G.).
3rd, Stranack (G.).
Dist: 19ft. lOins.
(R. McLeod. 1943. 20ft. 2ins.)
Long Jump Open : 1st, Dyson (P.). 2nd, Ireland (P.). 3rd, Nicolson (G.).
Dist : 19ft. 3^ins.
(D. Morrison. 1948. 20ft. lOiins.)
Discus Under 15 ; 1st, Walker (G.). 2nd, Coventry (P.). 3rd, Drennan (G.).
Dist: 94ft. lOiins.

(T. Duson. 1940. 1 14ft.)
100 yds. Under 13 ; 1st, Moffitt (G.). 2nd, Ritz (G.). 3rd, Groom (G.).
Time : 11.8s.

(D. Olufsen.

1949.

12.4s.)

100 yds. Under 14: 1st, Olufsen (P.). 2nd, Leask (P.). 3rd, Carelse (P.).
Time: 1 1.7s.

School Record.

(1. McLeod. 1940. 12s. W. Rock. 1948. 12s.)
220 yds. Under 15 ; 1st, Neumann (P.). 2nd, Tolken (G.). 3rd, Marshall (G.).
Time : 26.2s.

(I. McLeod. 1941. 25s.)

High Jump Open : 1st, Shires (G.). 2nd, Ireland (P.). 3rd, Hirst (G.).
Height: 5ft. 3 ins.

(P. Davidson. 1942. 5ft. ll^ins.)
220 yds. Under 13 ; 1st, Moffitt (G.). 2nd, Simpson (P.). 3rd, Ritz (G.).
Time : 29.7s.

(D. Olufsen.

1949. 27.8s.)

220 yds. Under 14: 1st, Olufsen (P.). 2nd, Leask (P.). 3rd, Howlett (P.).
Time : 26.7s.

School Record.

(i. McLeod. 1940. 26.9s.)

440 yds. L/nder 16^: 1st, Atkinson (G.). 2nd, More (P.). 3rd, Bulman (G.).
Time : 55.2s.

(C. Meinzer.

1947. 55s.)

880 yds. Open : 1st, Gjestland (G.). 2nd, Collins (G.). 3rd, Tedder (P.).
Time: 2min. 11.4s

(O. Knaggs. 1942. 2min. 4.8s.)

High Jump Under 15 ; 1st, Mark (P.). 2nd, Lee (G.) and Lowes (P.).
Height: 4ft. 9ins.
(D. Nathan. 1940. 5ft. lin.)
Discus L/nder 16i: 1st, Winder (P.). 2nd, Hanbury-King (G.). 3rd, Bulman (G.).
Dist : 125ft. S^ins.
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(R. Kitchin. 1947. 128ft. Sins.)

Discuss Open : 1st, Hansen (G.). 2nd, Ireland (F.). 3rd, Sclanders (G.).
DIst: 142ft. 2ilns.
(N. Walker. 1945. I6t)ft. lOins.)
Shot Under 16^ ; 1st, Rich (F.). 2nd, Winder (F.). 3rd, Stranack (G.).
DIst ; 31ft. lOins.

(E. Hansen. 1949. 39ft. 4ins.)

Shot Open: 1st, Hansen (G.). 2nd, Nicolson (G.). 3rd, Dyson (F.).
Dist: 41ft. Sins.

(N.Walker. 1945. 42ft. lOins. P. le Roux. 1947. 42ft. lOins.)
440 yds. Open : 1st, Dyson (F.). 2nd, Ireland (F.). 3rd, Weetman (F.).
Time : 55.2s.

(R. McLeod. 1944. 52s.)

High Jump Under I(ri: 1st, Atkinson (G.). 2nd, Newlands (F.). 3rd, Rich (F.).
Height: 5ft.

(P. Warmback. 1945. 5ft. 6in.)

880 yds. Under 13 ; 1st, Simpson (F.). 2nd, Hirst (G.). 3rd, Harper (F.).
Time : 2min. 36.6s.

(D. Olufsen. 1949. 2min. 30.6s.)

880 yds. Under 14 ; 1st, Carelse (F.). 2nd, Miiler (G.). 3rd, Barker (F.).
Time : 2min. 34.2s.

(1. McLeod. 1940. 2min. 25.9s.)

880 yds. Under 15 ; 1st, Randall (G.). 2nd, Stokoe (F.). 3rd, Stevenson (F.).
Time : 2 min. 31s.

(I. McLeod. 1941. 2min. 10.2s.)
220 yds. Under 16^: 1st, Atkinson (G.). 2nd, Stranack (G.). 3rd, More (F.).
Time : 24.3s. Equals School Record.
(M. Eastwood. 1948. 24.3s.)

Parents Walk: 1st, Mrs. Goodricke, Mr. Hughes.
Mile Under 15 ; 1st, Stokoe (F.). 2nd, Scott (G.). 3rd, Stevenson (F.).
Time : Smin. 33.1s.

(van Aardt. 1943. Smin. 16.4s.)

Mile Under 16 ; 1st, Leibbrandt (F.). 2nd, Dersley (G.). 3rd, Newlands (F.).
Time : Smin. 25.9s.

(M. Crookes. 1942. Smin. 4.6s.)

Mile Open : 1st, Collins (G.). 2nd, Gjestland (G.). 3rd, Hirst (G.).
Time : Smin. 9s.

(I. Ives.

1944. 4min. 48.4s.)

880 yds. Non-Finalists: 1st, Francois (G.). 2nd, Foxon (G.). 3rd, Mooney (G.).
Time : 2min. 24s.

Old Boys' 100 yds ; 1st, Leather (F.). 2nd, Taylor (G.). 3rd, Maclean (F.).
Time : 10.4s.

Relay Under 13: 1st, Gillingham. 2nd, Finningley. Time ; 58.5s.
(Giilingham. 1942. 57.8s.)

Relay Under 14 ; 1st, Finningiey

2nd, Giliingham. Time 54.4s. School Record.

(Finningley. 1946. 54.8s.)
Relay Under 15 ; 1st, Finningley. 2nd, Gillingham. Time : 52.5s.

(Finningley. 1944. 52.4s. Gillingham. 1947. 52.4s.)
Relay Under 16^: 1st, Giilingham. 2nd, Finningley. Time : 47.6s. School Record.
(Gillingham. 1944. 47.8s.)

Relay Open : 1st, Finningley. 2nd, Gillingham. Time : 48.4s.
(Gillingham. 1944. 47.4s.)
Tug o'War: 1st, Gillingham. 2nd, Finningley.
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EVENTS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED

Cricket Ball :. Under 15

ist, Mark. 2nd, Mannion. 3rd, Colley.
Dist : 75yds. 2ft. 7ins.

Under 16^ ; Ist, Atkinson. 2nd, Hanbury-Klng. 3rd, J. Newlands.
Dist : 89yds. Ift. Oins.
Open : Ist, Dyson. 2nd, Hirst. 3rd, Steenberg.
Dist : 108yds. Oft. 6ins.
TROPHIES:

Inter-House (Oliver Pearce)

Gillingham

Best Individual Event :

Under 13 (Hopkins)
Under 14 (Pennefather)
Under 15 (Grant Weston)
Under 16^ (Les France)
Open (Hulett)
Flat Race (Trewhella)
Field Event (Joliffe)

,

Moffitt (Long Jump)
Olufsen (100 yds.)
Stokoe (Mile)
Atkinson (220 yds.)
Dyson (220 yds.)
Gjestland (E80 yds.)
Hansen (Shot)

RUGBY

Apart from occasional minor lapses, the First XV have performed
very creditably so far this season. They have endeavoured on most
occasions to play open rugby and if they have not succeeded, the
fault has not always been entirely theirs. A pleasing feature of
the later games has been the combination between forwards and
three-quarters which has been productive of some sound, open
rugby. Only too frequently does a promising movement break
down through lack of support.
Hansen has led his team and pack with distinction and has been
ably supported by Tedder and Needham and on occasions Rich and
Hirst. Among the backs, Dyson, Sherrell, Rodda and Atkinson

have all pulled their weight although it is unfortunate that Dyson
has been so severely handicapped by injuries.
Place-kicking is the department of the game which has left most

to be desired. Considerable improvement is necessary for next half.
Congratulations to E. Hansen on his selection for Natal Schools
and on his nomination as Vice-Captain of that team.
Congratulations are also due to Hansen, Dyson and Sherrell on
their selection to represent Coastal Schools.
6th May

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Away

Lost 3—9

The team took some time to settle down which is understandable to some

extent as it was their first match of the season, but there was no excuse for the

numerous penalties which were awarded against us for scrum infringements in
the first few minutes. It was fortunate for us that the Maritzburg College kickers
were off form. From our point of view it was mostly a defensive game, for we
seldom attacked except by means of forward rushes.
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magnificently despite an injured
game became very ragged and the only change in the

score came when Hansen goaled a penalty to make the score 3 9.
13th May

vs. D.H.S.

Home

Lost 6—10

A game that never rose to any great height as It resolved Itself mainly into
a forward tussle Three-quarter movements were rather the exception than
the rule, kicking being the order of the day. The game did not fade out but was

in p"aL'^kickfng

eventually being decided by the D.H.S. superiority

After fifteen minutes play Atkinson broke beautifully in the D H S 25 to

U.H.S. scored a try for Tayfield to convert (3 5)

half-time

Needham took the ball at his feet
over the D.H.S. line for Rock to touch down.
Again the kick failed (6—5).
VVe manapd to hold on to this lead until about three minutes before the end

When, following a determined dash by one of their forwards, D H S scored a
converted try under the posts. Final score (6—10).

20th May

^s. GLENWOOD

Home

Won 20—0

It was unfortunate that Glenwood lost Southwood, one of their frontrankers, when he had to leave the field with concussion after the first rush
They never really recovered from this set back, and in addition our pack worried
them throughout. A feature of the game was the very solid defence of Jaye
Who saved his side on numerous occasions.

Although vve attacked strongly it was fifteen minutes before we couid
penetrate the Glenwood defence, when from a set-scrum near their line, Nicolson
went over to score (3—0). There was no further score before half time.

In the second half Dyson broke well to send Stranack over to score an un
converted try (6—0), Shortly afterwards Sherrell broke round a scrum in
(jleriwood 25 to score a try but once again the kick failed (9—0).

Glenwood were penalised for a scrum infringement and Sherrell goaled
^ 7—0)- Dyson
scored
from
a three-quarter
movement
for
Sherrell to convert(
Glenwood
were
penalised
In a loose scrum
in their

25 and again Sherrell kicked a penalty (20—0). Final score (20—0).
24th May

VOORTREKKER

Home

Won 5—3

A very closely contested game in which neither side gave much away. Thanks
to solid defence b^y Voortrekker our three-quarters were given little room to
move in but on the few occasions when they did get the ball they were guilty
of running across the field. Our forwards did not work together In the loose
and Voortrekker were not slow to make the most of this weakness on our part.
first half Hansen scored after breaking from a line-out In Voor

trekker 25 Sherrell converted with a good kick (5—0). Although we were
playing with a fairly fresh breeze there was no addition to the score before

naif time.

Not long after the resumption Voortrekker began a good hand to hand
imovement in rnid-field which finally resulted in their left wing scoring under
the posts. Rather surprisingly an easy kick went astray (5—3).

The rest of the game developed into a forward tussle with very little threewas notable for solid defence by both sides. Final score (5 3).

quarter play on either side and at times it tended to become scrappy. The match
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27th May

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Won 26—0

For about the first ten minutes exchanges were fairly even with Tech. getting
their fair share of the ball, but gradually our pack established an ascendancy
which Tech. were unable to shake off. Throughout the game the place kicking
by both sides was poor.

Dyson was the first to open our account when he scored an unconverted
try in the corner after a very fine break (3—0). This was followed by a period
when Tech. worked their way into our half and were awarded two penalty
kicks, both of which were unsuccessful. Dyson then broke through most of
the Tech. pack to score his second try in the corner (6—0). This try was not
converted. From a loose scrum near Tech. line Tedder scored and again the
kick failed (9—0). Half time (9—0).
Soon after half-time Hansen scored an unconverted try from a line-out

near their line (12—0). Atkinson followed this try scoring from a good threequarter movement but the kick failed (15—0). Gjestland then scored an easy
try on the wing, when Tech. seemed to think that he had gone out of touch,
but their linesman did not bear them out. (18—0). Tedder broke from a lineout to score and ircland kicked the only conversion of the match (23—0).

Receiving the ball from a set-scrum near Tech. 25 Hansen ran straight through
to score near the posts and an easy kick was missed (26—0).
3rd June

vs. HILTON

Away

Lost 16—8

During the first ten minutes Hilton were awarded two penalties at fairly
easy range. One of these kicks went over giving them an early lead (0—3).
Soon afterv/ards our pack initiated a good forward rush during which they
dribbled half the length of the feld. Eventually Dyson fell on the ball as it
was kicked over the Hilton line, but the try was not converted. (3—3). For
the remainder of the half exchanges were fairly even and there was no further
score during the frrst half.
Hilton attacked strongly in the second half and after several attempts had

failed, they scored from a scrum near our line, but did not convert(3—6). Shortly
afterwards they again crossed cur line for a converted try, after some poor

handling on our part (3—1 1). It appeared that we might be overwhelmed but
the team fought back magnificently and Hansen scored after a good forward
rush and Ireland converted (8—1 1). We attacked strongly on several occasions
but Hilton defence held. In the last two minutes Hilton scored again from a
scrum near our line and converted the kick. Final score (8—16).

7th June

vs. P.M.B. TECH.

Away

Won 14—0

Our forwards practically dominated the game, and despite the fact that the

Tech. pack played gamely, we gained the bail from the tight and loose scrums and
from the line-outs. The fact that our three-quarters were unable to score

speaks well for the soundness of the Tech. defence. It was unfortunate for Tech.
that they were penalised on several occasions in their half, and that Sherrell
was in top form with his kicking.
In the first half Sherrell converted three penalties with good kicks and these
made up our score at half time (9—0).
In the second half our forwards seemed to be wearing down the Tech. pack,
but our three-quarters whittled away opportunities by kicking too much so that
the ball seldom reached our wings. Receiving the vail from a scrum in Tech. 25,
Hansen broke round the blind side and ran right through to score under the

posts, for Sherrell to convert (14—0). Final score (14—0).
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lOth June

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Away

Won 12—0

g3nne was played in a strong wind which made things unpleasant for
f
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broke
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Sherrell opened the scoring when he goaled a penaity (3—0) but despite

the fact that we were dangerous on several occasions, this was the only score
at half time.

'

At the beginning of the second half Rodda dribbled the ball over St Henry's
line and scored an unconverted try (6—0). Rodda then punted ahead from our
half, collected again, and sent Gjestland away, but the latter bounced the ball
as he went over under St, Henry's posts.

Stranack then scored far out but the kick was wide (9—0). St. Henry's
then attacked strongly and, following some indecision on our part, we were
forced on to the defensive, but managed to hold them out. Late in the game
Sherrell broke round the biind-side in St. Henry's twenty five, and sent Hansen
over, but the kick failed (12—0). Final score (12—0).

24th June

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Away

Won IS—0

Our forwards played a sound game, particularly in the first half, but tired

perceptibly in the closing stages but this was probably due to the heat They

vvorked well as a pack and backed up consistently. Tech. defence was good and
they tackled well.

''

c I (3—0). Although ourcorner
afterand
a good
run down the
line butinthe
kick
failed
forwards
three-quarters
combined
several
spectacular movements there was no further score in the first half.

In the second .half Sherrell went round the blind side and gave to Anger
who reversed to our forwards who went up ; after some hand to hand passing
Anger received again to go over to score far out. The kick hit the cross bar.
(6—0).

Sherrell then broke round a scrum in Tech. 25 and scored, but the kick hit
the upright (9—0). Sherrell again worked the blind side in Tech. 25 and sent

Stranack over to score in the corner but the kick failed (12—0). Following

some good backing up and hand to hand passing among the forwards Hansen
scored an unconverted try (15—0). A pleasing feature of the game was the good
team work by forwards and three-quarters. Final score (15—0).
28th June

vs. COLLEGIANS UNDER 19

Home

Drew 13—13

Collegians fielded a heavy pack which took a good deal of holding and the

fact that we were able to obtain the ball from a proportion of the set-scrums
and line-outs was a credit to our forwards. Our defence, though generally
sound, had periodic lapses.

After about ten minutes play Collegians scored a goal when their scrum-half
broke round a scrum near our line to go over under the posts(5—0). They made
several more strong attacks on our line but we managed to prevent their scoring
again before half time. Just before the interval Sherrell opened up round the
blind si^de m their 25, gave to Stranack who managed to push himself over their
line. Sherrell converted with a magnificent kick. Half time (5 5).
In the second half Collegians No. 8 forward collected a short punt from
Rodda and ran half the length of the field to score on his own but the kick failed
iz
score
goalI (5—13).
It seemed at this stage that we mightttirough
easily to
have
beenanother
over27

whelmed but the forwards particularly fought back gamely. Rodda broke well
In mid-field, and following some good backing up in which several forwards

joined, Needham scored for Sherrell to convert with an excellent kick (10—13).
Near the end Collegians were penalised and Sherrell put over his third good
kick of the day (13—13). Final score (13—13).
Second XY

A large and appreciative crowd of spectators watched one of the
most entertaining Old Crocks matches for several )cears. There
was no run-away victory and the veterans had to play hard for their

victory in the face of determined tackling on the part of the boys
who kept nobly to their task.

It was with real regret that we saw Alf Walker as a spectator this

year and in this capacity he was joined by Wally Clarkson and Stanley
Osier. All three, however, seemed to gain considerable amusement
from the efforts of their erstwhile compatriots.

31st May

vs. OLD CROCKS

Home

Lost 1 1 — 16

It was some time before the Old Crocks managed to penetrate the boys'
defence, but the manner in which they were "airing" the ball was bound to
bear fruit sooner or later. Ken Dyer was the first to go over for an unconverted
try (0 3) and was followed soon afterwards by Billy Wade who broke round
the <'crum in characteristic manner. Ken Dyer converted to give the Old Crocks
a lead of eight points at half time (0—8). Jack Gage had put in some powerful
runs and on several occasions was bundled into touch in or near the corner.
Medworth gained valuable ground for the Old Crocks on several occasions by
means of his long touch kicks. Their forwards, with Woodville, Herbert, Gouldie
and Raaf in the van, made frequent sallies which taxed the boys' defence to the
utmost.

Early in the second half Jack Gage put In a magnificent 60 yard run to outstrip
the whole field but the kick was wide(0—1 1). As the Old Crocks began to wear,
the boys who had never relaxed in their efforts, began to reap the reward of
their tenacity. Atkinson broke in mid-field and went through to score under the

posts for Dykes to convert (5—1 1). Dykes then added a penalty (8—1 1) and

Rock rounded off a good forward rush with another try (11 — 1 1). With the
scores level the Old Crocks came back for their last desperate rush which brought

the ball to Jack Gage, who scored a great try after a most deceptive change of

direction. Ken Dyer converted and so a truly grand game came to its close.

Final score (1 1—16).
Other Matches

vs. D.H.S. 2nd ... Lost 0—3.
vs. Kokstad

...

Lost 3—I I.

vs. T.H.S. (Open)

Won 24—3.

vs. Mansfield 1st

Drew 6—6.

vs. St. Henry's 2nd Won 14—3.
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Under 15

vs. Martizburg College (a.)
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

D.H.S. (h.)
Glenwood (h.) ...
Voortrekker (h.)
Durban Tech. (h.)
Hilton (a.)
Port Natal (a.) ...
Durban Tech (a.)

Lo«c 42—0.
Lost 9—3.
Lost 3—0.
Drew 0—0.

Won 17—0.
Lost 32—0.
Lost 9—0.
Won 16—12.

Under 14

vs. Highbury

Won 10—3.

vs. T.H.S. ...
vs. D.P.H.S....

Lost 0—26.
Lost 14—17.
Lost 8—13.
Won 12—6.
Lost 0—46.

vs. St. Henry's
vs. Mansfield Rd
vs. Hilton

...

Under 13

The Under 13 side played Highbury, Cordwalles, Voortrekker,
Durban Prep., Clifton and St. Henry's. Although they were often
outweighted they showed great improvement and developed into
a very able little side.

Two forwards. Barker and Smit, were sent to the Durban Trials,
and Barker was selected to travel with the Durban team to

Maritzburg for the Inter-Town game.
J.S.

SWIMMING

Swimming Notes" of July, 1946, emphasised the importance
of Life Saving as an integral part of the swimming programme, and
noted its appearance at Kearsney. Steady Interest has been main

tained and a small group of boys has been responsible for regular
training of new recruits. In the past we have been most grateful
for the assistance given by members of the Durban and District

Schools' Swimming Association in the training of candidates for
Life Saving Competitions. It is indeed a pleasure to record, how
ever that this year the training has been entirely in the hands of
the boys themselves. Special thanks must go to Rodda (as the
instructor) and his very able assistant, Needham, for their service

in this branch of sport. The keenness was justly rewarded,
for this year Kearsney's name makes its first appearance on the
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Milner Smythe Trophy, which was won by the Kearsney Junior
"A" Team. The Annual Life Saving Competitions were staged
at the Beach Baths, Durban, on March 28th. The results were as
follows :—

Payne Shield : 1st. Glenwood"A"Team Total 659j Max. 760
2nd. D.H.S."A"Team

Total 655^ Max. 760

3rd. Kearsney

Total 650j Max. 760

Milner Smythe Trophy :

1st. Kearsney"A"Team
2nd. Kearsney"B"Team

Total 446
Total 422

Max. 640
Max. 640

Congratulations to P. Bowman on gaining the highest individual
total of all candidates in the Junior Competition, with a score of
122 out of a possible 160 points.

The following boys were members of the teams:—
Seniors : Cleator, Ireland, Needham, Rodda.

Juniors : "A" Teem—Bowman, Metcalf, Tolken, Walker.
"B" Team—Hall, Lowes, Smit, Tyler.

The Durban and District Schools' Swimming Association Gala

(Senior) was held in Durban on Friday, March the i7th. Considering
the small numbers from which we can draw, Kearsney was repre

sented by a strong team. One of the most outstanding swimmers
of the afternoon was Needham who broke the 100 yds. breast-stroke

in the excellent time of 69.3 sees., thereby clipping 3.5 sees, off

the existing record and carrying off the Derby Trophy. Con

gratulations to those who brought honour to their School by being
placed in the following events :—
100 yds. Freestyle (Open): 2nd, Needham ; 3rd, McCarthy.
100 yds. Backstroke (Open): 3rd, Cordes.
50 yds. Breast Stroke (Under 14) .• 3rd, Fraser.

100 yds. Breast Stroke (Open): ist, Needham (Time : 69.3s.—Record).

Diving (Open) ; 2nd, Rodda.

200 yds. Free Style (Open): 3rd, Needham.
3 X 50 yds. Medley Team Race: 3rd, Kearsney College.
6 X 50 yds. Team Race ; 3rd, Kearsney College.
The following boys participated In this Gala ; Hall i. Hall ii, Fraser, Harcourt,

Needham, McCarthy, Cordes, Ireland, Metcalf, Cleator, MacGregor, Rodda.

On Saturday, March 25th, the Natal Schools' Swimming Gala was
held in Vryheld. Two of our boys were selected to represent the
Durban and District Team and both Rodda and Needham made front
page news (in fact, they were delightfully photogenic I) and Needham
excelled himself in Vryheid, by being the only member of the Durban

and District Team to break a record. The Durban Team, however,

showed up poorly—most of the honours passing to the winners,
the Maritzburg Team. Needham and Rodda were reluctant to give
us full details of the week-end, so we conclude that they had a
thoroughly good time.
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It Is the policy of the Swimming Committee to give every encour
agement to those who are unable to swim and who display keenness.
During the first half of this year a great many entered for the various
Swimming Certificates issued by the D. & D.S.S.A. Competition
was keen and the number of certificates gained reflects the interest
of the boys in this new project.
Fourth Class
Third Class
Second Class
First Class

...
...
...
...

22
13
34
15

boys.
boys.
boys.
boys.

It is hoped that when the swimming season re-opens in September
some of the better swimmers in the School will endeavour to

gain the First Class Honours Certificate issued by the Association.
The highlight of the past swimming season in South Africa was

the visit of Hal Minto, U.S.A. Olympic Team Coach. Amongst
other privileged schoolboys, Rodda and Needham were chosen to

receive special coaching from this authority. Unfortunately,
Minto's tour of Natal coincided with our Easter holidays and both
these boys v/ere unable to avail themselves of the offer. The

writer, however, attended a demonstration of coaching of the
backstroke held by Minto in Durban, and gained some very useful
hints.

Interest in Polo has been maintained and Mr. Storm is building
up some good teams. It is unfortunate though, that difRculty is
experienced in obtaining fixtures against other Natal Schools.
These competitions would greatly improve the standard of Polo
throughout the province.

V.L.C.
TENNIS

Committee : A. Bulman (Capt.), T. Jones, S. Fish.
So far this year has been a successful one. Our first team has

already played three matches which equals the number played
throughout the whole of last year.
We wish to thank Mr. V. G. Kirby for the interest he has shown

in the tennis at Kearsney. His assistance has proved very valuable
to us and there has been a marked improvement in the standard

this year. We look forward to having him with us again.
We entered the following competitors in the Annual Durban

and District L.T.A. Junior Singles Championships held at the Beach
Courts : Open, A. Bulman ; Under 16, T. Jones ; Under 15, Lowe ;
Under 14, B. Dykes ; Under 13, Rowe.

Most successful of these players were Dykes, who won the Under
14 Section, and Lowe, who was runner-up in the Under 15 Section.

All the other players were doing well in their respective sections
until rain stopped play.
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In the Southern Districts Championships played at Kokstad

during the Christmas Holidays. Rock and Tarr competed successfully.
Tarr and his partner won the doubles Under 14 and Rock and partner
were runners-up in the doubles Under 17.

Early on in the first tour Lowe competed in the Southern Districts
vs. Maritzburg Tournament and did very well in winning the Boys

Singles Under 14, the Mixed Doubles Under 14, and also in being

runner-up in the Boys' Doubles Under 14.
Distinctive head gear has been introduced for the first team in
the form of a cream-coloured cap with a small maroon badge and
the word "Tennis" on the front.

Congratulations to those who have done well in School matches

and other competitions.

Results of matches played :—

vs. Glenwood High School
vs. Girls' High School, Durban

Lost 34—74 games.
... Won 56-43 games,

vs. Epworth High School ...

... Won 77 31 games.
G.B.

CADET CORPS

Strength ; 207.

Appointments : Student Officers : M. J. Rodda (continuing from
last year) ; M. J. Collins, E. R. Ashby, J. M. Anderson,p. F. Anger

and A. Bulman. Sergeant-Majors : E. T. E. Hansen (" A"Company),
T. G. M. Prankish (" B" Company). Platoon Sergeants: T. Dyson,
D. B. A. Sclanders, R. J. Ireland, T. E. G. Gjestland, R. A. M. Biebuyck,
and E. J. Needham. Corporals : D. A. Stranack, B. J. Nicolson,
A J Tedder D. S. Wauchope, C. R. Witherspoon, I. R. Mcilwraith,

J." Atkinson, D. C. Dykes, O. W. K. Jackson, J. A. Voysey, R. N.
Cordes, C. W. Mundell, W. N. Rock.

Band Appointments: Drum-Major : R. D. Rich ; Sergeont
Bugler ■ E C K. Dowse ; Sergeant Drummer: D. Weetman ; Corporal
Buglers : J. E. Cleator, R. Hirst, M. J. Leask, P. G. Polkinghorne :
Corporal Drummer : G. M. H. Shires.
Courses. The following attended Courses at Bloemfontein in

January and earned favourable reports : Anderson, Anger, Ashby,
Bulman, Collins, Rich.

This year a two-Company organization has been definitely adopted,

and each Company has proceeded with its training independently
ofthe other,though they have combined at times for special purposes.
Lieutenant R. W. Brown is in command of "A''^ Company, and
2nd-Lieutenant J. v.z. Storm is in charge of "B" Company.
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The chief event of the Half was the Detachment's participation
in the opening of the Old Boys' War Memorial Pavilion. Everybody
worked with a will to make its contribution an outstanding success,
and it says much for the recruits of"B" Company that not one of
them faltered in the detail of the ceremony. Every cadet clearly
understood that he was paying honour to former members of the
School who had made the supreme sacrifice of their lives, and it
was this spirit of tribute that ensured the impressiveness of the
occasion.

The Officer Commanding is glad to publish the following message
of appreciation which he subsequently received from Mr. Jack

Hulett, the President of the Old Boys' Club :"Dear Sir, Will you
convey on behalf of my Executive and myself our thanks and con
gratulations to your Detachment on a very fine display at the opening
of our Memorial Pavilion.

"Your Buglers, Band, and whole Detachment were splendid
and certainly added impressiveness to the ceremony.
"I may say that the conduct and bearing of your Detachment was
most favourably commented upon by all who saw them."
A Field Day was held on June 26th and was planned to follow
different lines from the field days of previous years. The two
Forces had to operate in country unknown to them and were to
work towards an objective which was not revealed until half an hour
before zero hour. The Forces started from secret bases and were

to seek contact en route, but major actions had to be avoided.

Skirmishing was expected with the object of getting prisoners and
information about the enemy's movements. When the objective—
the Shongweni Riding Club—was reached, a second zero hour was
to be awaited before it could be attacked.

Unfortunately the purpose of the first part of the scheme was
rather frustrated because one Force sought to get to the bounds
of the objective as soon as possible instead of trying to establish
and maintain contact with the enemy. Operations within the

objective were well conducted by both sides, and some really good
stalking was seen.

Shooting. The following have scored a possible 50 in deliberate
practices recently : Rodda, Witherspoon, Shepstone, Ashby (twice).
Hind (twice), Leask i, and Price-Hughes.
1949 I.C.S. Competition. The official results show that in
this Competition the School came second in Natal, third in South

Africa, and ninth in the Commonwealth. The corrected average
score was 91.243 ; the number of marksmen was 33 and the number

of first-class shots was 25. This shows a big improvement on the
1948 figures which were as follows :average score :85.962, marksmen
15, first-class shots 14. Ninety boys fired in the Competition on
each occasion.

G.M.O.
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VISIT TO MARITZBURG SHOW (*)
For the first time, but we sincerely hope not the last, the whole
School visited the Royal Agricultural Society's Show In Martlzburg
on Wednesday, 21st June. It was very wisely realised that 200
schoolboys on a normal running train would cause some confusion,
so a "Special" was booked. And a special it was I I ! Although
it was supposed to leave Botha's Hill at 8.5 a.m. it was taken for

granted that it would be late. There was great rejoicing when at
8.35 a.m. the train came puffing In from Hill Crest. Ten minutes
or so later it pulled out and made a comparatively speedy journey

to"Sleepy Hollow"only taking about two hours. Congratulations
to the S.A.R. Everyone was In the show ground by 1 1.15 a.m. and
left again at 3.30 p.m. During this time the boys were allowed to
roam about as they pleased. To all appearances everyone did very
well for himself. The Juniors were observed to be staggering

under piles of pamphlets and samples of all descriptions.
At one stage during the afternoon a group of seniors v/ere seen in a rather
av/kward position. They were being approached by three ladies of the Tem

perance Society and each was being presented with a neat bundle of notes on
"how not to." Although features were possibly a little red in places this was
no doubt due to the intense heat of the day and we feel sure that there could
have been no real cause for their being cornered I Eventually they escaped and

they were later observed at tlie bar (COCO COLA I) drowning their worries.
It was unfortunate that the School had to leave just as the trick rider started

his performance. But the Special was due to leave at 4.20 p.m. and we could
not wait. The train managed to get away on time and it was a very tired crowd
of schoolboys which tramped Into the hall for supper at 7 p.m.

THE FORGOTTEN FACTOR

On the 20th June, thirty boys from the Vth and Vlth Forms went
to Durban to see the play "The Forgotten Factor," produced by
members of the Moral Rearmament Organisation now touring the
world.

The story of the play covers the conflict between Capital and Labour. The
main characters come from the family of Mr. Wilson, president of a cotton mill,

and the family of Mr. Rankin, the Union leader. Dick Wilson, the boss's son,
had visited a Christian household while at College, and he returned hom,e

inspired with the ideals of Christian living.
The third act dramatically reveals the leavening of the Christian idea of
letting God work in our lives. First the Union leader's suspicions and jealousies
are resolved by the infectious enthusiasm of young Dick's plan to live a God-

guided life. Stirred to do the right and difficult thing, he goes to the President,
finds the workers, unbeknown to Mr. Rankin, have marched on hit house.

Violent argument is succeeded by common sense discussion, and the curtain
comes down on the scene of the irreconcilable factions now co-operating easily

and harmoniously for the good of all, and illustrating the terrific force of a new
idea—the God-guided life and the personal significance of the creative force of
the individual inspired to live selflessiy and usefully.
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The final act was played after the curtain had fallen, when it was subtly
suggested that the last act was over to each individual in the audience—a personal
witness to the truths reflected in this play.

MEMORIES OF ENGLAND

There can be few people who have enjoyed the simultaneous
privilege of a whole year of holiday In England, a new car delivered
to the door, and the most perfect year of weather that England has
served up for a generation. With this happy combination of cir
cumstances we were able to cover the country from end to end and
not only visit familiar places and friends, but to see almost everything
that the country has to offer to a tourist. Our experiences would
fill a travel book.

We were thrilled by England Beautiful. I had almost forgotten
what an English Spring was like, but I shall never forget again.
The Miracle of Spring Is just one of those things which have to be
seen to be believed. Avenues of trees In every village and In the
suburbs of every town, especially of London, bursting Into leaf and
the most gorgeous of blossoms ; apple, pear, cherry trees In full
bloom, and hedgerows so green as almost to hurt the eye ; crocus,
tulip, daffodil, followed by wallflowers and others of sweet scent ;
woods coming to life as the warm scented air of spring wafts through
them (a mellow scented air that we don't get in South Africa) ;
rabbits running everywhere, and the early morning birds singing,
"Bring-it, bring-lt, bring-lt, bring-lt, tureen, tureen, tureen,
tureen"; the soft sunshine, the balmy air, the sweet music and

lovely scents contrasting so strongly with our South African glares.
These are the memories I carry of Spring.
Then In Summer, as we motored through every part of England,
how we loved those hedgerows, towering up on either hand, some
times In lanes so narrow that the car disturbed the grasshoppers on
either hand—hedgerows covered with wild flowers and blackberries:
neat little fields, too green to believe and every square yard rich
and fertile (what would our farmers say If their pastures were as
lush as this?) ; woods and copses, streams and waterfalls and lakes.
We covered the flat lands of East Anglia, the bare moors of Yorkshire,
the lanes and hills of Somerset, Devonshire, and the Cotswolds,
the wlldnesses of the Lake District and North Wales, and the bleak

hills of Derbyshire. Can any other country provide such variety
and contrast in so small a compass?
Then there is England Historical. I confess that this impressed us more
and more as the year progressed. We felt that the age-long solidity of the
British people Is based upon a past w/hose evidences are always before them
today. We explored Edward's great castles at Caernarvon, Conway, and
Beaumaris, built in the 13th century to keep the wild Welsh at bay: castles
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with walls and towers going up 100 feet, and 15 feet thick, the very essence of
solidity and discomfort, and we climbed spiral staircases until we were dizzy.
We visited eighteen cathedrals, nearly ail built in Norman days, and we were
amazed at the vision of architects who, in days when people lived in humble
wooden shacks, could plan such immense buildings, with columns towering a
hundred feet into the air and bases half the width of a house : superbly designed
and carved, and standing as solid today as they did 800 years ago. We stood
where millions had worshipped in past centuries, and drank in the atmosphere,

awed by the beauty, the massiveness, and the almost tangible spirits of our
ancestors. Especially was this so in historic Canterbury, where the place is
pervaded by the spirit of its Archbishop, Thomas-a-Beckett, murdered there on
that dark cold night of December, 1 170, and we stood on the very stone where
his body fell.

There were the equally impressive Parish Churches. At every village we
came to, the first thing to be seen was the square tower of the Church, and we
knew that however old the village was, the church was the oldest thing in it.
However the people themselves lived, they put all their love and time and money

into their place of worship. Of the eighty churches we visited (an infinitely
small per cent, of those we could have visited) a large number dated back to the
time of William the Conqueror ; some were 500 years old when William the

Conqueror came, 1,000 years old when Shakespeare was born. Every one with
some individual peculiarity, some reference to the life of the middle ages: either
fascinating bench misericordes, Norman or Saxon fonts, lovely seat carvings,
effigies of mediaeval knights, Flemish stained-glass windows, historic pulpits,

gargoyles, bosses, or even the marks where ancient archers sharpened their
arrows, being instructed in the i4th century to practise archery every Sunday
afternoon in the churchyard. As we sat in these churches we found ourselves

transported from this modern age of rush and fidget and fussiness and suspicion
and intolerance, into an age where time passed slowly, people went quietly

about their daily round, and mail-clad warriors or Benedictine monks worshipped
in this same church in which we sat.

We saw, too, many of the thousand monasteries which Henry VIII destroyed,
some as large as cathedrals, some even larger, and still beautiful in their ruins—
Fountains Abbey, Boiton Abbey, Glastonbury Abbey (597 feet long and with
ceiling 120 feet high, large enough to contain Canterbury Cathedral in its nave),
Tintern Abbey, and many others. We ground our teeth in helpless rage at the
vandalism which brought these magnificent buildings to ruins, and we tried to
picture what they must have looked like when erected, with such loving care,
by the monks of by-gone days.
We visited St. Martin's church, Canterbury, the oldest church in Christen
dom, where Christian worship has taken place continuously for 1,350 years.

It was here that St. Augustine, the first missionary to England, set up his head
quarters in 597, and it was an old church even then. It was here that he baptised
King Etheibert in 598, as the first Christian King in England, and the font in
which he was baptised still stands in the same spot today. We visited the Saxon
Church in Bradford-on-Avon, the smallest church in England, and the most

perfectly preserved and unaltered Saxon Church in the country, built in the
year 500.

Going further back, we had a good look at the Roman Baths in Bath, and
made a close inspection of the complete Roman villa recently dug up at Chedworth
in Gloucester. A farmer who lost his ferret down a rabbit hole dug up a Roman

tile, and before long the archaeologists were busy, and unearthed a whole villa,

with courtyard, colonnades, lovely floor mosaics, still with their original colours,
dining rooms, baths, and bedrooms. Still further back, we visited several great
stone circles, the most famous being the one at Stonehenge, built about 2,000 B.C.
in the late Stone Age. it will ever remain a source of wonder how people with

only pieces of flint to cut with, stags' horns to dig with, and stags' shoulder
blades to carry the soil away with, could erect such immense boulders, every
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one perfectly carved, and every one perfectly in position. These circles had
some connection with Sun worship, and are a very fascinating subject for
investigation.

Of course 1 could end on a much grimmer note and write at much length on
if possible), where individual liberty has almost gone ; a country where every
man is now as good as his master, and the feudal classes and great country estates

England under Socialism, a country of restrictions and rules(most of them broken,

and mansions are fast disappearing ; where the general code of conduct and morals

has dropped depressingly, and delinquency is a very real problem. Along these

lines I could write at very great length, but will not. The contrast between

modern tendencies and the greatness of the past is too painful a one ; as great
as the contrast between the grim industrial towns of the Black Country and
the indescribably beautiful English countryside.

Will the age ever return when people will quietly go about their work
not worrying about the outside world, living each day unto itself, as once they
did? I suppose not. But having become so thoroughly submerged into the
atmosphere of the past during the course of last year, I realise that the world

would be a far happier place if that blissful state could be regained.

J.F.R.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB

A MESSAGE FROM THE HEADMASTER

To The President and Members of the K.C.O.B.C.

I should like to take this opportunity to express to you all the

deepest appreciation of the Staff and boys for the splendid War
Memorial Pavilion which you recently handed over to the Board of
Governors.

We value greatly the motive which inspired you to raise a memorial
to those of your company who were killed in this last War. It Is
an abiding thought which will be with us as we go our v/ay to and
fro over the playing fields of Kearsney that those names honoured
by you in your pavilion were men whose
"shoulders kept the sky pavilioned. They stayed
and earth's foundations stay."
Their sacrifice will be treasured as one of the great traditions of
the College.

I have seen many memorials, but few as impressive and useful as
the one you have given us. It is a fine addition, and brings the
present consolidation phase of the College measurably towards
its consummation.

The fact that Kearsney is still a young School and the number of

Old Boys, comparatively speaking, few, makes this Memorial Pavilion
doubly valuable to us, for we realise how generously all of you must
have given in order to raise it in the short time that has elapsed
since the War ended. This reflects great credit on the Old Boys,

and it is a spirit which I should like you to know we honour greatly.
Yours sincerely,
STANLEY G. OSLER,

June, 1950.

Headmaster.
ENDOWMENT ASSURANCE FUND

The Constitution of the Fund awaits the formal approval of the
next Annual General Meeting, but the scheme is now actually in

being and has got off to a good start. The three Trustees, Messrs.
A. B. Theunissen, P. Hind and J. N. Julett, together with A. M. Foss,

representing the South African Mutual Life Assurance Society,
deserve our sincerest thanks for the care and thought which they

have given to the enterprise. Their leadership and enthusiasm
warrant our heartiest commendation, and we trust that they will

get the best reward that they look for, and that is the whole-hearted
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support of the Old Boys of all age-groups throughout the country.
It Is a scheme In which every one can join according to his means,
so no great financial sacrifice Is either called for or expected.
Is either called for or expected.

It does however Involve some small personal trouble:the trouble
to find out what the scheme Is and what It will mean to the School
In the future, and how to become a member of It ; and then the

trouble to obtain and send a postal order or to write out a cheque
when the reminder that the premium is due comes along. The
test here of a real desire to help the School is not how much can

you give, but how long will you take the trouble to keep up the
payments that will enable your School to get the full value of your
policy. Thoughtfulness and consideration are going to be the real
cost to you ... and they need not cost much In money, need they ?
If you are not yet aware of the purpose and details of this Endow
ment Assurance Scheme that your own fellows have set In motion,

I urge you to write now either to me or to any of the Staff, or to
A. M. Foss, c/o P.O. Box 16, Durban, for we shall be only too glad
to tell you all about It and how you too can become a member of It.
G. M. GRAM.

Progress Report. It Is hoped to publish progress reports In
each Issue of the "Chronicle" as we feel that Information about
how the scheme Is spreading will stimulate Interest. The amounts
of individual policies will of course not be disclosed, but we shall
make known the total value of assurance from time to time. We

want you to read the list of names and see If yours Is among them :

If It is not, it may be that you joined after the report was compiled,
or ... you may like to take the action necessary for It to be Included
In the next list.

Twenty-four policies had been issued up to mid-July, and the
following Is the list of holders : Four members of the Staff, J H
Charter (33-37), J. M. Cowie (45-49), A. H. Doldge (40-41), H. N.
Groom (44-47), J. H. Hopkins (26-33), E. O. Hughes (44-46), J. N.
Hulett (22-29), M. D. Isralls (41-44), L. A. H. Lewis (42-43), G. R
R. I. V. B. Simmonds

(23-24),C. S. Rosenberg (39-41), A. B. Theunlssen
(29-31), R. H. Theunlssen (29-37), D. H. Williamson (44-45), B. J

Woods (40-43), R. W. Woods (42-45), A. H. Yuille (43-47).
PROPOSED RULES FOR THE

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
ENDOWMENT FUND
NAME

CLUB ENDOWMENT fLnS'

"KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS'
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2. (a) The "Fund " shall mean the Kearsney College Old Boys' Club
Endowment Fund.

(b) The " Annual General Meeting" means the Annual General Meeting
of the Kearsney College Old Boys' Club.

(c) "Trust" means"Board of Trustees."
OBJECTS

3. (a) The object for which the Fund is established Is to accumulate funds
for the benefit of Kearsney College.

(b) The Fund shall be deemed to have been established on the 31st day
of October, 1949.
TRUSTEES

4. (a) The Fund shall be vested In three Trustees, one of whom shall exofficlo, be the President of the Kearsney College Old Boys' Club.

On completion of one President's year of office, he shall automatically
be replaced by subsequent Presidents.
The other two Trustees shall be elected normally for a period of

ten years each, but In the case of the first election, one such Trustee
shall be elected for five years and the other for ten years so as to
ensure continuity.

(b) The elected Trustees shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting,
and shall retire at the end of the period for which they are elected
but shall be eligible for re-election.

(c) The Trustees shall have the right to co-opt other members to serve
on the Trust If so required.

(d) A Trustee shall Ipso facto vacate his office should he become Insolvent,
assign his estate, or in any way compound with his creditors, or
become mentally or physically Incapacitated. Should he be con
victed of any offence punishable by Imprisonment without the option
of a fine, or be guilty of wilful neglect or default prejudicial to the
Fund or its objects the Annual General Meeting, may. In its discretion

and by resolution have the power to remove him from his office
as Trustee.

(e) An office bearer may resign his office by giving one month's notice
in writing of his Intention to do so to the Trust, In which case such
vacancy may be filled by the remaining members of the Trust until
the next Annual General Meeting, provided that no such officer
shall be allowed to resign until he shall have accounted to the Trust
for the due performance of his duties.

(f) No member, past, present or future, of the Staff of Kearsney College,
unless he be an Old Boy, shall be eligible for election as a Trustee,
neither shall members of the Staff of the under-writing company
of the Endowment Assurance Scheme.
DUTIES OF TRUSTEES

5. The Trustees, shall. In addition to the powers and authority by these

Rules specially conferred on them, have the entire management and control in
their entire discretion of all the affairs of the Fund, but subject to any resolution

passed at a General Meeting of the members provided, however,that no resolution
of a General Meeting shall Invalidate any prior act of the Trustees which would
have been valid If such resolution had not been passed.

Without prejudice to the general powers conferred by the last preceding
clause the Trustees shall have the following powers, that Is to say ;—

(a) The Trustees shall appoint one of their numter as Chairman for
such period as In their discretion they shall deem fit, and In the event
of the Chairman so appointed being absent from any meeting, the
remaining members shall appoint a Chairman.
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(b) To control, direct, and provide for the receipt, custody, employment,
remittance and expenditure of the moneys, finances and funds, and

to administer both movable and immovable property, and in such
manner as the Trustees in their discretion deem fit and conducive
to the objects of the Fund : and to invest such monies as are

immediate expenditure in such manner as they may
tion of the Annual General Meeting.
(c) To carry out and give effect to all resolutions of the Annual General
Meeting, and where no special direction Is given as to the manner
in which any resolution Is to be carried out, to carry It out In such

think fit provided that no assets shall be alienated except by resolu

a manner and form as the Trustees may In their discretion think fit.

(d) To delegate to any Sub-Committee or Sub-Committees they may
chose to appoint any of the powers vested In them.

(e) To appoint and remove Bankers, Secretary and Treasurer and other
servants of the Fund, and to determine the powers and duties of
such Secretary and servants.

(f) Any and all documents requiring to be executed by the Fund shall
be sufficiently signed by any two Trustees ; always provided that
all cheques to be deposited to the credit of the Fund's Banking
Account and all assurance proposals shall be sufficiently endorsed
If endorsed by one Trustee.

(g) In general to conduct and manage all the affairs of the Fund and to
act in Its interests In all matters not especially provided for or covered
by these rules.

(h) To report on the affairs of the Trust to each Annual General Meeting.
MEETINGS OF TRUSTEES
sfia" in their discretion

minutes of such meetings. At least
seven days notice shall be served to allproper
the Trustees
but non-receipt of such notice

y any of them shall not Invalidate the proceedings of such Meetlne
Two Trustees shall form a quorum.
CONTRIBUTIONS

he raised by means of members
of the Kearsney College Old Boys Club taking out
Life or Endowment Policies
on their lives with the South African Mutual Life Assurance Society, such policies
being issued in terms of the Rules of the said Assurance Society, and being counter

signed by one of the Trustees of the Fund, the proceeds thereunder being payable
to the Trustees of the Fund.

po/auic

The Trustees shall also have power to accept bequests, donations, and
Cessions of Insurance Policies and to raise money by any other lawful means

whatsoever, provided that, after the Inception date of the Endowment Fund
any polices taken out by the Trustees shall be underwritten solely by the South
African Mutual Life Assurance Society.
r r ••=
SECURITY

required
furnish any
security
in respect
of(.U®'their Tj®
Administrationshall
and not
any be
Master
of thetoSupreme
Court
of South
Africa
having jurisdiction, is directed to dispense with such security whether under the
Trust Money s Protection Act of 1934, or under any other law In force.
IDENTITY

Trustees and Auditor, Secretary and other officers for the time being
of the Fund, and every of them and every of their heirs, executors and adminis
trators shall be indemnified and held harmless out of the funds and property of

the Fund from and against all actions, costs, charges, losses, damages and
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expenses which they or any of them, their or any of their heirs, executors or
administrators shall or may incur or sustain by or by reason of any act done,
concurred in or omitted in or about the execution of their duty or supposed

duty in their respective offces, except such, if any, as they shall incur or sustain
by or through their own wilful neglect or default respectively and none of them
shall be answerable for the acts or defaults of the others of them, or for joining

in receipts for the sake of conformity, or for any Bankers or other persons with

whom any moneys be lodged or deposited for safe custody, or for the insufficiency
or deficiency of any security upon which any moneys of or belonging to the
Fund shall be placed out or invested, or for any loss, misfortune or damage?
which may jappen in the execution of their respective offices or in relation thereto,

except the same shall happen by or through their own wilful neglect or default

respectively.
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

10. The Trustees shall submit suggestions to an Annual General Meeting

or Special General Meeting for the Distribution of Funds as and when they become
available. Such funds shall be distributed in accordance with a Resolution passed

by a two-thirds majority of members present at such meeting, who may or may
not adopt suggestions of the Trustees as they deem fit.
GENERAL

11. (a) The Fund may sue or be sued In any Court of Law in the name of
the Trustees.

(b) Any matter not specially provided for in the rules shall be decided
by the Annual General Meeting by simple majority.

(c) No rule herein contained or hereafter made shall at any time be
rescinded, altered or added to, except by a Special Resolution
passed by three-fourths of the members present at the Annual
General Meeting or a Special General Meeting, Fourteen days'
notice of such intended rescission, alteration or addition shall be
given to each member.

(d) If any doubt, or dispute, shall arise as to the proper administratton
or interpretation of any of the foregoing rules, the matter or question
shall be referred to the Trust whose decision shall be final.

Durban Branch

The Durban Branch has taken on a new lease of life and is now

going strongly again. The following Officers were elected
recently :—
Chairman : A. M. Foss.

Hon. Secretary : C. D. Nathan.
Committee : J. W. H. Howarth, I. Stones, E. v.d. Schyff.

Meetings are held on the second Friday of each month at 5 p.m.
at the Royal Hotel. They are purely social gatherings, and no busi
ness is transacted at them. They are being well supported, for

something like forty Old Boys generally attend. Those in Durban
who have not yet realized that this opportunity for good fellowship
exists, are urged to allow the reading of these lines to prompt

them to go to the very next meeting—the second Friday of the
month. The Durban men are keen to see you.
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OLD BOYS' NEWS

Engagements : J. R. E. Butterworth (42-47) ; R. G. Brand (00-00).
Marriages: W. G. Abrahams, A. O. R. Askew, B. Batchelor, W. M. Crook
G. R. Niven, J. R. B. Williams, T. Wyatt-Minter.

Births : B. Balcomb, a son ; D. Gilliat, a daughter ; L. Hulett, a daughter ;
R. Mason, a daughter ; D. Munro, a son ; W. B. A. Pearce, a daughter ;
N. Reeves, a son ; W. H. John, a son.

Bereavements : We wish to offer our sympathies to the following Old Boys
whose bereavement notices we have recently read in the press :

Fathers : J. H. and F. G. Bourne, L. W. B. and I. Baicomb, G. Booth, D. Damp,
F. S. Deverneuil, V. Davy, R. Drummond, O. Egeiand, T. and H. Pennefather,
R. Richards.

Mothers : A. and i. Coutts, D. Morrison, J. E. Smerdon.

A. O. R. Askew (34-36) writes from London to say that his wedding to
Miss Mason, of Hiiton Road, took place at the Holy Trinity Church, Paddington.
H. L. Albertyn (41-46) is taking an increasingly active part in the church
and guild work in Durban.

D. R. Beckett (33-34) is working in a trading store in Rusapi, S. RhodesiaHe was present for the opening of the Old Boys' Pavilion, and says that he has

fallen in love with Rhodesia. Will any Kearsney Old Boy up that way contact
him at Pte Bag 30, Rusapi.

L. A. Bowler (27-30) has been back in old quarters, spending a few weeks
at what was the old School and is now the Kearsney Healing Home. We can
still picture him diffidently winning the cross country race in 1929 !

E. J. R. Caney (44-47) is chairman of the Scientific Society at Natal University.
J. A. Chick (33-38), who is with the Johannesburg Building Society, Durban,
took over the managership of the Branch at Aliwal North for a while at Christmas.
We understand that they found him particularly useful as a cricketer !

J. W.Clayton (33-41) hit the newspaper headlines when his plane, a S.A.A.F.
Harvard, crashed Into the sea near Scottburgh, and turned over on to its back.
Fortunately the pilot was able to extricate himself and swam or waded the ISO

yards to shore. It appears that the engine cut out, and the plane nearly swept
Into the hundreds of bathers on the shore.

J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) writes to say that he is thrilled with his new house
at Roosevelt Park, Jo'burg, but had hardly settled in before he was transferred
to Pretoria, and so has to make the daily journey backwards and forwards.

A. H. Doidge (40-41) has joined Hind Bros. Ltd. as promotional and advertis
ing manager. His shadow grows no less.
C. Didcott (42-4S), who is studying medicine at Wits, took his B.Sc. in
1948, and then has put in two extra years at advanced Medical Science before

proceeding with his medical degree proper. He finds little time for anything
but study now.

R. J. Evans (41-46) has taken his B.A. at N.U. and Is proceeding with his
LI.B. degree.

L. F. Forsyth (42-46) took his degree at the same time, and is now articled

In Pietermaritzburg. We notice that in the recent Natal Scottish Gathering
he won prizes for his bagpipe playing, with marches, strathspey and reel.
H. N. Groom (44-47) is in training as a pupil pilot over the week-ends.
He is taking an active interest in church work in Durban.
J. L. Good (31-35) is with the African Guarantee in Durban.
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E. M. Gjestland (48-49) expects shortly to go to America.

We congratulate G. Jacobs (30-37), V. Davy (38-44), G. R. Foss (39-47),
T. D. Jacobs (38-44) and W. M. Jacobs (39-44) on being selected either for
Zululand or Country Districts to play against the Australian touring team.
G. Jacobs, we understand, has been in his usual great batting form, with several
centuries this season, including 208 vs. Umfolosi.
Congratulations to A. R. King (45-48) on being chosen to represent Natal
In Western Province as forward.

N. Kitchin (44-49) has joined his brother at Wits, to study medicine.
0. Knaggs (41-42) writes from Port Elizabeth. He has, he says, since the
War had three businesses of his own, which kept him very busy and brought

in no money ; he then managed a Hearing Aid concern, and has sold most other
things except funeral insurance. Now he is with the Shell Co. on probation
as traveller in the Eastern Province. A great opportunity, he says, to make
good for life.
S. G. M. Lee (32-33) has taken a doctorate in Bantu Psychology, and has
now gone to Oxford to continue his studies.
P. E. Lines (46-49) is with Powers and Powers, Durban, and has hopes later
of going across to Liverpool.
D. G. T. Leather (44-47) and B. B. Shagam (43-46) shared in many good

partnerships for Greyville C.C. this last season.
R. J. Lee (41-44) has been accepted as a fully accredited local preacher.
W. B. Letcher (44-49) and 1. H. Mackenzie (45-48) are studying for their
degrees at N.U., Maritzburg.
1. H. D. Lund (45-49) is being trained as an Industrial and Printing Ink
Blender, with Coates Bros., Jo'burg. Messy, but interesting. He has taken a

leading part in the Easter play,"The Miracle," which was publicly presented on
several occasions in the city. He also took part in the Moral Re-Armament play

"The Forgotten Factor." Lund has continued his choir work and anticipates
some concert work with the help of music borrowed from Kearsney.
P. E. Metcalf (44-47) is on the executive of N.U.S.A.S., being director of
overseas travel. He spent part of July at a conference in Grahamstown.

R. H. Mitchell (46-47) is apprenticed to T. Midgeley and Sons, Builders,
Durban.

D. R. Nightingale (24-32) writes ; " I have been elected President of the

Gingindhlovu Rugby Club, and 14 of the playing members are Nats I ... I often
wish I had taken more interest in my studies at Kearsney and taken up a profession
rather than farming, as with this game one has to have numerous qualifications—
financier, veterinarian, doctor, philosopher, mechanic, builder, plumber, etc.
A smattering of each, and one is only half-way to being a farmer, but the most
useful attribute of all is to be a good grouser."
L. W. R. Nightingale (24-33) is still in the Permanent Force, but is a little
worried about the permanency of his position now that Len Beyers has relin
quished the C.G.S. post.
G. R. Niven (45-47) has obtained a position with the United Tobacco Co.,

in Salisbury, being the lucky one of 56 applicants. His luck has continued, for
we learn that he has now been married there. This transfer meant his giving

up his office as Secretary of the Transvaal Branch of the Old Boys' Club, this
being temporarily taken over by D. K. Piper (32-37), 58 St. Gothard Avenue,
Mayfair West. We learn that the Johannesburg Branch had a most successful
Christmas Dinner at the Hotel Victoria on December 7th last.

First Lieutenant K. M. Oliver (44-46) is with the occupation forces in
Germany.

G. L. Ovenstone (39-47) has left Hind Bros, and is working with D. Barker
on the latter's farm at Dumisa.
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We congratulate O. W. M. Pearce on being elected VIce-President of the
South African Sugar Technologists' Association. It is a dozen years since he left
to study this subject in California, but much of that time was spent with the
Canadian Air Force during Worid War II.
J. T. Preece (43-44) has gone to England to study business methods for
six months.

D. Proctor (4^-49) hoped to do radio work, but has turned to banking as
being more secure. He has joined the choir in Johannesburg, and is a Sunday
School teacher.

J. Redgment (39-45) com'pleted his B.A.(Rhodes) in 1949 and is now in the
Diplomatic Service in Rhodesia.
N. Reeves (31-35), now resident in Kloof, Is teller in the new branch of the
Standard Bank in Smith Street, Durban.

J. D. Raw (28-37) writes to say that the Zululand Branch of the Old Boys*
Club is going through a thin time because nearly all its members have left the
district. There is, however, still a faithful nucleus of Empangeni-ites.
G. W. Shuker (41-48) returned the best nett score (146) in the annual
Zululand golf championships. Those who know of his physical handicap will
'especially congratulate him on this feat.
We have been very interested to learn of the Health Centre which Dr. H.
Stott (22-27) is building, at his own expense, beiow Rob Roy Hotel, at Botha's

Hill. Dr. Stott will have European and native assistants, and his time will be
entirely devoted to work among the natives in the Reserve. We congratulate
him, and wish him every success, in this great work of philanthropy. Dr. Stott
is now having a home built for himself and family just below the Kearsney lower
rugger field.
K. Theunlssen (34-37) is finding his hands very full as a psychiatrist and
mental guidance officer in Durban. He delivered one of a series of lectures

arranged by the Christian Education Movement, on " Behaviour problems."
We are hoping to hear him at Kearsney soon.
J. P. S. Turner (37-43) has completed six years' apprenticeship as cabinet
maker in Ermelo, and has returned to help to manage his father's farm. His
father died last year.

A. C. Taylor (44-47) has joined the American Marines. Later on he expects
to return to his medical studies.

D. Wheelwright (44-48) is with the Bank in Stanger.
J. H. Worth (31-32) is head of the Southern Life, Bloemfontein.
T. Wyatt-Minter (41-42) has set up a grocer's shop at Westville.
B. J. Woods (40-43) has been transferred from Wartberg to Maritzburg
College, where he is assistant housemaster, and teaches Maths and Latin. He
is studying privately at the University for a Classics Honours Degree.

R. L. Wicks (45-47) is with the Union-Castle Company at Port Elizabeth.
Congratulations to N. Walker (38-45) on being Natal's representative in
the Junior Springbok XV which toured Rhodesia.
P. R. Young (42-47) is travelling for Geo. Constable's, printers, Boksburg,
and enjoying the work immensely.
EDITORIAL NOTICES

The "Kearsney College Chronicle" is published in January and July, and
the charge is 2s. 6d. per copy.
We gratefully acknowledge receipt of a large number of magazines from
schools in South Africa and in England.
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EDITORIAL

The end of the year 1950 brings mixed feelings to old and young
alike.

For the last few months we have been on the brink of another

world war, and while there is thankfulness that that calamity has
so far been avoided, we are by no means out of the wood yet.
Death and destruction still rage up and down the Korean peninsula,
and the news-reels at the cinemas show us the nauseating sight
of cities being razed to the ground and populations fleeing to desti
tution and misery before the dreadful weapons of the modern
Moloch. Nor is tragedy confined to the people of that unhappy
land, for the casualties suffered by the forces of the United Nations
have brought tears of sorrow to families throughout the world.
The shadow of such loss has fallen even upon Kearsney, and another
name has been added to the Roll of Honour begun in the last war.
And within our own country there seems little prospect of a
particularly happy New Year. Strains and stresses multiply rather
than recede. The cost of living continues to mount ; housing
schemes to replace shacks and slums that are a shame to us all
continue to be talked about instead of being tackled practically
and energetically ; and the spirit of intolerance grows apace in new
assaults on individual rights and liberties and on the pledged word
given in the past.
It is against such a background, abroad and at home, that we have
to carry on the work of education in the schools. Two things we
have to guard against : undue pessimism for the future and the
perversion of our efforts to fit the background. Our past, and
indeed our present system of education is by no means perfect,
but at least it has been based on personal integrity and the value
of the individual in the sight of God. Those values must not be
surrendered, nor must they be abated. In our studies we must
cling to the search for truth, and in our own behaviour we must
insist on individual honesty. If we give way on those things, then
indeed we must agree to view the future with unrelieved pessimism.
In the smaller world of the School, there are at this time the mixed

feelings of joy at the approach of the holidays, of anxiety for the
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examination results, and of regret at the parting from companions
and friends who have shared our common life for some years. The
young are not likely to be bothered by the reflections ofthe preceding
paragraphs and they will soon forget whatever doubts may have
possessed them when the last term of the year ended. We wish
them all a very happy Christmas, and to those who are not returning
to Kearsney we wish also a happy start to a prosperous career in
the New Year.

OBITUARIES

BEN MILNER

Died 7th September, 1950
We honour the memory of one of Kearsney's greatest men ; a
man much loved, not only by Kearsney boys, but by all who knew
him ; a man respected for his intellectual powers and quiet humour
by all the people of South Africa. We have lost a friend, one who
was sincere, who had no time for sham or superficiality, for pettiness,
who said what he meant and meant what he said.

Very few men can have crammed so much in 57 years of life.
Educated at Harrow, he then took two scholarships, in unrelated
subjects, to Oxford, an extraordinary feat. At the University he
concentrated on Zoology and kindred sciences. After that, to
farming, in Kent, until the Great War. His promotion here was so
rapid that, as a Major at the age of 24, and with the M.C., he found
himself at the head of the Balloon Investigation Dept. on the Western
Front, and was offered a post in the War Office in Whitehall, which
he refused. After the War, Milner was commissioned by the
British Government to search Germany for hidden zeppelins and
balloons, and made, we believe, some interesting discoveries.
Back to farming for a few years, and in 1928 he came to South
Africa. We do not know what moved him to come to this country,
or what he did during his first few years, except that he was in
some sort of business on the Rand. Then came a temporary appoint
ment to the staff of St. Andrews, Grahamstown, from where, to

our lasting profit, he came to join the Kearsney Staff in 1933.
He taught at Kearsney till the outbreak of the Second World
War, concentrating on Commercial work and Biology. But Milner
could have taught anything. He had a considerable acquaintance
with Latin and Greek, taught History and English at Grahamstown,
and had an immense Biblical knowledge, though we never knew how
he acquired it. His quickness of mind, his nimble wit, his clarity of
presentation made every lesson a delight, and even though Milner
rebuked a boy with an unsurpassed range of invective, that boy
knew that when it was all over Milner was still his friend.
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He never bore malice ; he was always just. His methods of

letting the punishment fit the crime were unique. The boy who
could not remember the weight of a gallon of water had to carry a
bucketful of It round the sports field as a reminder. The boy who
whistled In class had to climb a tree and whistle at 5 a.m. for a week.

In the Second World War Mllner, already well past military age,
joined up and went through the Abyssinian Campaign. Although a
Major In the British Army, he refused a commission, preferring to
be with the " men," and attained the rank of sergeant, being Men
tioned In Dispatches. Ill health, however, meant his return to the

Union. For a while he rejoined the staff at Kearsney, but feeling,
quite erroneously, that he was not pulling his weight, he turned to
secretarial work In Durban. But the pull was too great, and he
was soon back here as Bursar. Then came the call of the open air,

and he returned to farming, his first love. In spite of much pain
and Illness, of which he never complained, he worked on his farm
at Albert Falls till the day before his sudden death.

To the people of South Africa Mllner was known and respected
for his Immense fund of knowledge revealed In the Cross Country
Quiz. We who knew him more Intimately loved him for his kind
ness, humility, and utter sincerity. We shall not again meet his like.

To Mrs. Mllner we accord our deepest sympathy, for they two
were as one.

J.F.R.

ALAN CHANDLER TAYLOR

Killed In action In Korea, 24th September, 1950

The War in the Far East came very close to Kearsney when the
news was received that Alan Chandler Taylor had been killed in
action In Korea"In the performance of his duty and In the service
of his country." Recent events In this hitherto llttle-thought-of
land have brought tragedy and grief to homes In many parts of
the world, and It Is Indeed hard that the great sacrifice should be
made principally by those who are so young and so full of the zest
for life as Alan was. He served not only his country, the United
States of America, but our country too, this Union of South Africa,
and those others who live what we call the"Western" way of life.
We think of It as something worth preserving, and we are deeply
and humbly grateful to those who are fighting and dying to keep It
for us.

Alan was never over-Interested In History, but I firmly believe
he knew what he was doing In Korea. I believe he knew, as we all
know, that the challenge In Korea had to be met, and I believe that
he laid down his life not only for the"general good," but also quite
simply, quite honestly and quite clearly for the friends he had known
at Kearsney and for the boys who are still there and for those who
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are yet to come. We are thankful for the great love and the splendid
courage in which that sacrifice was made, for we know that Alan's

eyes were sparkling and his lips were smiling even to the end.
Alan came to Kearsney in 1944 and left in 1947. They were four

happy years both for him and for us. They were not marked by
any strong devotion to learning, but there are other things besides
scholarship that are important in schools and in an individual's life.

Personal integrity, capacity for friendship, and a gay acceptance of
the ups-and-downs of life, are qualities that have a good influence
and make for a good life. Alan was strong in these things, and
because of them his memory will be warm in our hearts for years
to come.

On leaving Kearsney, Alan went with his parents to the United
States and attended a university there to study medicine. Being
an American citizen he shared in the call-up, and volunteered for
the American Marines. He was in the Mediterranean on a training
course when his Corps was suddenly ordered to Korea.
His parents returned to Durban before he joined up, and to them
we offer our sincere sympathy, and we also say "thank you for so
eager a young spirit and alas ! for so great a sacrifice."
G.M.O.

STAFF

We regret to record the death of a former member of the Staff,
Mr. P.(Ben) Milner, at his farm near Albert Falls on 7th September.
The news of his sudden passing came as a great shock to us all at
the School, and to the great number of Old Boys who knew and
admired him as a man, as a teacher, as a friend and as a soldier.

An Appreciation of his career and personality appears on another
page.

At the end of the year we bade farewell to Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Brown who have been with us since the beginning of 1946. We
are sorry to lose them, for they have both given unstinted service
to the School in their five years at Kearsney. If ever there was an
extra job to be done,"Wally" was usually the first to volunteer
to look after it, and he was always willingly backed up by Mrs. Brown.
She did a great deal to help her husband as Housemaster of Junior
House in the past two years, and together they shared the control
of the Tuck-shop and the Music Club, while during Mr. Reece's
twelve-months' leave last year, they also took over the Choir. In
addition, Mr. Brown was a keen Cadet Officer and was also

responsible for the Photographic Club and for one of the junior
Cricket Divisions.

We wish them both well for their future.

Another old friend from whom we are sorry to part is Mrs. J.
Gamble, the Matron of Finningley. This is the second time of
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parting, for she left us for a few months In 1946, but It Is likely to
be final as she has gone In response to"the third time of asking,"
as the parson says when he calls the last banns. On 20th December,
at Marltzburg Cathedral, Mrs. Gamble was married to Colonel
J. A. Lea, who Is also a resident of Botha's Hill.

We offer them both

our hearty congratulations and our sincerest wishes for their future
happiness. We hope—and we feel sure of It—that they will both
continue to take an Interest In the School.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hopkins on the birth of a
son and to Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Clegg on the arrival of a daughter
just before Christmas.
We extend our sympathy to Mr. Clegg and his family on the
death of his mother just after Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Matterson returned from England In November,
and It Is good to see them about the neighbourhood again.
Another Staff marriage Is to be recorded, that of Mr. de la Ray Nel
to Miss Nancy Fourle at Bethlehem on 16th December. Con
gratulations and best wishes to both of them. Mr. and Mrs. Nel
will go Into residence at the new Housemaster's house at Mllner
House, and we assure Mrs. Nel of a sincere welcome to our

community.

Soon after the beginning of the Second Half, Mr. and Mrs. Oram
moved from their rondavels on the edge of the Valley to "Green
Court," the house Immediately opposite their former front gate.
"Bonzo," their faithful hound, and frequent visitor to the School,
was fatally Injured on the main road during the July holiday.

SCHOOL NOTES

Chapel:
We offer our hearty congratulations to the Rev. S. Le GroveSmith, a former Chaplain and father of an Old Boy, on his election
as President of the

Methodist Conference for

1950-1951.

We

understand that he has agreed to perform the Opening Service of
our new Chapel some time In the Second Term, and we shall look
forward to seeing him again on that occasion.
The Rev. R. A. Yates has been succeeded as Vicar of Kloof by the
Rev. G. C. Oakley, to whom and his family we extend a hearty
welcome. Mr. Oakley spent some years as a schoolmaster, so he
knows a thing or two about boys and Is looking forward to beginning
his work at Kearsney In February. We trust that he will have a
very happy association with us. When Mr. Yates returned to
England at the end of August, the morning services on the remaining
fourth Sundays of the year were taken by the Rev. C. H. Chater,
one of the assistants at St. Paul's, Durban. We are grateful to
him for filling the gap at considerable personal trouble.
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The following boys were confirmed by the Bishop of Natal at
St. Agnes' Church, Kloof, on 17th August : L. Callow, C. G. Carelse,
R. G. Clarke, P. J. Cominos, G. M. H. Fraser, R. F. Tolken, T. J.
Shepstone, D. C. Brown, D. O. Hall, B. N. Francois, R. N. Dolton,

J. C. L Milne, J. Atkinson, I. D. MacGregor, G. E. Sherrell, B. Dingley,
and D. A. Stranack.

The normal Sunday evening services were once again varied by
addresses in lieu ofthe set ritual. We were very pleased and honoured
by the visit of Mr. Conrad Skinner, the Chaplain of the Leys School,
Cambridge, who gave an Informal and delightful talk to the senior
boys only. A man who has spent his life in close association with
schoolboys, and who possesses rare charm and humour, Mr. Skinner
gave a talk on the essentials of Christianity, which will long be
remembered.

Mr. Ken Theunissen, M.A., an Old Boy, also gave us a very absorb
ing talk on his work as a Child Welfare Officer and psychologist.
He brought with him a number of paintings done by his children,
admirably illustrating their social development under his care.
Mr. Reece continued his lantern lectures on England, with an
illustrated talk on Stonehenge, and another one on ruined abbeys
and monasteries. These were well appreciated, and many questions
were asked.

Entertainments:

A welcome addition to the usual showing offilms was an impromptu
concert given by Gillingham in the Third Term, and another one

by Finningley in the Fourth Term. Both of them produced some
very diverting numbers and revealed talent in most unexpected
places. The highlight of the Gillingham show was a rendering of
the " Dying Swan" ballet by near-naked huskies drawn from
Mrs. Toogood's dancing class. Adorned in something approaching
floral—ahem I—brassieres and the scantiest of sateen "scanties"

they went through the movements of the dance with expert step
and gesture, not to mention rippling muscles and first-class shoulder-

bones. It was amazingly well done, and of course it simply brought
the house down. The ballet troup and their Instructress deserve
the warmest congratulations. Other meritorious items were an

Applesammy-Naidoo sketch and a mock surgical operation per
formed as a shadow-show.

In having to play the "follow-on" to such excellent fare, albeit
some weeks later, Finningley felt they had very much the worse
of the bargain, but they managed to put on a creditable show never
theless. A parady ofthe love-scene from Romeo and Juliet went
down very well, and so did a representation of the alleged manner
isms of a good many of the Staff. Two expert pianists played duets

at the piano most commendably, and a harmonious quintet gave
their interpretation of some of the latest song-hits.
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Mr. R. Smith compered the Gllilngham show in a way which
would have made Bob Hope think he was still learning, and Mr.
Reece supplied the"continuo" between the Finningley acts.
"Wasn't it Odd ? "

We are very grateful to Mrs. Dorothy Evans and the Musgrave
Road Dramatic Club for taking the trouble to come to Kearsney
in September to present the three-act comedy "Wasn't it Odd ?
by Kenneth Home.
It was an evening of entertainment which none of those present

(and there were many visitors) will readily forget. The fact that
the players themselves were so obviously enjoying the fun made
the enjoyment all the greater, and there was a continuous ripple of
laughter throughout, which at times became quite hilarious.
It is not our intention to outline the theme of the play, or to

offer a critique of the players. We merely say "Thank you," and
if you can come again, Mrs. Evans, we shall give you a very warm
reception.
Games:

The Cricket Cake Matches aroused a good deal of Interest and keenness

among those who had not qualified for membership of any of the School Elevens.
They were played on a House basis, and the side that won the most matches
during the term was presented with a large cake kindly baked by Mrs. Best.
As there were both senior and junior matches, Mrs. Best had to double her kind
ness and produce two confections. Fortunately one of them went to each House,
so grateful thanks go out to her from each rival camp.
During the Fourth Term, Mr. Alf James, light and welter-weight champion
of South Africa has been coming up on Monday afternoons to coach the forty-or-so
boxing enthusiasts. We have greatly appreciated his assistance, and many boys
have already benefited considerably from his Instruction. The lessons will be
continued next year, and as encouragement for his pupils, Mr. James has kindly
donated two set of gloves for award to the two boxers who show the most
Improvement. E. T. E. Hansen as captain of boxing has done a lot to assist the
sport this Half.

Cilve Lentin, an Old Boy, arranged a fencing display In the Hall on a Saturday
evening of the last Term.

The Chess Club has been lying very doggo for the past two years, and in
fact has been completely Inactive officially. A few stalwarts however have

kept their hand In with their own sets, so, when a challenge was received from
the Durban High School It was possible to accept the Invitation with a good deal
of pleasure and somewhat more temerity! Twelve boys travelled to Durban
on 17th November to meet their opponents on a Form-for-Form basis and
thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon although they were not victorious. In fact
none of the Kearsney team managed to win his first game, but several were
successful In the second one. Those who are keen on chess should see that the

Club gets going again next year as other schools are prepared to enter the fray also.
Congratulations to E. J. Needham on being chosen to swim for Natal Schools
In the South African Schools Championship In Marltzburg on 13th December.
He swam In the 220 yards breast-stroke and also in the Provincial Team-race.
Essay :

The annual Natal Mercury Essay Competition has seldom evoked any serious
response either from the senior or the junior forms, so it is a pleasure to note
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an exception this year and to congratulate J. M. Anderson on gaining a"highlycommended"for his entry. The subject on which he wrote was"What indi

vidual Liberty means to Me." Evidently there is more than a vestige of it left
at Kearsney I Our congratulations go both to the author and his scholastic
environment.

Tuck-shop :

Now that the Tuck-shop is housed in the Memorial Pavilion its old home
on the edge of the Oval is to be put to other uses. Structural alterations will

be made in the Christmas holidays to convert it into a modest—a very modest
Music School. The verandah is to be enclosed to form a small hail for musical

appreciation work and choir practices, and the rest of the building will be adapted
to provide piano practice rooms. The rooms in the class-room block hitherto

used for that purpose will be turned partly into book stores and partly into
additions to the biology laboratory.
Kearsney Cuts:

This Journal, which gasped a good deal for life throughout the year, is,
alas, no more. Apparently it served no purpose and fulfilled no need except
in this Editor's opinion, for he has met no mourners and no one who has even
enquired the reason for the decease. The fashionable fatal illness is an over

crowded curriculum, but many Society doctors encourage their patients in their
delusions and spare them the unkind truth. Let it be so, then, even here.
Weed-end :

A free week-end was granted in the Third Term from 8th-i0th September.

VALETE (September)

Christian, G. S.(1948) ; Hirst, R.(1947) ; Witherspoon, C. R.(1946).
THE CHAPEL

Progress in the building of the Chapel seems to have slowed
down lately, but the bricklayers have finished and most of the tiles

of the roof are in place. The early part of the new year will no
doubt see the tiling completed and the plastering of the interior
walls begun. There is certainly plenty to be done if the building
is to be ready for the opening service some time in the Second Term.

Discussions concerning the furnishing of the Chapel are now
going on, and it is very apparent that decisions will be determined

largely by the comparative costs of the various proposals put forward.
What one would like to have and what one can afford to buy are
usually tvvo very different things, and that is particularly true when
the Building Fund is still several thousands short of its objective.
There is no doubt that a set of dignified pews would be the most

appropriate form of seating, but financial considerations will pro
bably ordain that chairs shall be provided instead, as they are
considerably cheaper. The growing scarcity of satisfactory timber
is, of course, another factor that affects the choice. We know that

those who have the matter in hand will do their best amid many
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difficulties, and we trust that they will give as much consideration
as they can afford to what pleases the eye and helps to create a
spirit of adoration and worship.
ON ORGANS—AND THE ORGAN FUND

By G. M. ORAM
To some, it may seem over-bold to persist in an Organ Fund
when there is still a lot of money to be raised if the Chapel is to
be opened free of debt, I have found no-one, however, who disputes
the need for an organ, and I am glad to say that there are many
who would like to see an instrument installed as soon as possible.
This is pleasantly surprising, for comparatively few churches and
chapels in this country are privileged to possess an adequate version
of the "king of instruments." The country districts at any rate

usually have to make do with what is generally termed an organ
but is really a harmonium. However, the morning service on
the wireless programme often provides excellent examples of
first-rate organ playing, both as regards the accompaniment of
hymns and anthems, and the playing of genuine organ pieces. These
are frequently a real joy to listen to, and they will at once suggest
to anyone with even but half an ear for music that a good organ is
an inspiration to corporate worship and a gateway to the beauty
of holiness.

Now when we come down to the practical matter of providing
an organ for our own school Chapel, we are at once confronted with
a big problem of finance. Very few people realise that an organ
involves complicated mechanism and the provision of several
hundreds of pipes ranging from 16 feet to three-quarters of an
inch in length. The materials principally used are some of those
that the war-scare is causing the nations to stock-pile, namely,
tin, zinc, platinum, brass and silver. All these of course have gone
up tremendously in prjce in the last twelve months, and the result
is that an instrument that would have cost £3,000 two or three

years ago is now about twice as expensive—and there is every
prospect of still further increases in the near future.
All this has had a most unfortunate effect on the type of organ
now bought by any but the wealthiest congregations, or by those
fortunate enough to have among their number some who are pre
pared to dig deeply into their pockets so that the musical part of
the service may be an adequate offering unto the Lord. This is
not the place to explain the technical points involved, so it must
suffice to say that in order to keep the cost down, the number of
pipes is drastically reduced, and one pipe is made to do the work
of two, or even of three. The player at the console, however, still
looks at the same number of" stops," but he has not at his command
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the same number of pipes that these"stops" would have signified
in the old days.

This reduction in the number of pipes naturally affects the tonal
resources of the instrument, and there is a limit below which one

cannot go if the organ is to be an organ and not a thing of makebelieve and make-shift.

I have gone into the question most carefully, and have secured
estimates from three organ firms in England which show that an
instrument adequate to our Chapel and to the needs of our corporate
worship would cost approximately £5,500 by the time it is installed
here. This is a large sum of money, but what an investment it
would be for the indefinite years of the future, and what an inspiration
such an instrument would give to the worship of the boys of Kearsney
College.
Our dear and generous friend, Mr. A. H. Smith, of"Edgehill,"
Botha's Hill, started off the Organ Fund nearly a year ago with a
magnificent gift of one thousand guineas, and it has since grown by
approximately another £500. If we are to get an organ before
prices become completely impossible, an order must be placed
almost at once, and I do hope that some who read these lines will
be moved to help us to get an instrument soon, by making a con
tribution to the Fund. Meanwhile, I gratefully acknowledge the
following amounts and promises received :—
Mr. A. H. Smith
Mr. W. F. C. Jex
Mr. L. France
Mr. A. B. Theunissen
Mr. A. Stockil

£1,050 0 0

R. J. Spargo Ltd. (Johannesburg)(in memory of
the late Rev. E. Bottrill)
Mr. A. Barker

Mr. E. J. Clayton
Mr. A. Wade

Mr. W. J. Lutley
Mr. J. V. Lamb
Mr. G. C. Launder
Mr. & Mrs. G. M. Oram

100 0
100 0
10 10
25 0

0
0
0
0

21
25
5
5
5
5
5
150

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
5
0
0
5
0

£1,507 0 0

Mr. J. N. Hulett (promise)
Mr. G. C. Hulett
Mr. W. H. Hulett
Mr. J. C. Fearnhead
Mr. D. Clark

100

„
„
„
„

0

0

60 0 0
100 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0

£1,917 0 0
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PRIZE GIVING

The Prize Giving was held as usual on the last afternoon of the
Term, Friday, 8th December, and was more than well attended by
a large number of parents from near and far. Mr. L. F. Forsyth,
Chairman of the Board of Governors, presided at the gathering,

and the prizes were presented to the recipients by Mr. C. M. Booysen,
the recently appointed Director of Education for Natal.
HEADMASTERS REPORT

After referring to Staff changes that are noted elsewhere In this
Issue, and to examination results that have already been recorded,
the Head went on to announce that in future we shall not be taking
Commerce as a Matriculation subject as the curriculum Is too
crowded to allow a place for such a purely utilitarian study.
Also from next year we shall be taking a six-subject matric., though still
permitting a few of the cleverer boys to offer seven subjects in the examination.
I deplore the tendency so prevalent of spreading our educational efforts instead
of deepening them in the essentials : the two languages, maths., science, and
the humanities. We today tend to try to cram something of everything into
every second of our time, not without adverse effects on the universal things—■
literature, language, maths., science and the humanities.
In this connection it is with great relief that I have been given to understand
that the Natal Education Department, when it commences its own matriculation
equivalent exam., will restrict the number of subjects to six. Many of the best
educated peopie have had a deep education rather than a wide, utiiitarian and
vocational one. We tend to fiy to what is " modern," not realising that Christ
and Socrates are also modern—modern in breadth of thought and humanity of
experience. Our great regret must always be that the wisdom of the ages as
found in literature, thought, philosophy, science and law, is not more readily
present.

May I here make the heretical comment that Law should be taught even
before geography ? At the moment law is a closed book and lawyers are like

Pharoah's priests—a class apart that speak in unsensible, unintelligible terms.
However a strong case can be made for some teaching of the principles of law,

for it is really the wisdom of the ages in so far as man's relations with his fellow

men are concerned, as the Bible is the more spiritual reflection of man's progress.

Furthermore it gives the individual a clear picture of his position, his rights and
obligations, his status in society, and makes for clear and logical thinking. This
is not the first time this has been put forward. Years ago Prof. Wille advocated

the introduction of Law. The main grounds that this contention is based on are :

(a) it is beneficial—teaches rules of good conduct and how and why one
should obey them;

(b) it is essential—ignorance Is no excuse In law, and there is also " the
child's portion of the law";

(c) it is possible—the principles are not as difficult as one would believe
from the lawyers, and

(d) it is humanising—the law is a flexible system, always adapting and
adjusting itself to man's varying needs—it is the mirror of the social
conscience of the people.

We might well consider this suggestion and include law in our literature and
language teaching, for it is concentric with the life of the community.
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I may mention here that with the assistance of Dr. Jordaan, Vocational

Guidance Officer for Natal, we have given to the school many proficiency and
aptitude tests. For each boy we now possess a rough, though stiii incomplete,
career profile which will help parents to—in so far as we can be scientific about
complex and protean human nature—narrow down the nine main broad avenues

of employment to the one or two which the boy may most profitably enter, and
in which he probably stands the best chance of succeeding and being happy.
I wish to take this opportunity to stress the philosophic background of
sport and leisure In education. Especially in adolescence the liberation of
energies usefully in the game of life and in co-operative and creative forms. Is

both valuable and vital. On this side we are steadily building up our arts and
crafts and hobbies section and teaching carpentry as a subject in Forms I and II.
This is to give each boy the opportunity of learning how to work for what he
gets, to persevere to the conclusion of his efforts, to learn to employ his leisure
time satisfyingly and usefully, and above all to experience the joy and confidence

of creatively and expandingly succeeding in his efforts. We in schools might
more profitabiy use the watering can and not the pruning fork, for nothing
succeeds iike success.

Basicaliy the problem of development is one between the two concepts of
self-expression and social discipline, and participation (not excellence necessarily,
though striving and training for excellence are essential parts of the educational
process) in games undoubtedly assists the individual to direct his boundless

energies into accepted patterns of social health, and so aid effective personality
in the democratic social order. In sport the boy learns to harmonise competition
and co-operation. Further, this harmony of living together under the rules of

the game of life must make for happier personalities and so happier marriages
and homes. Broken or tension homes—and these are a conservative 17 per
cent.—take a devastating toll in thwarted personalities and youthful failures.
Poor sportsmanship must account for much social damage in our civilisation.
Even religion comes into this, for it, as in sport, involves the submission of the

individual to a code of morals—simply a nobler part of this important training
and process.
On the religious side of the life of the school I should like to state with

what mounting happiness it is that we watch the increasingly impressive Chapel
which kind friends have enabled the Board of Governors to erect. Though we
can never cage, conventionalise and confine the essential and ethereal spirit of
Christianity, yet we are but human and worship partly through our senses.
Some of the greatest moments and gravest decisions which boys will face as
they sculpture their lives will take place in the quiet drama of the Chapel. This
Chapel will play a considerable part in character building, in setting universal
standards of right and wrong, of bringing integration into discordant activities,
and in giving to imbalanced adolescence the satisfying security of clear, definite,
eternal ideas and values.

It may be pertinent here to examine the importance of religion in education.
It is true that a strong religious feeling can both hinder and aid the child's
emotional adjustments to life. Where sin is stressed too much the effect on
the sensitive child is to increase his fears and leads to unhealthy introversion,
delusions, rationalisation, and morbid paralysing self-examination. The best
education adjustment seems to me to be that in which belief in the Deity gives
inspiration and strength to the individual and helps him to combat the shocks
and strains of life—which gives him a feeling of strong security.
The importance of religion in education is a vital one, for it is essential to

full and healthy development, it is the cohesive force which aids adjustment to
the social group if that group is not too narrow a one. To sum up, the child's
final adjustment must be both emotional and rational.
That there is a great need for the spiritual side of education I have become
more and more convinced. The turn from mechanistic philosophy, which I
spoke on last year, is only too apparent. You parents who go to many public
functions cannot but have observed the new emphasis on this note. And in
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truth and in short we all know that the basic thing in life is attitude—it determines
the form and pattern of mental and emotional life. We need a new cry here,
for psychology fails because it is inadequate, science because it is not enough.
Human nature—Prometheus Unbound—transcends science, for some of the

greatest things are spiritual : rich enthusiasms, courage, hopes, ambitions,
burning ideals, fellowships, strong wholesome loyalties. In this Chapel we shall
go far, I trust, to help make life rich, noble, wholesome and full for all who pass
through its portals.

Finally may I express my thanks to all the kind and generous friends of the
school who have helped us. with their interest during the year, and particularly
may I record our appreciation of the many gifts of Mr. A. H. Smith, O.B.E.

In his Address to the boys Mr. C. M. Booysen devoted himself to
a plea for greater emphasis on Christian principles in one's personal
life, and for the cultivation of good manners in one's relations with
one's fellows. It was important to remember that the latter term
included the non-European races. Courtesy and consideration for
Others had a great bearing on the solution of social problems that
menaced the well-being of this country,for courtesy begets courtesy,
and wise decisions would be made only if there was a mutual spirit
of goodwill between all races. The Director of Education also
urged the boys to set themselves a high standard of self-criticism
and to avoid the easy acceptance of"it's good enough" as a motto
through life.
The Vice-Principal suitably thanked Mr. Booysen for his remarks
and for his interest in the School.
PRIZE LIST—1950

Form I.

First on year
Second on year
Industry ...
Form II.
First on year
Second on year
Industry ...
Form III.
First on year
Second on year
Third on year
Progress ...
Industry ...
Form IV.
First on year
Second on year
Third on year
Industry ...
Form V.
First on year
Second on year
Industry ...
Form Via.
First on year
Second on year
Third on year
Form VIb.
First on year
Special Science Prize
Music Prizes

G. V. Green.
C. H. Bennett and U. G. Groom.
L. Hoo-Foster.
M. E. Mealin.

J. R. Goodricke.

J. S. Barker and M. G. Thompson.
A. L. Doidge.
R. G. Clarke.

T. W. Downard.
B. Beckett.

J. W. Coventry.
I. D. MacGregor.
C. Rindel.
A. C. Mackenzie.

P. C. Marshall and C. H. Lee.
H. M. Winder.
L. Callow.
C. W. Mundell.
M. J. McA. Leask.
S. Fish.

M. Shires.
H. H. J. M. Cromme.

M. J. McA. Leask.

Senior Prize
Junior Prize

M. J. McA. Leask.
D. Lowe.

Trinity College of Music
Certificate (Senior Division)

M. J. McA. Leask.
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Presentation of Trophies

Robbins Inter-House Shooting Trophy...
Payne Inter-House Tennis Trophy
Polkinghorne Tennis Cup
G. Huiett Tennis Trophy
Cowland Boxing Trophy

Gilllngham
Finningley
A. Bulman

B. N. Dykes
Peter Rodda

FOUNDER'S DAY

Founder's Day was observed on Saturday, 5th August. Two Past
versus Present Rugger matches were played in the afternoon, and
the Old Boys won the senior one by 17 points to 5, but lost the

"B" game by 6 points to 15. An account of the former appears
in the Rugger Notes. We were glad to see a large number of
Old Boys on the touch line, among them a goodly sprinkling from
beyond Durban and district. They all followed the games with
keen partisanship.

At the Dinner in Hall in the evening, Mr. B. H. Henwood, Member
of Parliament for the Maritzburg District (which includes Botha's

Hill), proposed the Toast to the School. He congratulated Kearsney
on its position and reputation in the educational system of Natal,

and the Old Boys on the valuable help that they were giving. He
emphasized that education should develop not only scholastic
abilities but also character, personality, integrity and a sense of
fairness. In his reply, the Headmaster thanked Captain Henwood

for his work on behalf of the Private Schools and expressed appre
ciation of the presence of several members from the Johannesburg
Branch of the Club who had made a special effort to be present.
He also read telegrams of good wishes and apology for absence
from Jack Huiett (22-29), President of the Old Boys'Club, who was
datained on the North Coast by the fear of cane fires, and from
E. G. Cole (40-44) and the Rev. W. H. Irving.

Mr. L. F. Forsyth, Chairman of the Governors, proposed the Toast
to the Old Boys' Club, and referred appreciatively to the help that
the Old Boys were giving to the School and to the positions that
they were establishing for themselves in their careers. In an apt
reply, A. B. Theunissen (29-31), Chairman of the Johannesburg
Branch, agreed that the Old Boys had not done so badly, as the
oldest of them had but reached the grand old age of forty-five years,
and two athletic records of 1931 were still standing. He claimed

that these facts refuted the oft-heard claim that modern youth
is decadent I

After dinner, leisurely and plentiful coffee was served in the

Finningley common-rooms which had been specially arranged for
the occasion, and there was much talking in various groups for
another couple of hours.
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RUGBY

The First Fifteen enjoyed quite a successful season, not only In
that they won a fair proportion of their matches, but as they tried
on most occasions to play open rugby. A pleasing feature was the
manner in which forwards and three-quarters combined in hand-tohand movements. Latterly there was also considerable improve
ment in the loose and in the line-outs.
defence was sound.

As a whole the team's

There were two points which left room for improvement and
may well be noted for next year. First the place-kicking, though
good on occasions, fell below the standard expected of a first fifteen.
It should be remembered that the balance is definitely in favour of
a team which can make the most of its opportunities at placekicking. Secondly our three-quarters did not as a general rule run
straight. Too often did we see a promising movement fade out
because of this fault which reduced the effectiveness of our line

considerably.

Despite these criticisms the team performed very creditably and
are due their fair share of praise.
E. Hansen proved a keen and energetic captain and as such set
his team an excellent example. He was ably supported by the
rugby Committee : T. Dyson, A. Tedder and E. Needham. Hansen
is to be congratulated on his selection as Vice-captain of the Natal
Schools for their matches against Northern Transvaal and O.F.S.
Schools.

Congratulations to the following on the award of their First
Fifteen Colours for 1950: J. Ireland, D. Weetman, T. Dyson, J.
Atkinson, D. Stranack, M. Rodda, G. Sherrell, D. Rich, A. Tedder,

A. Biebuyck, E. Needham, R. Hirst, B. Nicolson, E. Gjestland and
E. Hansen.

Summary of Matches:
Played
School Matches
All Matches

August 5th

13
15

Won
9
9

Lost
4
5

vs. PAST ■' A •

Drawn

Points

Points
For

Against

139
157

52
82
Home

Lost 5—17

This game provided an excellent display of fast, open rugby in which both
sides gave their three-quarters every opportunity. The Old Boys showed
remarkable stamina and managed not only to last the game out, but to score
twelve points in the second half. Their forwards, with Newton Walker, " Tiny "
Doidge and Arthur Mundell always on the ball paved the way for the good work
put in by Zeller and McLuckle. The College XV were by no means disgraced
and combined better as a team than in any previous game this season. Hansen
set a fine example to his pack and Dyson showed up well against good opposition.
Old Boys drew first blood early in the game, when, after three minutes
play. Tiny Doidge broke from a line-out to score a try which Zeller converted
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(0—S). Despite this early reverse College fought back and on several occasions
good hand-to-hand movements carried them well Into Old Boys' 25. By this
time the ball was moving from one side of the field to the other In great style.
Half time came with no addition to the score (0—5).
Soon after the resumption College gained possession In mid-fleld and the
ball went out quickly to Ireland on the wing, who reversed a well-timed pass

to Dyson who cut In-field to score an excellent try. Sherrell converted (5—5).
After a period of even exchanges McLuckle put In a fine run down the line to
score In the corner but the kick failed (S—8).
Robertson scored from a break by Mundell but Walker missed the kick

(5—1 1). The effect of the holidays now appeared to make Itself felt on the

College. Walker scored from a forward rush Initiated by Colepeper but again
the kick failed (S—14).

Shortly before the end Zeller broke beautifully to send Hughes away to
score an excellent try In the corner but It was not converted. (5—17).
August 12th

vs. ST. CHARLES

Home

Lost 0—3

There was very little In the way of spectacular rugby as It soon developed
into a forward tussle, and three-quarter movements were rather the exception
than the rule. Poor handling by the backs also had Its part In closing up the game.
On many occasions we lost valuable ground as the result of our forwards tapping
the ball back from the llne-outs.

Fairly early In the first half Sherrell, Rodda and Weetman were associated

In a good movement which gained much ground and resulted In Weetman being
pushed out of touch In the corner. The game then settled down to a succession
of scrums and llne-outs.

With no score at half-time this position continued well Into the second half

until St. Charles were awarded a penalty for a scrum Infringement In our 25
which they converted (0—3). The final whistle blew shortly afterwards with
no alteration to the score (0—3).

August 16th

vs. GLEN WOOD

Away

Won I I—3

We had some difficulty In getting our line to function smoothly owing to
the absence of Rodda who was crocked. After Dyson and Weetman had changed
positions things were better. Our forwards suffered lapses at times and did
not always play at their best.

Glenwood were the first to score when Jaye went over near the corner

after a good run (0—3). Our defence at this stage was not sound but fortunately
It Improved later. We were awarded a penalty which Sherrell goaled (3—3).
Tedder then collected the ball from the loose and gave out to Strailack who cut

Infield to score. Sherrell converted. Half time (8—3).
We started off shakily In the second half but Improved later. Stranack

very nearly scored but was pushed Into touch In goal. Shortly afterwards Dyson
received the ball from a scrum near Glenwood line and broke through to score
near the corner. Sherrell's conversion was disallowed (I I—3). Not long before
the final whistle Sherrell narrowly missed a penalty with a good kick. Final
score (I I—3).
August 26th

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Home

Won 9—6

This was not one of our better games and particularly in the second half
both forwards and three-quarters gave a mediocre display of rugby. The forwards
did not work together In the loose while the backs handled badly and ran across
field most of the time.

About half way through the first half Weetman put In an excellent 40 yard
run down the line to score far out, but the kick failed (3—0). Soon afterwards
Sherrell converted a penalty from an easy position. Half time (6—0).
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Early in the second half Sherrell broke round the blind side from a scrum
near St. Henry's line to score an unconverted try (9—0). Not long afterwards,
a feeble attempt at a touch kick from behind our line when the ball should have
been touched down, gave St. Henry's an easy try, which was not converted
(9—3). This success gave St. Henry's heart and, assisted by our three-quarters,
especially the centres, they attacked strongly by means of forward rushes. They
were awarded a penalty in front of our posts which was converted (9—6). The
final whistle blew with St. Henry's still on the attack. Final score (9—6).
September 2nd

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Home

Won 9—0

A closely contested game in which Michaelhouse had the better of the set
scrums, while we had a slight superiority in the line-outs. Our forwards played
well as a pack and were always on the ball ; our backs however were inclined to
run across the field. This fact coupled with the good Michaelhouse outside
defence restricted their scope. The game was an entertaining one as both sides
did their best to keep it open.

Following a half of even exchanges there was no score at half time. After
the interval our forwards attacked strongly and after the ball had rolled loose
from a scrum about ten yards from Michaelhouse line, Nicolson went over to
score near the corner but the kick was wide (3—0).
Shortly afterwards our forwards and backs combined well in a hand-to-hand
movement. After Gjestland had put in a run on the wing he gave inside to
Needham who scored another unconverted try (6—3). Our three-quarters
now began moving better and there were several attractive movements, but
Michaelhouse defence was sound.

Late in the game Gjestland snapped up a stray pass by one of the Michaelhouse
centres and ran half the length of the field to outstrip the opposition and score
an opportunist try in the corner, but the kick failed. (9—0).
Second XV Matches:

vs. Past "B"
vs. St. Charles 2nd XV

Won 15—6
Lost 5—8

vs. St. Henrys 2nd XV

Won 8—3

vs. Technical M.S. 2nd XV Won 6—0

J.H.H.

CRICKET

This season started fairly successfully, and we hope that the
team for 1951 well succeed even more. Dyson captained the eleven
well, but missed four games owing to an appendix operation.
During his absence Hansen acted In his place. The side played as
a team and always gave Dyson and Hansen full support.
J. Atkinson deserves our sincere congratulations on his inclusion
in the Natal Schools XI for the Nuffield Tournament, and we hope

he is as successful during that week as he has been throughout this
year.

The "King's Cup" for the best all-rounder was awarded to
E. T. E. Hansen for his consistently good all-round performances
during this year. He deserves congratulations.
Colours for 1950 were awarded to the following : A. Atkinson,

A. Bulman, D. Dykes, T. Dyson, E. Hansen and K. Williamson.
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A. Moon was selected to play In the Under 15 tournament In
Pietermarltzburg, and we look forward to a very successful season
for him next year. Lowe was also selected but was unfortunately
unable to play.
Dowse, as Umpire, and Shires, as Scorer, carried out their duties
efficiently and willingly, and Shires was Invited to undertake the
scoring for the Natal side during the NufField Schools' Week.
September 23rd

w. HILL CREST CRICKET CLUB
Home
Lost by 16 runs
This was Kearsney's first match of the season. On the whole the team
played fairly well, and It was pleasant to see Dyson's fine attacking Innings of HI.
Atkinson and Hansen both bowled well, and the fielding was up to the usual
good standard.
KEARSNEY

HILL CREST C.C.

Bulman, b. Gersigney
Dykes, b. Gersigney
Williamson, b. Gersigney

8
3
0

Hansen, run out

I

Dyson, b. Daniel

41

Total 96.

(McMillan 55)
Bowling
O.

Ireland, l.b.w., b. Proctor
0
Needham, c. Proctor, b. Alexander 2
Atkinson, b. Alexander
12

Hanbury-King, b. McMillan

Atkinson

Dyson
Hansen
Ireland
Bulman

6

Sherrell, l.b.w., b. Daniel
Rock, run out

2
2

Extras

Rock

3

TOTAL

October 14th.

M. R. W. Av.

10
2
4
1
5.7 2
4 —
3 —

2

—

31
9
II
16

14

4

3
1
4
—

—

2

10.3
9

2.8
—

—

2
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vs. NATAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Durban

Won by 122 runs

This game was played on the Technical College ground and it proved to be
most enjoyable. Kearsney won the toss and batted. Dyson was in hospital,
and Hansen, acting for him, led the team very well. Dykes and Williamson
batted attractively, and during the Technical High School's innings, Atkinson
bowled exceptionally well. His match figures read : 7.7 overs, 3 maidens, 7 runs,
8 wickets. The Technical High School followed on and at the close had scored
39 for the loss of 5 wickets.

Lennox batted well for the Tech.

KEARSNEY

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Total (1st Innings) 32.
Bowling

Bulman, c. Goldstone, b.
Richardson

0

Dykes, c. Richardson, b. Henfrey 45
Sherrell, run out

O. M. R. W. Av.

II

Williamson, c. Goldstone,

b. Henfrey 51
Hansen, b. Henfrey
5
Nicoison, St. Hamilton, b. Henfrey 13
Ireland, c. Wilcock, b. Henfrey...
5
Needham, b. Henfrey
II
Hanbury-King, run out
0
Atkinson, run out
Rock, not out
Extras

Atkinson
Ireland

7.7 3
7
4—17

Rock

3

TOTAL

8

.9
17

1

8

Total (2nd Innings) 39 for 5 wkts.
(Lennox 16)
Bowling
O.

5

...

1

8
I

1
7
154

Ireland
Nicoison

3
2

Rock

2

Bulman

2
3
2

Hansen

(Henfrey 6 wkts. for 41 runs)

Atkinson ..
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M. R. W. Av
2

1

1

5

1

5

12
9
9

1
1
1

1

1

12
9
9
1

—

—

1
1

—

Michaelhouse

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

October 21st

Lost by 44 runs
Michaelhouse won the toss and batted on a good wicket which crumbled
later In the day, and Dyson's services were sadly missed In this game. Atkinson
bowled very well and he was well supported bv Rock. The Kearsney batting

collapsed badly and only Dykes (40) and Hansen (I?) showed any real confidence.'
The fielding was good.
MICHAELHOUSE

KEARSNEY

Bulman, b. Skead

4

Dykes, c. GIfford, b. Irvine

40

Sherrell, c. Elliot, b. Skead
Williamson, b. Skead
Hansen, c. Harris, b. Skead
NIcolson, l.b.w., b. GIfford
Ireland, run out
Needham, b. Irvine

9
0
19
5
9
7

Hanbury-King,c. Elliot, b. GIfford

I

Atkinson, run out
Rock, not out
Extras

3
0
7

TOTAL

.....

November Nth

Total 148.

(Kumleben 45)
Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.

Atkinson

10

Ireland

4
10
7

Rock
Hansen

I 40
- 19
I SO
33

3
—
4
I

13.3
12.5
33

104

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Glenwood

Won by 12 runs

Kearsney won the toss and batted. Bulman and Dykes opened very con
fidently, and at 51 Dykes was out l.b.w. for 15 after playing a very good innings.
Bulman followed very soon after, having played a good Innings for 37. Williamson
batted well for 21.

In the second Innings, the time was halved and both sides went for the runs.
Sherrell scored a good 30 not out.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(1st Innings)

(2nd Innings)

Bulman, b. Mansfield

37

Bulman, c. Holt, b. Nelson

Dykes, l.b.w., b. Boden

15

Dykes, c. Eyre, b. Nelson

Sherrell, l.b.w., b. Nelson
Williamson, c. Wallett,

Sherrell, not out
RIndel, b. Boden

5

b. Mansfield

RIndel, b. Nelson
Hansen, b. Nelson
Ireland, b. Nelson

Hansen, b. Speed

21

Ireland, not out

0
I
4

Hanbury-King, b. Nelson
Atkinson, b. Nelson

Hanbury-King, c. Eyre,

Extras

b. Mansfield

Hind, b. Nelson
Atkinson, not out
Rock, b. Nelson
Extras
TOTAL

15
0

22
8
30
I
I
0
6

0
9

TOTAL, for 6 wkts. dec. 77

0
0

Nelson 4 wkts. for 32.)

12
..... 110

(Nelson 6 wkts. for 24 runs).
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GLENWOOD

GLENWOOD

Total (1st Innings) 98.
(Nelson 20)
Bowling

Total (2nd Innings) 88 for 3.

(E/re 36 not out)
Bowling

O. M. R. W. Av.
Ireland
Rock

9.3 1
2 —

22
14

6

—

29

3

Hansen

8

—

27

1

Atkinson

5
—

November 18th

4.4

O.
S
I
3

Atkinson
Ireland
Rock

—

9.7
27

M. R. W. Av.
20
I 20
14 — —
52
1 52

—
—
—

Marltiburg

MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Lost by 53 runs

Dyson made a welcome return to the side, and after winning the toss he
sent College in to bat on a wet but slow wicket. With 5 wickets down for 29,

College made a very fine recovery, thanks mainly to Irvine (30) and Gold (43
not out). Atkinson and Hansen both bowled well to share the wickets. Kearsney
then batted on a crumbling wicket and Sherrell batted well for 24.
KEARSNEY

COLLEGE

Bulman, l.b.w., b. Smith

I

Dukes, c. Prozesky, b. Dlxon
Hansen, l.b.w., b. Smith

Total 140.

9

(Gold 43 not out, Irvine 30)

10

Dyson, c. Castle, b. Dlxon
Williamson, c. Jones, b. Dlxon
Atkinson, b. Smith
Sherrell, c. Irvine, b. Dlxon
Needham, b. Dlxon
Ireland, c. Keith, b. Bense

7
0

Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.

I
24
4
6

Atkinson
Bulman

Hansen
Rock

Hanbury-KIng, c. Prozesky,
b. Halse

Rock, not out
Extras

TOTAL

16.4 I
2

I

56

5

2

—

...... 20 4 52 5
5 — 23 —

1 1.2
—

10.4
—

7

5
15
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vs. ST. CHARLES COLLEGE, 25th November, Cancelled—Quarantine,
vs. HILTON COLLEGE, 2nd December, Cancelled—Quarantine,
vs. D.H.S., 9th December, Cancelled—Rain.
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Kearsney played In the"B"section, and the five games were against Glenwood, Mansfield and Malvern High Schools, Natal Technical College, St. Henry's
College and Southern Districts.

On the whoie the Kearsney side played well, with certain very good Indi
vidual performances. Atkinson thoroughly deserved selection for the Natal

Nuffield Week side, and others who shone were Dyson, Hansen, Dykes, Bulman
and Williamson.

Conditions were not always good, and It was gratifying to see that the players
were able to adapt themselves to sticky wickets. Of the five games played, the
team lost two by narrow margins, and won the other three comfortably. There
was no slacking, and the fielding throughout was good. Moon, from the Under
15 XI was brought in to the side as an opening bat, and he promises well.
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December I Ith

Hoy Park No. 2

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Lost by 3 wickets
Glenwood won the toss and put Kearsney in to bat on a very sticky wicket,
due to over-night rain. Dykes batted very well under adverse conditions and
unfortunately hit his wicket when he had scored 21. Hansen was the only
other batsman to reach double figures. Nelson bowled well for Glenwood.
Kearsney second innings was more successful, and the team chased the runs.
Moon, Dyson and Williamson all batted well, and Dyson was unfortunate to be
dismissed through a glorious catch by Morby-Smith in the deep field. Atkinson,
Dyson and Hansen bowled very well for Kearsney.
KEARSNEY

KEARSNEY

(1st Innings)

(2nd Innings)

Moon, b. Nelson

Moon, c. Holt, b. Speed
Dykes, c. Mansfield, b. Nelson
Bulman, c. Speed, b. Nelson

7

16
4
4

Dykes, hit wkt., b. Mansfield

21

Bulman, c. Harrison, b. Nelson
Hansen, Ib.w., b. Mansfield

2
11

Dyson, c. Perkins, b. Mansfield

2

Dyson, c. Morby-Smith, b. Graham 13

Sherrel, b. Mansfield
Williamson, c. Harrison,

6

Sherrell, b. Graham
Williamson, not out
Rindel, c. Perkins, b. Mansfield
Ireland, c. Mansfield, b. Mansfield
Atkinson, b. Mansfield
Rock, St. Eyre, b. Graham

b. Mansfield

Hansen, b. Graham

6

Rindel, c. Speed, b. Nelson

1

Ireland, c. Mansfield, b. Nelson
Atkinson, not out

0
9

Rock, c. Eyre, b. Nelson

2

Extras

3

I
26
3
2
0

4

Extras

0

0
TOTAL

TOTAL

76
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GLENWOOD

GLENWOOD

Total (2nd Innings) 38 for 7 wkts.
Bowling

Total (1st Innings) 107.
Bowling

O. M. R. W. Av.

O. M. R. W. Av.

II.I

I

34

6

5.6

Atkinson

6

15

3

Dyson

S

I

14

2

7

Dyson

4—15

3

5

Hansen

9

—

38

2

19

Hansen

4 —

—

Rock

3

I

8

—

—

Ireland

3

I

5

—

—

Atkinson

December 12th

I

vs. MANSFIELD AND MALVERN H.S.

—

—

5

Kingsmead No. 2

Lost by 27 runs
Mansfield won the toss and elected to bat on a hard true wicket.

Runs

came very slowly, and no chances were taken by any batsmen. Edwards batted
well for 2i hours to score 44 and Denysschen 45. Atkinson and Hansen bowled
well, and were ably supported by Dyson and Bulman. Kearsney started their
innings badly, but Bulman, Dyson and Hansen all batted well. The tall un
fortunately collapsed, leaving us the losers by 27 runs.
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KEARSNEY

MANSFIELD and MALVERN

Moon, b. Worthington

9

Dykes, I.b.w., b. Worthington

2

Bulman, run out
Hansen, b. le Roux

31
39

Dyson, I.b.w., b. le Roux

22

Sherrell, c. Rorick, b. le Roux
Williamson, c. Barratt, b. le Roux
NIcolson, b. le Roux
Ireland, b. le Roux
Atkinson, b. le Roux
Rock, not out
Extras
TOTAL

0
3
I
2
0
0
9

Total 145.

(Denysschen 45, Edwards 44)
Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.

Atkinson
Dyson
Hansen
Bulman

18.3 3 46 3 15.3
6 — 20
I 20
15 3 42 5 8.4
2 — II — —

IS

(le Roux 7 wkts. for 27.)

December 13th vs. NATAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL Technical College
Won by 117 runs

Kearsney batted first on a true wicket, and declared their innings closed at

164 for 5 wickets. Dykes, Bulman, Hansen and Dyson all batted well and they
scored quickly. The team played well, all the batsmen going for the runs.

The

bowling was good and accurate, and well backed up by sound fielding.
KEARSNEY

NATAL TECHNICAL H.S.

Moon,c. Lennox, b. van Huyssteen
Dykes, hit wkt., b. van Huyssteen
Bulman, I.b.w., b. Henfrey
Hansen, c. Gove, b. KIpps

7
33
13
40

Dyson, not out
Sherrell, I.b.w., b. PItout
Williamson, not out

53
6
6

Extras

Total 47.

Bowling
O. M. R. W. Av.
13
4 15
5
3

Dyson

4

3

8.6 1

5

20

—

4

5

6

TOTAL, for 5 wkts. dec. 164

(NIcolson, Ireland, Atkinson

and

Rock did not bat.)

December 14th

vs. ST. HENRY'S

Kingsmead No. 3

Won by an innings and 29 runs

St. Henry's were put In to bat on a rain affected wicket which became very
bad In the early afternoon. St. Henry's were all out at lunch for 46, Atkinson

having a very good bowling spell, 8 wickets for 26 runs In 9.1 overs. Kearsney
batted after lunch on a very treacherous wicket and scored a sound 108, Bulman
carrying his bat for 47 not out. In their second Innings, St. Henry's fared even

worse, and were all out for 34. Atkinson again had a good bowling spell, and
he and Hansen took 4 wickets each at very low cost.
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ST. HENRY'S

KEARSNEY

Bui man, not out

47

Dykes, l.b.w., b. McWhInnie

14

Williamson, c. Adams,
b. McWhInnle

0

Moon, c. McWhInnle, b. Walsh
Hansen, c. Edwards, b. Adams

5
11

Dyson, l.b.w., b. Walsh

0

Nicolson, c. Basel, b. Kemp

I

Total (1st Innings) 46.
Bowling
O.

Extras

9.1—

Dyson

3

I

9

I

Hansen

8

2 —
IS

I

IS

O. M. R. W. Av.
Atkinson

108

10

4

11

4

2.8

S

2

8

I

8

Hansen

6.7 1

8

4

2

Bulman

2

2

—

—

—

Track

vs. SOUTHERN DISTRICTS

December 15th

3.2

—

Total (2nd Innings) 34.
Bowling
Dyson

TOTAL

R. W. Av.

26

ST. HENRY'S

4
13
0
1
12

Sherrell, b. Basel...
Ireland, b. Walsh
Atkinson, b. Basel
Rock, b. Walsh

M.

Atkinson

Won by 4 wickets
Southern Districts were sent In to bat on a damp wicket and only Scotney,

who batted exceptionally well, faced the bowling with any confidence. The
Kearsney bowling was always hostile, and was well supported by keen fielding.
Dyson and Bulman batted very well for Kearsney, Dyson being undefeated with
42. The wicket remained soft throughout the game, but was never really
treacherous.

SOUTHERN DISTRICTS

KEARSNEY

Buiman, c. Crouch, b. Francois

Total 43.

22

(Scotney 14)
Bowling

Dykes, c. Lawrle, b. Grant
0
Hansen, l.b.w., b. HIggs
i
Dyson, not out
42
Moon, c. HIggs, b. Scotney
I
Atkinson, c. Lawrle, b. Scotney 0
Williamson, l.b.w., b. Scotney
Nicolson, c. Lawrle, b. Scotney
Sherrell, c. Richardson, b. Francois
Ireland, c. Pretlous, b. Francois
Rock, c. Sanowlth, b. Francois
Extras

O.

5
2
I
3
0

Dyson
Hansen
Buiman

8
4

Batting Averages for the Season
Not Out Highest Scafe

Dykes
Williamson
Hansen

Sherrell
Moon

Needham

Hanbury-King
Nicolson
Ireland

Atkinson .....
Rock

Rindel

iS

3

4
iS
5

2
2
2

5
2
7.S

2.5

80

Innings
Bulman

3
1

R. W. Av.

3

TOTAL

Dyson

M.

8.6 1
4
2

Atkinson

Total

Average

8

2

S3*

180

30

12
12

1

47 *
4S
SI
40
30*

191
194
118
142

17.4
16.2

II
12
12
6
4
6

-

2
-

i
-

-

-

S
II
ii

10
4

1
2
5
-

69

16
II
IS
13

13
12
5

3

99
4S
24

13.1
12
9
7.S
6

3S

S.9

22
44
30
IS
S

4.4

4.4
3.3
3

1.25

Bowling Analysis
Overs
Atkinson

138.4

Maidens

Runs

58
10
30
4
II

Dyson

35

22
10

Hansen
Bulman
Rock
Ireland

101.4

16

22
31
21

4

339
77
277
53

3
3

170
86

Wickets

1

Average
5.8
7.7

9.2
13.25

15.5
86

Catches

Williamson I I, Hansen 8, Ireland and Sherrell 7, Atkinson and Bulman 5,
Dykes, Dyson and Rock 4, Hanbury-King, Moon and Nicolson 2.

Under 15

The Under 15 suffered from lack of match practice, through bad
weather or epidemics in the other schools. The side contains

plenty of promising material but no confidence, which Is born of

match experience. The batsmen allowed their opponents to
dictate. The bowlers, who were weak, were mercilessly hammered
at times, and left too great a responsibility upon the shoulders of the
batsmen. Winder was dangerous, but, as captain, would not bowl

himself and took only one wicket; Gumming lost his guile and
confidence ; only MacGregor pegged away, but overpitched too
much. Of the batsmen. Moon began to show confident form at the

end of the season ; Lowe mixed good strokes with very bad ones ;
Dukes was a"sticker," and Tarr has sound strokes but no confidence

in himself. The fielders must remember that when the opposing
batsmen are attacking, a position half way to the boundary is useless ;
some should be right out, others right in. We are grateful to

Martin Young, the Gloucester professional, for the help he gave
to the team over a period of three weeks.
Matches

21 St October

Michaelhouse 188 for 7 wkts. (dec.)
(MacGregor 4 for 63).
Kearsney 106 (Meumann 44).

I Ith November

Glenwood 210 for 8 wkts. (dec.)
(Dukes 4 for 64).
Kearsney 58 (Dukes 15) and 71 for 7 wkts.
(Moon 20).

18th November

Maritzburg College 175 for 5 wkts. (dec.)
(MacGregor 4 for 59).
Kearsney 132(Moon 58, Lowe 23).
Under 15 "B" XI

This team played only one game, against Michaelhouse, the others
all being cancelled. Later in the term, this side was drafted into
a cake division.
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21st October vs. Michaelhouse, played at Kearsney.
Kearsney 1st innings
60 (Dukes 28)
Michaelhouse 1st Innings

Kearsney 2nd Innings
Michaelhouse 2nd Innings

111

■ 71 (McKenzle 23)
137

CAKE MATCHES

During the term, It was decided that those boys who were In the unfortunate
position of not having games against other schools, should be drafted Into Cake
Divisions. This resulted In two very keenly contested competitions being run—
a Senior Competition and a Junior Competition. The inter-House system was
adopted, and 2 points were awarded for a win and I point for a draw.
In the senior section 6 games were played, FInnlngley winning 4 and Gllllngham winning 2. Finningley thus won the competition and the cake, by 8 points
to 4.

In the Junior Section the tables were turned, and of the 6 games played,
Gllllngham won 4, Finningley won I and one game ended in a draw, the final
score being Gilllngham 9 points, Finningley 3 points.
Shortly before the end of term the two large fruit cakes arrived, so the hard
work put Into the batting and fielding did not go unrewarded. We hope that
this system of cake matches will be continued, as they provide very keen com
petition and lots of good fun.

SWIMMING

NOTES

Captain: M. J. Rod da.
Committee: J. E. Cleator, R. J. Ireland, E. J. Needham.

The Seventh Annual Swimming Gala was held on 28th
October. The weather for once, was fairly kind, although both
competitors and spectators felt the cold towards the latter half of
the afternoon. Among the many visitors whom we were pleased
to welcome were Mr. and Mrs. Needham from Johannesburg. It
was fitting that Mrs. Needham, mother of Ted, who holds 15 of
the 17 swimming records, should present the trophies and certifi
cates. At the conclusion of the most enjoyable afternoon's sport
the Swimming Captain, Rodda, thanked Mrs. Needham on behalf
of those present for the gracious way she had carried out her duties.
The Committee would like to place on record their thanks to
Mr. W. Griffiths, well known for his interest in swimming in Durban,
for his help in judging the diving. The spectators were treated to
an exhibition of backstroke swimming by Mr. Ian Tirrell. The
Headmaster in his remarks at the conclusion of the events thanked

Mr. Tirrell and announced that from next year (1951) Mr. Tirrell
would coach the lads. We can therefore anticipate a further
advancement in the already high standard of swimming in the School.
The following were the results of the Gala :
SO yds. Free Style (Open):
1st, Needham (F.). 2nd, ireland (F.). 3rd, McCarthy. Time: 26.4s.
School Record.
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50 yds. Free Style (Under 16^):

1st, Metcalf (F.). 2nd, MacGregor (G.). 3rd, Barber (G.). Time: 29.1s.
50 yds. Free Style (Under 15):

1st, Hall (G.). 2nd, Lowes (F.). 3rd, Harcourt (G.). Time : 31.2s.
One Length Free Style (Under 14):

1st, Hall (G.). 2nd, Smit (G.). 3rd, Haley (F.). Time : 19.6s.
One Length Free Style (Under 13):

1st, Foxon (G.). 2nd, Young (F.). 3rd, Simpson (F.). Time : 2S.5s.
Diving (Under IS):

1st, Gorton (G.). 2nd, Dykes (F.). 3rd, Bowman (F.).
100 yds. Free Style (Open) ;

1st, Needham (F.). 2nd, Macarthy (F.). 3rd, Ireland (F.). Time : 60.7s.
School Record.

One Length Breast Stroke (Under 14):
1st, Hopewell (F.). 2nd, Hall (G.). 3rd, Smit (G.). Time : 28.6s.
100 yds. Free Style (Under 16^):
1st, Metcalf (F.). 2nd, MacGregor (G.). 3rd, Dersley (G.). Time : 72.9s.
50 yds. Breast Stroke (Under 15):
1st, Tolken (G.). 2nd, Hall (G.). 3rd, Harcourt (G.). Time : 40.2s.
50 yds. Free Style (Under 14):
1st, Hall (G.). 2nd, Smit (G.). 3rd, Hirst (G.). Time : 32s.
50 yds. Free Style (Under 13):
1st, Young (F.). 2nd, Simpson (F.). 3rd, Van Amstel (G.). Time : 41.9s.
50 yds. Breast Stroke (Open):
1st, Needham (F.). 2nd, Rodda (F.). 3rd, Cleator (G.). Time: 31.7s.
School Record.

50 yds. Breast Stroke (Under 16^):

1st, Metcalf (F.). 2nd, Barber (G.). 3rd, Dersley (G.). Time : 42.1s.
100 yds. Free Style (Under 15):
1st, Hall (G.). 2nd, Lowes (F.). 3rd, Harcourt (G.). Time : 72.5s.
Diving (Under 14):

1st, Haley (F.). 2nd, Smit (G.). 3rd, Tyler (G.).
Diving (Under 13):

1st, Van Amstel (G.). 2nd, Simpson (F.). 3rd, Palmer (F.).
Relay vs. HIGHBURY :
1st, Highbury. Time : 87.6s.
50 yds. Back Stroke (Open):

1st, Cordes (F.). 2nd, Cleator (G.). 3rd, Ireland (F.). Time: 34.7s.
50 yds. Back Stroke (Under 16i):

1st, Metcalf (F.). 2nd, MacGregor (G.). 3rd, Jones (F.). Time : 39s.
Diving (Under 16^):

1st, Kirkman (F.). 2nd, Mannion (G.). 3rd, Walker (G.).
Diving (Open):

1st, Cleator (G.). 2nd, Polkinghorne (F.). 3rd, Rodda (F.).
House Relay Race (Under 13):
1st, Finningley. Time: 112.2s.
House Relay Race (Under 14):
1st, Gillingham. Time : 87.5s.
House Relay Race (Under 15):
1st, Gillingham. Time : 83.3s.

House Relay Race (Under 16^):
1st, Gillingham. Time : 83.8s.
House Relay Race (Open):
1st, Finningley. Time: 70.8s. School Record.
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One Length Non-Finalists (Under 13 & 14):

1st, Drennan (G.). 2nd, Leask (F.). 3rd, Carelse (P.). Time : 22.5s.
Obstacle Race (Non-Finalists):
1st, Weetman. 2nd, D/kes. 3rd, Anger.
Old Boys' SO yds.:
1st, van Gorkom. 2nd, Metcalf. 3rd, Warmback. Time : 45.5s.
Polo Match—Gllllngham vs. Finnlngley :
Result : Gllllngham 5—Finnlngley 10.
EVENTS PREVIOUSLY DECIDED

200 yds. (Open):

1st, Needham (P.). 2nd, Ireland (P.). 3rd, McCarthy (P.).
Time ; 2m. 31s. School Record.

Plunge (Open):

1st, NIcolson (G.). 2nd, Ireland (P.). 3rd, Gjestland (G.). Distance: 50 ft.
Plunge (Under 16^):

1st, Dersley (G.). 2nd, Jackson (G.). 3rd, Coventry (P.).
Distance : 44 ft. 9 ins.
TROPHIES

Inter-House : L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl

Finnlngley

Best Swimnner in each Age Group:

Open, Robertson Cup
Under 16^, Spradbrow Cup

-

Under 15, /Vlotferson Cup
Under 14, von Corkom Cup

E. T. Needham
T. Metcalf
D- O. Hall
M. O. Hall

Polo. On Friday 3rd November the Glenwood High School and
Hilton College teams were our guests at a Polo Tournament arranged
between the three Schools. The Kearsney Team derived a great

deal of benefit and experience from this competition and we look
forward to a similar gathering in the near future. It was pleasing
to note firstly, the improvement in the standard of our polo and
secondly, the large number of the younger boys who are showing an
interest in this branch of sport. The following boys represented
Kearsney against Glenwood and Hilton : Atkinson, Cleator, Ireland,
Metcalf, Needham, Pike, Rodda.
Results:
Hilton
vs.
2

Hilton

Glenwood
2

vs.

Kearsney

Glenwood vs.

Kearsney

2

2

5

I
V.LC.

TENNIS

(Second Half—1950)

On 14th August, the House Match was played, resulting in a win

for Finnlngley by 130 games to 96. Thus,the Payne Shield returns
to Finnlngley after a year in Gillingham.
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A match against the Pietermaritzburg Girls' High School which
was to have been played on 30th August was cancelled owing to rain.
On 16th September, the School received a visit from the Durban

Girls' High School. This was the first time that a girls' team had
visited Kearsney, resulting in a gallery rather larger than is usual

for Tennis matches. After a most enjoyable day's play, Kearsney
were the eventual winners by ICQ games to 67.

On 23rd September, the Junior Championship for the Hulett
Cup was played off. This was also a new event and aroused keen
interest in the Junior School. After the elimination of 23 other

entrants, B. Dykes beat B. Stokoe 6—2,6—2 in the final.

Tennis in the final term was very much restricted by the press
of examinations. The only event of any importance was the Senior
Singles Championship, for the Polkinghorne Cup, for which there
was an entry of 28, setting another record. Bulman won the title

for the second year running, by beating Leibbrandt 5—7,6—2,6—4
in the semi-final, and Lowe 6—4,6—3,6—2 in the final. Lowe had
previously beaten Fish 10—8, 6—2, in the other semi-final.

Altogether 1950 has been a most enjoyable year for Kearsney
tennis. Of the four matches played, three were won, with a total

of 276 games to 215. Thus it can safely be said that 1950 has been
a record for Kearsney tennis.

Our congratulations to the following :—

B. Dykes on becoming School Junior Champion, and winning
the George Hulett Trophy.

A. Bulman on winning the Senior Singles Title for the second
year.

Colour Award 1950: A. Bulman.
R.S.

CADET CORPS

Annual inspection. This was held on 26th September and the

Inspecting Officer was Lt.-Col. L. V. Chaplin, Officer Commanding
the Second Field Regiment S.A. Artillery, Marltzburg, to whom we
are affiliated. The Parade reached a very high standard indeed, and

the most pleasing feature was that the junior platoons were just
as efficient in their marching and as smart in their bearing as the
seniors. It is no exaggeration to say that the whole Detachment

moved as one man, and gave an impression of unity of control and
purpose that was really very commendable. The following is an
extract from the Inspecting Officer's Report on the ceremony :
"The parade was a real pleasure to watch. The boys were very

smart and gave a fine display of marching, in which every move was
proof of efficiency and confidence. A demonstration by the Detach
ment Band added very considerably to an enjoyable parade."
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The Band worked hard this Half In preparation for two important
occasions, namely a visit to Johannesburg on 30th August as the
Guest Band of the Witwatersrand Command Cadet Band Com

petition, and also for our own Durban and District Cadet Band
Competition on 9th September.
A special effort was made to increase the strength of the Band for
the Johannesburg trip to twenty buglers, eight side-drummers and
one cymbalist (plus, of course, the bass-drummer and Drum-Major),
and the additional number certainly added greatly to the effective
ness of the music. Five "outcasts"or not fully-qualified personnel
were also allowed to make the journey as a reward for their diligence
in attending practices and as an incentive to make further efforts
to master their instruments.

The Bands of the Wits. Command are keen on their work, are

well instructed and in many cases they are also highly ornamented I
They have an excellent tradition behind them of general support
both from their schools and the public, and their Competition is

indeed a gala occasion that lasts pretty well all day. In these cir
cumstances Kearsney certainly had an occasion to rise to, and equally
certainly they fulfilled all expectations and won very high praise
from expert observers and generous applause from the crowds that
filled the stands.

It only remains to add that both on the outward and homeward
journeys the behaviour of the thirty-six cadets was exemplary, and
It will be understood that the visit to the Rand, from start to finish

was a very happy experience. Our thanks are due to the Officers
of the Natal and Witwatersrand Commands for making it possible.
The Durban and District Competition at Albert Park was also
a very enjoyable occasion, but our Band which had gone down with
high hopes, only took third place. Something went wrong with
the bugling at one stage, and our drummers gained unexpectedly
poor marks from the Adjudicator. This is the third year in succes
sion that there has been that slip between the cup and the lip of
which the proverb reminds us. Probably the fault lies in over-

keenness, for this can produce unexpected lapses at critical times.
Congratulations to Durban High School and to Glenwood High
School who were winners and runners-up respectively.
No note on the Band would be complete without acknowiedgment
of the generous measure of service given by Drum-Major Rich in
general supervision of the Band and organization of the practices,
and by Sergeant Dowse in training the buglers and Sergeant Weetman in looking after the drummers. In fact the whole Band is to
be congratulated on putting its heart into the job and in achieving
a very high standard both of marching and of playing.
Remembrance Sunday. The Detachment put on a smart turn
out for Remembrance Sunday, 12th November. Last year's pro
cedure was repeated, and an additional item was the playing of the
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Retreat by the Band—an effective piece of work that much impressed
the onlookers. Mr. W. N. Cornelius, Deputy-Chairman of the

Governors, inspected the Detachment and took the Salute during
the March Past. We were glad to have with us for the occasion
Pilot-Officer K. M. Oliver, a former Senior Student Officer and now

a member of the Royal Air Force. He happened to be home on a
few weeks' leave from his station in Germany. His assistance with
the inspection of the Detachment was much appreciated, as also
was his soldierly bearing and smart blue uniform.
Shooting. Shooting this Half has been concerned with preparing
for and carrying out the Imperial Challenge Shield Competition.
We were required to enter 1 16 cadets this year instead of the usual
ninety, so the general average was 1.9 below last year's figure.
A new system was followed of giving groups of boys practices on
three successive days and counting the third one as the Competition
Shoot. It worked well on the whole, but In some cases it would

have been better to have counted the second day's score for the
Competition! The summary of provisional results is as follows—
the figures in brackets indicate the 1949 result :—
Final average score with handicap : 89.356 (91.243).
Number of marksmen (90 plus) : 23 (33).
Number of first-class shots (85-89): 39 (21).
The following are the marksmen's scores :98 Cleator,97 Orsmond,
Meumann i, 95 Rodda i, Newlands i, 94 Polkinghorne, Voysey,
93 Price-Hughes, Rowe i, 92 Khaled i, Hansen, Shepstone, 91 Ander
son J. M., Beck, Collins, Dowse, Fraser, Giles R., Mackinlay, McLeod,
Hindson, 90 Anger i, Metcalf, T.E.
Inter-House Robbins Cup. Gillingham won this trophy by
63 points. The two highest scores for each House were : Gilling
ham, Cleater 153, Hind 141 ; Finningley, Cordes 150, Polkinghorne
144.

Shooting Practices. The following scored possibles during
practices this Half: Possible 100 : Hindson ; Possible 50 : McLeod

(twice), Cleator (twice), Witherspoon, Hind, Cordes, Dyson,
Rodda i.

Course. A Student Officers' and senior N.O.C.'s Course is to

be held at Natal Command Headquarters in January. It is regret
table that because of accommodation difficulties we are allowed to

send only two cadets for this training. Our nominees are O. W. K.
Jackson and T. E. Metcalf. Special measures will be adopted within
the Detachment at the beginning of next year to qualify others for
promotion to vacant posts.

Resignation. Lieutenant R. W. Brown has resigned from the
Detachment as he is leaving the School. We gratefully acknowledge
the keen assistance he has given us and we are sorry to lose him.
He takes with him our best wishes for his future.
G.M.O.
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LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
PROGRAMME

August 13th : Sharp Practice.
September 17th ; Lecturettes, by Lancaster, B. Dykes, Moon, Callow, Hall, Lee,
Mackenzie, Marshall.

September 24th : Debate : "That it is better to know something of everything
than everything of something." Lost.
October 22nd : Debate ;"That all's fair in War."

Lost.

November 5th : Short opinions on Capital Punishment, Corporal Punishment
and The Existence of Ghosts.

November 19th ; Reminiscences by those leaving.

An average sort of session. Some of the more senior members
were regrettably absent, apparently owing to the calls of duty or
exams. The Sharp Practice was surprisingly good. The Lec
turettes, of which the speakers had had long warning, very poor.
It is not in keeping with the prestige of the Society when a speaker
can produce only three sentences, mumbled, as a Lecturette. The
Debates were energetically contested, and the margin narrow in
each case. It is hoped that these meetings benefit the members,
but there is no doubt that the benefit would be greater if speakers
came better prepared. The following attended every meeting of
the year : Callow, Hall, Lancaster, MacGregor, Mark, Marshall.
JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY
Office Bearers for I9S0 ;

Chairmen : A. L. Doldge.
Hon. Secretary: T. W. Downard.

Committee Members: D. A. Hopewell, J. H. Leigh, D. H. Lowe.
Assistant Secretary : J. W. Coventry.
A fairly ambitious programme was undertaken for the second half of 1950,
comprising Formal and Informal Debates, Paper Readings, and a Tall Story evening.
The standard of debating and of speaking generally improved gradually as members
gained confidence and experience. The highlights of the session were : A paper
on "Horses," read jointly by Tyler, Gorton, and Hopewell, each taking different
aspects of the subject; and a debate on the subject that the Scientist is of more

use to humanity than the Artist, being proposed by Hirst and Ramseyer, and
opposed by Todd and Coventry.
Full preparation of speeches was not as energetically pursued as it might
have been ; this was not a serious criticism, however, being mainiy attributable
to lack of experience. The chief virtue of the Society was that its meetings were
thoroughly enjoyed by those who attended.
Congratulations are due to Doidge and Downard for the efficient way in
which they bore their offices.
R.S.

CHOIR
It has been unfortunate that the choir has been Ill-balanced this

year. The tenors and basses have been good, almost as good as
we have ever known them, but the trebles have lacked quality and
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volume, and have no leader. This fact has prevented anything In
the nature of a concert from being given, and we have aimed low
throughout, rather than high—disappointing, perhaps, for the tenors
and basses.

The trebles have, however, worked very hard and by the end of
the year had developed quite a pleasing understanding with one
another and with the choirmaster. At no time had they much
volume, but the tone improved vastly.
As there was no other public performance to attend to, extra
time was given to the carols, which were presented at Musgrave
Road, Durban, and at Kearsney. Some may be inclined to wonder

whether the amount of time spent on becoming word- and partperfect is justified for two performances ; but to the listener a

polished performance will always be an abiding memory ; for the
singers, the value lies in the practices.
The choir did not do itself justice in the service in Durban. A

hot night, anxiety to do well, nerves among the younger ones,
resulted in rather a lack of" pep," and there was a harshness about
the singing. At Kearsney however, though the trebles went to

the other extreme and were too subdued, a very satisfactory per
formance was rendered. Mr. Oram, as usual, read the lections

with dignity and clarity, and it was a pleasure to see Mr. Matterson,
just back from England, conducting the service and giving the address.
The many visitors—who have become less numerous of late, for

some reason or other—spoke appreciatively of the happy yet
reverent atmosphere.

It is with very real regret that the Choir says farewell to Mr.

Brown. For over five years he has been a tower of strength to
the Basses, and the Choirmaster is going to miss his ready help
and cheerful company. Good luck to him in his future work. May
he again find scope for his musical talents.
J.F.R.

GILLINGHAM HOUSE CONCERT

On 26th August Gillingham staged the first of the two Impromptu
House Concerts, and from the moment the curtain opened, things
went with a swing. The program varied from a very impromptu
dualogue to a three-or-four-times-rehearsed one-act play, and from
a mouth-organ duet to a full scale Bing Crosby and the Andrew

Sisters recital. In quality the variety was perhaps as great, though
sometimes in surprising directions.

The Concert will live long in the memories of most for two items

at any rate. The first, albeit the last in the program, was a Ballet
piece, with what looked like the First XV pack as ballerinas, and the
Second XV scrum-half as prima ditto. Black, in this role, was
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outstanding, combining genuine humour with considerable grace
and poise. Lancaster (one of the non-lst XV ballerinas) had the
audience spellbound and convulsed, and the roar for an encore was
thoroughly merited. Lancaster figures in the other memorable
item along with his crony, Doiton, who put up a chat and sing
dualogue which showed them both to be naturals in the world of
clowning.

These by no means exhaust the turns worthy of mention. A
masterpiece of miming and timing (with a little anxiety about
refractory needles and much-used record's scratches) was the
Andrew Sisters, Bing Crosby, etc. number. Stranack, Atkinson,
Cleator, Nicholson, Dingley, and others comprising a band demon
strated very clearly that there's nothing in the film-star racket but
a little cunningly donned disguise in the form of slinky new-look
outfits, and chemist-shop faces.
The juniors contributed a set of charades, and "The Operation
Behind the Sheet," both providing competent performances.
Taken all round the concert was as successful as many a wellrehearsed show. There was an absolute minimum of expense and

anxious preparation, in spite of which, the concert ran evenly and
smoothly, providing a good evening's entertainment tolerably free
from gaps. Let us sincerely hope that this type of Saturday Show
will become a regular feature of our Calendar.
B.S*
JUNIOR HOUSE VISIT THE "CAPETOWN CASTLE"

The Great Day for Junior House had arrived : we were to visit the"Cape
town Castle"which was in Durban harbour. We had morning school and were
ready for the bus at the Beii Tower after iunch all spick and span. As we boarded
it, the bus seemed to groan under the weight of thirty boys.
After a pleasant trip down, we arrived in Durban at a quarter to three.
The bus took us to the Point, to where we could see the "Capetown Castle"

lying a few hundred yards away. We walked along the wharf towards her, and
were met by a steward who was to show us round.
Inside the ship was like a first-class hotel. In the middle inside was a swim
ming bath which looked very fine. Next to the Bath wbs a Gymnasium, where
they had an artificial horse, a camel, and a punch-ball.
We were then shown round the deck and saw the Radar apparatus near the
Bridge. Everything was all so neat and clean.
It was quite late when we walked down the gangway again. The bus was
ready waiting for us, and we arrived back at School at five-thirty after a very
interesting outing.

U. GROOM (Form I).

'n Nag op 'n Spooktrein
Ek was druk besig cm In te pak omdat ek daardie aand cm tienuur
vir 'n kort vakansle na Tromboli toe sou vertrek.

Die Inhoud van

my reiskoffers was Inderdaad 'n bonte mengelmoes. Behalwe
kledlngstukke van verskillende aard was daar ook 'n grammofoon en
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bo alles 'n tamaai bundel spookverhale wat ek die middag gekoop
het. Waarom nou eintlik spookverhale weet die joos alleen.
Die aand toe die Vishinski—Stromboli trein stiptelik om tienuur
die stasie uitstoom, was ek nog die enigste passasier aan boord.
My koffers was heeltemal uit die oog uit gepak en ek het maar
ingeklim sonder om te luister na wat 'n toeskouer vir my geskreeu
het, ni. dat die trein op 'n Saterdag, en vernaamllk met die Kasonlvitse Kersfees, 'n spooktrein was. Ek het hom kortaf beveel om sy
smoel te hou en in een van die kompartemente gaan sit.
Die reis was aangenaam maar baie eensaam. Ek haal toe maar
my spookstories uit en begin lees. Omstreeks twaalfuur hoor ek

'n geluid hier reg onder my. Ek kyk bang-bang na die slaapbank
onder my en sien 'n vrou daarop le. Ek het egter nie veel notisie
geneem nie. Maar toe die deur stadig oopgaan, het ek my byna
boeglam geskrik. 'n Man met 'n operamentel aan, kom die kompartement binne en trek 'n lang blink mes onder sy mantel uit.

Hy het eers stukkies uit die houtwerk gekerf en toe sien hy die
meisie le. Hy gryp haar, sny haar in duisend stukkies en verdwyn
ewe geluidloos weer.

Doodbang klim ek uit my bed uit om te kyk wat van die meisie
geword het. Maar tot my verbasing was daar niks.
Ek staan nog so ingedagte toe ek meteens die gedaante van die
meisie voor my sien. Ek het agteruit gestaan en my oe het groter
en groter gerek. Skielik val die gedaante vorentoe en bo-op my.

Haastig kruip ek uit en toe hoor ek weer die man inkom. Hy
gryp sy mes en beweeg stap vir stap nader na my toe. Toe onthou

ek die grammofoon en begin speel een van my rumoerigste kattemusiek-plate. Dit het die gewenste uitwerking gehad want die
man het plotseling gaan staan en toe verdwyn.
. Toe word ek wakker. 'n Swaard le op my keel en 'n groep
polisiemanne staan oor my. Hulle het gedink dat ek 'n geheime
agent vir 'n naburige staat was en het net kom ondersoek instel.
Ek sal nooit weer spookstories koop nie ; ek sal Newer liefdesver-

haaltjies lees, 'n Storie wat jou so die skrik op die lyf kan ja, is
die papier waarop dit gedruk is nie werd nie.
G. Munnich,
Vorm lllb.

'n Snaakse Passasier

Dit was Kersaand baie jare gelede. Ek het besluit om 'n entjie
in my motor te gaan ry.

Die pad wat ek gekies het, het deur 'n digte plantasie gegaan.
In die plantasie in die middel van die pad het 'n man gestaan en Vir
my gewys om stil te hou. Hy het my gevra om hom op te laai.
Ek wou eers nie, maar na 'n rukkie het ek ingewillig omdat hy so
mooi gesoebat het.
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Hy het ingeklim en ons het verder gery. Na 'n rukkie het ons
begin gesels. Daar was nie eintllk lets om oor te gesels nie. Dus
het die geselsery naderhand vervellg geword.
Hy het my gevra waarheen ek op pad was.
Ek het gesS Pensdrlf-toe.
Toe het ek hom gevra waarheen hy gaan.

Hy het geantwoord : „ Ek gaan Rietvlel-toe. Sal jy my nie
assebllef daarheen neem nie ?"

Ek het voldoen aan sy versoek. En raal wat het gebeur toe ons
daar aankom ; hy het meteens voor my oe verdwyn.
G. Green,
Vorm I.

SCOTTBURGH

With the study of Afrikaans as our basic excuse for a very enjoyable
holiday at the coast, sixteen of us, the elite of the senior forms,
set out from Kearsney on the first day of the Michaelmas holiday.
Little did we realise the extent to which the standard of our second

language would be raised and only now are we able to appreciate
the willingness of our two Afrikaans masters to help us in our
attempt to improve it. We are grateful to them for their efforts
in arranging the camp. We must also thank the Head, the Matrons
and the Housekeeper for the loan of the bus and various articles
belonging to the school. The use of the school bus facilitated our
transport arrangements as we were conveyed both there and back
in it.

The camping situation v/as delightfui. in a setting of wild banana trees
we were able to assemble for our breakfast and our sunbathing and our lessons.

After swimming and sunbathing, possibly the best along the south coast, the
weary mob of happy and well-tanned fellows would wend its way back to the site
and after tidying up we always found sufficient energy to enable us to climb the
steep incline to " Robbies," who admirably served our midday and evening
meals. A rest period would follow which time was devoted firstly to keeping
awake and secondly to reading Afrikaans periodicals.
The two visits to the Scottburgh bioscope and the occasions on which some
of our members went dancing at the " Merry Windmill" are especially worthy
of note. Also noteworthy were the games of touch-rugger and the last night
around the camp fire with female attendants to serve the remnants of supplies
brought for breakfast.

Led by Mr. Storm, several members tried their hand at fishing but not until
the above expert (?) was one evening rather late for supper did he convince us
that the Indian Ocean had such a thing as a fish in it.

Frequent were our tussles with the boats there I A certain member of our
Camp challenged the fishing boat to the shore. The siren whined its warning
to no avail and the aquatic feat that followed, besides being highly amazing for
the onlookers, would indeed have been a gratifying sight even to the most meti
culous swimming coach.

The proverb ,, die beste stuurlui staan aan wal" was very appropriate
when surf-skiing became the order of the day. Good fun was had by all, however
not excluding the crowds on the beach.
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„ Ons het dit almal terdee geniet en baie geleer, alhoewel daar baie , misgeraai' is. Baie dankie en totsiens."
M. RODDA.

A KEARSNEY KRONICLE

I had been sent to COVENTRY for doing a spot of BLACK-mailing,
so I went over to IRELAND to FISH for PIKE. One day a chap from
SHEPSTONE, and a tough little SCOT asked If they could come out
with me. I had looked up the route In BRADSHAW, but the other

chaps said I was CALLOW, because BRADSHAW was only for
trains, and we should have to ROWE across. Then ROACH said

he was CUMMING too, as he liked seeing NEWLANDS. We were

half way through the WOODS when a big STORM came up. We
didn't have our MAX with us, as the OSLER at the pub said we
shouldn't NEEDHAM. Anyway, we had to WADE through DYKES,
swim through the EDDY and WAUCHOPE the steep bank on
the other side. Then ROACH DUGGAN opening In the BROOM
and we thought we saw a path ahead. It was a GAMBLE alright,
but we came out at last on an open MORE. We thought this
would make a grand airfield, so we put a MARK on the map, to
show MARSHALL TEDDER the BEST place for a take-off. If he
wanted to make another trip to the MOON In his LANCASTER.
We had supper at an Inn called the HOPEWELL. It didn't come
up to the RITZ, but we had some quite RICH soup, and LAMB and
GREEN peas. The peas were so YOUNG you had to eat them
WITHERSPOON. The girl at the next table was a new BRAND
to me. She must have got a BARBER to SHEARER hair, and her
blouse was very badly LAUNDERED. Her friend adressed her as
NEL (which I suppose was her CHRISTIAN name) and began to

SLATER In a LOWE voice In Afrikaans. Her eyes were blazing
with ANGER and the CORDES on her neck stood out. She was

very piuch his SENIOR, I could see that. Well, we were just about
to leave the HALL by the WINDER, when a voice beHIND woke

me, shouting "It's time for KIRK, MAN ; I only hope the Head
doesn't read MOFFITT'S translation !"
Anne Onlmous.

IMPRESSIONS OF OBERAMMERGAU

During May my wife and I accompanied my parents to the Austrian Tyrol
and Bavaria, and while there we saw the opening performance of the Passion
Piay at Oberammergau. In Austria we stayed at Haii, about iO km. out of
Innsbruck, a delightful mediaeval town quite happy in its lack of progress, i made
one trip into innsbruck myself, where I visited the University and was poiiteiy
shown over by a member of the department of theoiogy who knew no English
at aii. My German is not good, but nevertheless we managed to have a pleasant
enough chat, though not on theological subjects, the vocabulary of which is
rather beyond my scope at present.
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Oberammergau teemed with the Yank—noisy, gum-chewing. My each
meeting with God's gift to the human race resuits in an increased disiike for
same. We stayed in a peasant home,that of Nigge Georg, and lived sumptuously,
though, of course, one wall's thickness from the family herd, who were not
averse to somewhat odorous self-expression. On the Sunday we arose bright and
early and battled our way, armed with cushions, to the theatre. From 8.30 to 12,

and then from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. is no Saturday afternoon flick, and left us feeling
exhausted. My wife and I relaxed that evening with the Bavarians, away from
tourists, in a little cafe where the beer was cool, plentiful and mild ; and where
I found a friendliness and tolerance of my bad German. Next morning, of course,
we were forced once more into the scurry of tourists taking themselves too
seriously and getting their money's worth.
The most striking feature of the play itself, in my opinion, was the choral
work. They had been meticulously trained, and did not slip up once in the whole
8^ hours. Their purpose, very much as in Greek tragedy, was to comment,
and particularly to relate the action of Christ's life to a series of tableaux which
were drawn from parallel incidents of Old Testament History. Pfeisinger, who
played Christ, gave an uninspiring performance, I thought. As portrayed by
him, and except for the moment of feeling while carrying the cross, and perhaps
that of Gethsemane, he made Jesus a club bore, always talking to himself and not
really interested in the audience. Pfeisinger's Christ was not the leader Jesus
must have been. Judas Iscariot was very good in a difficult and umpopuiar part ;
and John and Peter were most real and life-like. Of the women, I preferred
Magdalene to Mary the Mother, who was too demure and pious for anything
but a girls' school end-of-term play. Pilate, in a comparatively short and easy
part, was magnificent, his part following the tradition of " poor Pilate forced
into an awkward situation" rather than other less kindly traditions of inter
pretation.
I am enclosing a P.C. of the stage, incidentally, to give you an idea of its size
and unintentional Gordon Craigishness.
A. O. A. ASKEW (34-36).

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
Extract from Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at Whytock
Buildings on 3rd November, 1950, at 5.30 p.m.
Present: Mr. J. Hulett in the chair and 25 members.

Apologies: Apologies were received from Rev. J. L. B. Taylor and Messrs.
C. Medworth, J. Reece and D. Gray.
The Chairman asked the meeting to stand as a tribute to the memory of
Mr. P. Milner and Mr. Alan Taylor.
Notice of Meeting was taken as read.
Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting were read and confirmed.
Special Resolution : Mr. M. Foss, seconded by Mr. C. Hopkins, proposed that
Clause 8(b) of the Constitution be amended to read :
"A quorum at Annual General Meetings shall be fifteen members, and
at an Executive Meeting,four members, at a Special General Meeting, twenty
members : such quorum shall consist of members present in person."
The motion was carried.

Secretary's Report was read and adopted.
In moving thje adoption of the report, Mr. A. B. Theunissen conveyed greetings
from the Johannesburg Branch, and expressed congratulations to the President
and the Executive of the Club for their outstanding work during the year.
Mr. P. Hind seconded the motion which was carried unanimously.
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Treasurer's Report, Mr. Robinson pointed out that as our financial year
ended on 31st December, the accounts had not been audited. He gave a clear
picture of the financial state of the Club to date.

Mr. C. Hopkins, seconded by Mr. Graham Hulett, proposed the adoption
of the interim accounts.

Pavilion Fund.

Carried.

After some discussion it was decided that a sum of £758 be

loaned to the Pavilion Fund interest free by the K.C.O.B.C. General Account
and that efforts be made to repay this loan as soon as possible.
Mr. A. B. Theunissen, seconded by Mr. M. Foss, proposed that the sum of
£250, standing to the credit of the Endowment Fund in the books be transferred
to the Pavilion Fund.

The motion was carried.

Endowment Fund. In presenting the First Annual Report on behalf of the

Trustees, Mr. A. B. Theunissen stated that the Fund had been well supported
and that about £2,000 worth of insurance had been sold.

Mr. A. B. Theunissen then formally moved the adoption of the Rules of the
Kearsney College Old Boys' Endowment Fund as printed in the July, 1950, issue
of the "Chronicle."

Mr. A. M. Foss seconded the motion which was carried unanimously.
Mr. C. Hopkins, seconded by Mr. M. Poole, proposed a special vote of thanks
to Messrs. L. C. Smith and A. M. Foss for their services in drawing up these rules.
Carried.

Election of Officers.

Before the election Mr. G. M. Gram, on his behalf and

that of the College, paid tribute to the retiring Executive and stated that 1950
marked a year of signal achievement in the history of the Club.
The following Officers were then elected :
President

Mr. J. N. Hulett.

Vice-President
Hon. Secretary

Mr. C. Hopkins.
Mr. J. Hopkins.

Hon. Treasurer

Mr. W. Robinson.

Representative on Board of
Governors

Mr. M. Poole.

Executive Committee

Messrs. P. Hind, J. Howarth,
A. H. Doidge, F. Chick, L. T.
Polkinghorne.

Mr. A. M. Foss ex officio.
Editor of Magazine

Mr. G. M. Oram.

General. Mr. A. B. Theunissen stated that there was a move in Johannesburg
towards the affiliation of the smaller Old Boys' Clubs for the purposes of sharing
sporting and social facilities, if the scheme came to fruition it was the desire
of the Johannesburg Branch of the K.C.O.B.C. to be associated with it, but in

so doing the identity of the Branch would in no way be affected.
Mr. Oram, seconded by the Secretary, proposed that authority be granted
the Johannesburg Branch to proceed, and wished them success in their project.
Carried.

Mr. A. M. Foss reported that the Durban Branch was in a very sound state
and was being well supported by the Old Boys in the area.
On behalf of the Johannesburg Branch Mr. Theunissen suggested that as
a memorial to the late Mr. P. Milner a fund should be inaugurated which would
provide an annual prize at the College. The matter was referred to the Executive
for action.

Before closing the meeting the Chairman expressed pleasure at the attendance
of the following "long distance" members : K. Oliver (Western Germany),
A. B. Theunissen (Johannesburg), and E. G. Cole (O.F.S.).
The meeting closed at 7 p.m.
J. H. HOPKINS, Hon. Secretary.
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DURBAN BRANCH

The Branch has been going from strength to strength since last
March and our concentration has been mainly on Socials which we
hold regularly on the second Friday of every month at the Royal
Hotel, Durban. The average attendance has been near the thirty
mark each time, and it has been a great pleasure to us to see new
faces frequently and we do hope that Old Boys will feel that they
are always welcome and will look upon our Socials as an opportunity
of keeping in good touch and maintaining the spirit of friendship
born in our days at Kearsney.
In November we had a variation to our normal Socials, in the
form of a Dance at the Athlone Hotel in Durban, with an informal

get-together dinner at the Playhouse beforehand. This was a most
successful show as no fewer than eighty couples were present at the
Dance. It was a great pleasure to all of us in the Branch to have
with us that evening Mr. and Mrs. Osier and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hulett, and also many Old Boys from distant places.
Through the medium of the Magazine, I would like to extend an
invitation to any Old Boy to visit us when In Durban, and to look
upon us as a home at all times.
Our Branch has now grown to such an extent that it is necessary
for us to form a Constitution and this is now being undertaken.
A. M. FOSS, Chairman.
Endowment Assurance Fund

The sum assured now stands at £1,973. A further seVen policies
have been taken out, making a total of 31. Additions to the names
of policy holders are :—T. H. Collins (31-33) ; A. M. Foss (27-33) ;
P. H. Hind (25-30) ; W.G. R. Hulett, W. B. King (41-45) ; P. McLeroth
(44-45) ; M. M. F. Poole (24-25).

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH

Annual General Meeting. The Annual General Meeting was
held at Walberton Manor, on Wednesday, 19th July, 1950, and the
following were elected to represent you :—
Chairman : A. B. Theunissen.

Secretary : D. Speed.
Treasurer : K. Piper.
Committee : T. Collins, P. Poole, I. Coutts, M. Poole and D.
Gardner.

During the course of an interesting meeting, mention was made
of the completion of the Pavilion at College and of the splendid
start which has been made with the Endowment Fund Assurance
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Scheme. Tributes were paid to Mrs. Attlee for her interest In

the Branch and she was presented with a bouquet as a token of our
appreciation.

Monthly"Get Togethers." These are held on the first Tuesday
of each month at the Victoria Hotel, Plein Street, Johannesburg.
Ail Old Boys are very welcome, and are urged to come along as
often as possible. The meetings are held either in the Reading Room
or in the Residents' Lounge, both on the first floor.
Addresses :—

Chairman : A. B. Theunissen, c/o Box 7128, Johannesburg.
Phone : 23-6318.

Secretary: D. Speed, Walburton Manor, I Princess Place, Park-

town. Phone : 33-2261 (Office), 44-2502 (Residence).
Note.—All"new" Old Boys in the district are urged to get in
touch with one or other of the above Officers of this very much
alive Branch.

First Annual Dance. The first occasion of this kind was held

Jointly with the Transvaal Branch of the Old Kingswoodian Club
on 8th September at the Old Edwardian Clubhouse, Houghton, and
was very much enjoyed. Double tickets were 15/- each. Old
Boys of either Club could bring guests who were "non" Old
Boys. Make a note of these points for next time, fellows!
Founder's Day. An account of this occasion appears elsewhere,
and here it Is desired to make one criticism. It is a pity that so
many Old Boys who turn up to investigate developments at the
School and to witness the Rugger matches do not stay on to the
Dinner and social evening that follows. This year quite fifty per
cent, of those who were present at the field—a record number,
probably—must have left the School as darkness fell. It is realised
that many find difficulty in planning to stay for the evening for
reasons of family and friendship, but the absence of so many who
have been seen in the afternoon does limit the comradeship, and
hence the success of what should be a very enjoyable part of the
Reunion. The Club's Executive earnestly hopes that in future
all Old Boys who are able to visit the School on this occasion will
make a more deliberate endeavour to share more fully the fellowship
that is available by staying on to the Dinner and the social time
that follows. There are difficulties in arranging entertainment, and
this year the cinema programme was abandoned as an unsuitable
form of getting together, and common-rooms and light refreshments
were arranged to encourage an atmosphere for talk and introductions
of those not previously known to each other. It may be that these
arrangements were not made properly known, but this can be
remedied on future occasions. Any Old Boy who would like to
give his views on the matter is cordially invited to get into touch
with any of the officers of the Branches of the Club.
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Old Boys' News
Death ; A. C. Taylor, killed In action in Korea, September, 1950.
Married : J. Clarkson, F. Comins, I. McLeod (in London), B. Theunlssen.
Engaged : H. Ritz, A. B. van Aardt.
Births : J. Beningfield, a son : J. H. Charter, a daughter ; A. Coutts, a son :
I. Coutts, a daughter ; J. Crawford, a daughter ; M. Crookes, a son : J. H.
Hopkins, a son ; F. Jex, a daughter ; A. W. Mortifee, a daughter ; L. Robinson,
a son ; L. Scheffer, a son ; A. Stockll, a daughter ; Dr. H. H. Stott, a son ;
L. Smith, a daughter.

We offer our hearty congratulations to P. Davidson (41-42) on his good
performances as our first Currie Cup cricketer. He has recently moved from
Maritzburg to Pretoria. His first club innings this year was 201 not out, and
almost at once he was selected to play for N.E. Transvaal. He scored 66 against
Border, 86 against Rhodesia, i03 against Griquas, and 41 against O.F.S., in each
case, we imagine, being top scorer. By Christmas he had scored nearly 1,000

runs. His schoolboy promise is being fulfilled.
A. O. R. Askew (34-36) writes at great length and most entertainingly
from London, where he is doing some study, some teaching, and is very com
fortably housed in a flat with his wife in the Kensington area. It is hopeless for
the Editor to try to precis his letter and retain his style. He had done the round
of the theatres, and the ballet at Covent Garden, and he also had the privilege
of visiting Oberammergau for the Passion Play.
A. S. Brass (42-47) writes from Cape Town where he had just celebrated
his twenty-first birthday. He also gives news of very successful progress In
his Accountancy studies. He was one of the few successful candidates in the
Intermediate Examinations and was the only one In the Union to pass in Statistics.

He also gained a distinction in Accountancy 11. He won the Junior floating
Trophy of his Badminton Club.
R. J. Crawford (28-32) writes from Mufulira, where he has been acting
Head of the school. He played for N. Rhodesia against S. Rhodesia. Hopes to

go over to England in 1953.
D. Crankshaw (42) has been accepted as a candidate for the ministry, and
will proceed to Rhodes to study. He had been Pastor in our own circuit over
the past year.

M. Coppin (44-47) is studying surveying at Natal University.
J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) wrote at the end of the year to say that he was due
for promotion in the new year, to the rank of Senior Clerk (Administrative
position). This would mean extra pennies towards a possible trip to England
in 1953. The only snag is the likelihood of having to go on the"road "for four

years, doing audit inspections all over the country at magistrates' offices, receivers
of revenue and suchlike, just when his daughters, the one only a few months
old, will be growing up I

C. J. Dell (47-49) has finished a successful year at the Ficksburg Technical
College where he is the only English-speaking student among well over a hundred
others. He expects to continue there for another two years.
A. H. Doidge (40-41) is Sales Promotion Manager with Hind Bros., a respon
sible position which involves keeping an eye on the methods and success of the
salesmen, and seeing that the shops display Hind's products as conspicuously
as possible.
R. G. Foss (38-47) finds his hands very fully occupied managing his father's
farm at Felixton, and playing rugby and cricket over the week-ends. He has
had good success at cricket, played against the Aussies, and has been chosen
together with V. Davy (38-36), and G. C. Jacobs (30-37) for the Combined
Country Districts team.
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G. M. Gillies (42-44) has been scoring freely In Club cricket, and was chosen
to open the Innings for Transvaal 2nd XI vs. Natal 2nd XI. He celebrated the

occasion by scoring 126, and putting on 285 for the first wicket with his partner.
In the second innings he scored 32 not out.

H. N. Hulett (21-24) has sold his farm at Compensation and left the home
of his ancestors to take up tobacco farming In Rhodesia.
Rev. F. G. Hittler (33-34) Is doing great work at Robertson. At a recent

service 85 men and women, prepared by him, were received into membership
of the Methodist Church, adult baptism was administered to another 30, and
360 communicants attended the Communion service.

I. F. Jackson (41-44) is engaged In civil engineering with a Johannesburg
firm of reinforced concrete engineers. His brother, S. M. Jackson (41-43) is
with the Anglo-American Corporation and Is studying for the C.I.S. Diploma.
J. G.R. Kinloch (44-49) Is apprenticed with Stewarts & Lloyd's at Vereenlging
O. E. Knaggs (41-42) writes from Cape Town, where he has gone from
P.E. He is enjoying his work with the Shell Co.

M. G. Lawson (42-44), who was an unfortunate victim of polio a few years
ago, still walks with a stick, but we were very pleased to see him down for Prize
Giving. He finds mental refreshment from his music, and while in Durban was
given the opportunity of playing the oboe with the Durban Philharmonic
Orchestra. He also plays the cello.

R. J. Lee (41-44).is in his final year of electrical engineering at the Natal
University, Durban.

H. Lund (45-49) is giving up his work with Coates, Johannesburg, and has
decided to enter the teaching profession where, to use his own words, he can

do more good for others and think less of himself. He is keenly interested in
Church work.

A. Mandell (39-41) is a " big noise" in the Johannesburg Broadcasting
Studios. He now prepares and announces programmes for Springbok Radio,
and is also news announcer for Johannesburg "A" programme.

Rev. W.S. Michell (25-31) has now moved to Bloemfontein, where he joins
another Old Boy, Rev. Edgar Wilkinson (25-27). We feel that this is a happy
coincidence, and augurs well for Methodism in the City.

Pilot Officer K. M. Oliver (44-46) came over (by sea) on leave after a year
with the R.A.F. in Germany. He had ten weeks at home in Durban, and we

were very pleased to see him several times at Kearsney, looking very smart,
and having developed an attractive R.A.F. accent!
G. Richardson (47-49) is with MacKay Bros., Gale Street, Durban.
G- Stein (40-44) has completed his course as articled clerk and is now a

qualified solicitor and attorney in Johannesburg.
G. W.Shuker (41-48) and I. Mackenzie (45-48) are studying Agricultural
Science together at Natal University.

D. Speed (46-47) is the new secretary of the Johannesburg Old Boys Branch.

Address : Walburton Manor, I Princess Place, Parktown, Johannesburg. Old
Boys in the Transvaal should make contact with him.

D. Sparks (23-24) has now retired from the Building Industry and returned
to Swinburne, where he is keenly interested in farming. He has considerable
stock and has already won many prizes at the sales.

R. D. Thorpe (43-44) has taken his B.Comm. at Natal University.
W.Wilker (41-44) has given up the idea of teaching and is now the assistant
bio-chemist to the Maritzburg Municipality.

J. Worth (31-32), sitting behind a very large desk, and with his typist
clicking away merrily beside him, is Manager of the S.A. Liberal Insurance Com
pany, Bloemfontein.
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T. Worthington (45-47), our premier golfer, has, we believe, reduced his
handicap to scratch. Other golfers please note.
P. R. Young (42-47) is travelling the roads for Geo. Constable and Co., of
Boksburg, bringing in some useful orders and seeing life to the full. He writes
with much gratitude for the things which Kearsney taught him.
P. McLeroth (44-45) has completed his apprenticeship as an electrician
and is now working with Explosives, Umbogintwini. He has played his bagpipes
with success in several competitions.
Zululand News

We are grateful to the indefatigable Desmond Raw (28-37) for news of
the Zululand contingent, some of our oldest and most loyal Old Boys. He
regrets, however, that the Zululand Branch seems to have whittled away almost
to nothing. Always the same half dozen attend the varied functions, and they
would welcome some fresh faces.

What about it, Zululanders ?

We give his news verbatim :

L. A. Bowler (27-30) was last seen as a patient at the Kearsney Healing
Home—has stuck to the old school all right.
B. W. Batchelor (33-35). Married, and mad on fishing and farming. They
have just built a new house and have everything they could wish for, as far as
comfort goes. Is on his father's farm at Mposa.
R. J. Carr (34-35) is farming at Mtunzini ; has been battling but is getting
on to his feet now.

Married, with two children.

V. Davy (38-46) Is working for Major Rattray, the gum tree magnate at
Kwambonambi. Plays a lot of tennis and cricket.
G. M. Garbutt (38-44) has completed his course in Agriculture at Stellenbosch, and is working for Major Rattray at Kwambonambi.
P. N. Garbutt (38-45) is still working for Hunt, Leuchars and Hepburn at
Kwambonambi.

M.E. Howelis(26-27) is farming near Richards Bay. Is battling along against
heavy odds, but when his gum trees mature in six to ten years time he should
be well away.
A. S. Hood Williams (29-30) is working behind the counter at a store in
Amatikulu.

I. C. Hume (43-47) is farming at Ntambanana—cotton, cane and cattle—
and is doing well for a beginner.
O. R. Lovett (26-27) is head of the tramline department at Hulett's Mill,
Felixton.

R. G. Poynton (28) bought his own farm at Empangeni and is struggling
with it. He does a lot of good work on committees of ail sorts.
C. E. Pope (45-46) works for Rattray at Kwambonambi and plays a lot of
polo.
G. Sandiford (30-31) Is at Kataza. Went over to England for the Victory
Parade.

D. P. Staniland (38-40) Is working for his father at Ntambanana. A hardworker. Keen on the army. Has shot at Bisley.
J. V. Wood (35-37) is working for Hulett's Mill at Felixton as electrician.
B. L. Nilsen (27-28) is at Eshowe, contracting for cane cutting.
D. R. Nightingale (24-32) is one of Kearsney's keennest supporters. An
enthusiastic rugby supporter, but does not play, owing to ill health.

G. F. Balcomb (30-40) is married and has an infant son. Is managing a big
farm at Mtunzini. Plays cricket for Inyoni C.C.
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C. J. C. Beningfield (40-41) is managing his father's farm at Empangeni
Rail. Hurt a knee at rugby some time ago, and now organises baseball and
Softball. Has a baby son.
Dr. D. P. Beningfield (41-42) has just qualified, and is now serving his
housemanship at King Edward Vlli Hospital, Durban.
D. Clark (21-27), a school foundation scholar, is working hard on the farm,
and also runs a dairy. His tractor cane-ioading device is still proving successful,
after three years' trial. We are copying, and loading up to 120 tons a day.
Keen on tennis.

L. N.W.Hume (39-42) is farming with his father. Keen on sport and never
misses a social function.

R. G. Foss (39-47) is managing his father's farm. Plays lots of sport.
J. E. Harding (42) is farming with his father. Plays a lot of tennis.
T. D.(38-44) and W. M.(39-44) Jacobs are both finished with their appren
ticeships at Feiixton Mill and are now working at Umfolozi Sugar Mill, as qualified
fitters and turners. Both are keen supporters of Kearsney, and both have
done very well in representative cricket.
C. L. MacNelllle (26-33) has been allotted an ex-serviceman's farm on the
Umfolozi Fiats. Has built himself a small pandokkie up there for his wife and
two children.

T. D. Pennefather (39-43) has joined the Merchant Navy.
H. D. Pennefather (39-45) is running his late father's farm.
B. R.(25-27) and O. T. S. (31-36) Tedder are both farming at Amatikulu
although Ossie might spend more time fishing.
N. E. Theunlssen (38-45) is working at Kwambonambi. Cracked two ribs
at rugger recently.
Capt. C. C. von Keyserllngk (27-30) has been promoted to Captain In
the S.A.P., and transferred to Stamford Hill, Durban.

R. W.Welghtman (31-33) is working at van der Byl Park, Vereniging.

The Old Boys' Editor (Mr. Reece) earnestly requests Old Boys
to let him have news which will be of interest, and to let him know

if they change their addresses, to ensure correct delivery of the
Magazine.
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Contributions to Magazine
Postages, Stationery and Petties

1

£1,37! 13
1

1,323 7 3

Building Society Shares

PAVILION FUND—
Pavilion Loan
INVESTMENTS—

In Savings Account

On Hand

CASH—
47

1

£

8

3

s.

3
8

d.

s.

d.

£225
9 10

0 0
4 12 9
170 17 1

£
50

30 17
48 16

4

3

7

0

d.

0

s.

1

£

141 15

W. L. S. ROBINSON. Hon. Treasurer.

InterestAnnual
Union Loan Certificates

Annual

Life

Subscriptions—

s.

d.

s.

0

d.

'

£225

9 10

79 13 10

145 16

£

2
0 0

1

£1,371 13

575

748

48 II I I

£

DURBAN,
28th December, 1950.

H. W. HALEY, Partner,
Auditors.

ROBERTS, HALEY AND MURRAY,

knowledge and on information supplied to us, the above Accounts and Balance Sheet are a true reflection of the affairs of the Club.

We have examined the books, vouchers and securities of the Kearsney College Old Boys' Club and certify that to the best of our

Excess Income

•

170 17

s. d.
0 0
25 0 0
22 5 10

1

£

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER, 1950

Add—Excess Income

Balance at 31st December, 1949 £1,152 10 2

PROVISION FOR MAGAZINE
KEARSNEY COLLEGE
ACCUMULATED FUNDS—

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS IN ADVANCE

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st DECEMBER, 1950

s. d.

£270 12

7

260 12 7
10 0 0

£

™

3

270 12

7

4,574 10 7

20 12

409 10 6

4 4

2

I

748

£5,593

2

3

4,845

s. d.

W. L. S. ROBINSON, Hon. Treasurer.

Paid to Board of Governors

PAVILION—

Building Society Shares

INVESTMENTS—

SAVINGS ACCOUNT

0

0

2 4

s. d.

£5,593 4 4

5,332 2 0

250

II

£

28th December, 1950.

DURBAN,

Auditors.

H. W. HALEY, Partner,

ROBERTS, HALEY AND MURRAY,

We have examined the books, vouchers and securities of the Kearsney College Old Boys' Endowment and Pavilion Funds and certify
that to the best of our knowledge and on information supplied to us, the above Balance Sheet is a true reflection of the state of the Funds.

OLD BOYS CLUB

8

7 18 5

£28 10

Add—Endowment Fund

Less—Expenses

Add—Donations
Interest

Balance at 31st December, 1949 4,144 7 10

PAVILION FUND—

General Meeting

terms of decision of Annual

Transferred to Pavilion Fund in

Interest

ENDOWMENT FUND—
Balance at 31st December, 1949

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' ENDOWMENT AND PAVILION FUNDS
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st DECEMBER, 1950
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